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MORNING,
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PUBLISHING

CO.,

Eight Dollars

Year In advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in adTerms

:

a

vance.

at

2

a

ONE

of the most

noltf

__93 Exchange
FOR SALE.

15

COR. OF CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.
PORTLAND, ME.

__tf

CLARK,

From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

WATER

BABCOCK,

MAKER &
MANIXFACTVBER

OF

Wsltfc and Chronometer makers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

Apparatus, Ac.,

SO market Street. Printers Exchange,

PORTLAND, MEL

Mrs.

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
Makers and Blacksmiths.
MAN UF ACTOTIEK8 OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s

Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
FOR

RUE’S

INJECTOR

215 COfflldEBClAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAJ3STE.
FOB SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

power, built to order.
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will Do you Good !”

we

WILLIAM

RICHARDSON"

&

have removed

PRICE

del
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QTJBS TIOITS

REMOVAL.

IN

AN

CROSS

D
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Office 11-2 Union Wharf.

Islwttf

Who is selling Ball Fringe for 15 cts.

New Goods,
New Place,

ready for exhibi
carefully selected,

1 have now

a

yard!

Real Tak Lace, 11*1 inches wide, for
15 cents a yard !
Real Tak Lace, 21*4 inches wide, for
24 cents, and other widths at equally

low prices !
Handkerchiefs 5 cents each.

IIASSATV.

COGIA
An Entire New Stock of

STOCK

Who is selling nice White Blankets at

$2.75

STEPHEN BERRY,

(fficolcj Job

and

(gaid I?uidebf

No. 37 Plum Street.
tr

oc2D

WM. M. MARKS

Artistic

Novelties,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Erery Description or

work

yard.

Co.

Tukesbury &

No. 2 Free Street.

—

AT

—

dtf

587 CONOR KBS 8T.

promptly and carofnlly

an22
__

Counsellors at
door

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.
All collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and BUI Collector.

80 MIDDLE ST.
dtf

W.

FRESCO PAINTER,
SO. 833 COKGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

MAY

6

STREET.

__tf
WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

IvlT

PAINTER,

FRESCO

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
5

DEEBIKG

BLOCK.

I have taken
business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall enI
the

respectfully inform the public that

deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years.
Wn. SCHUMACHER.

Paper Collar

A
take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and
^ ggjjijfliAdHHB,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf

satisfactorily.

Catholic Bookseller,

nol6

either at mill

it54 CONGRESS STREET,
Under Congress Hall.
jy2tf
Bibles Sold on Instalments.

J. B. MATHEWS A CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in First Qualif y

State of Maine Roofing Slate,
NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, ME.
MATHEWS.

S. G. DORMAN.

ju9

JAMES L. FOGG.
dtf

or

1¥EW !

FARBAND’S IMPROVED

Self-Folding Tucker and
ble Hemmer.
The most useful attachment ever
ing Machines.

Adjusta-

Invented for Sew-

Tha only one which bsis Folding Slide,
which keeps the tack or hens perfectly even,

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
and
hand, thereby making a great saving of time from
labor. It will tuck any thickness or goods,
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
Item any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
__
.Reduced Price $2.50,
__

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Sole Agent for Portland,
ju30tt

1*0.

*37 OXFORD STREET.

IF YOU WANT
purchase an elegant and durable gold watch,
and make a handsome saving in money, buy the

tiful BASCENE—in Gents’, Ladies’ and Boys’ sizes,
Key and Stem Winders.
For sale by dealers generally in oil pails ot the
Country,
firRt quality Ladd Patent Cases
^ii
and date
are stamped “G. W. L.” inside the Cover,
of patent under the bezel
the
manuto
Send for full descriptive circulars
New
facturers, J. A. Brown & Co., 11 Maiden Lane,
no’m
York.

Oak and Pine Timber.
with oak or pine timber on them, within three miles of any railroad
Portland.
Address P. O. Box
of
40
miles
and within
de1438, Portland, stating price, No. of acres, and
no24dtf

WANTED—Small

scription.

Farms

COGIA HASSAM’S,

Street.

Congress

W

.

U

out over

VRXAkJ

Wll KJ U lTJ.Ullk7i

Important Notice.
20 to 40 per cent, of your gas bill over
burners commonly used, and 10 per cent, over AN1T
OTihER BURiER. with same amount of
can save

ight, by using the

BURNER.

REE THEM AT

No. 11 Market Square.

|

is

.

a

good assortment

PREPARED

Gas and Water

TO

now

not 9

WOONSOCKET

DO

on

to

KINSMAN,

AX

UJ^TAILj

COGI A HASSAN,
129 MIDDLE AND 6 TEMPLE STREETS.
no23
«

BOSTOIST.

Locust Treenails.
100,000 beat Rift Locust Treenails,
A50.000 beat Mowed White Oak do.
30,000 beat quality Canada Kaeea
—ALSO—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
AT LOWERT CARH PRICER

CO.,

horses

OF

HORSES.

I

110 EXCHANGE STREET.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
ag5tf

PnblUhee. and Roolfolleen.

PRINTING ol every description r' •
executed at Ihi. Office.

now

was
an

and condition powder, which will increase all excretions and in that way eradicate this poison. They
also strengthen the blood, invigorate the whole system. and render your horses less liable to the prevailing diseases. I will also state I am now enabled
to pay my whole attention to the treatment of the
diseases of Horses and Cattle. All orders left at 92
Federal Street, will be promptly attended to.
E. F KIPLEY, veterip ary Surgeon.

dec3*2w

_

PRINTING of every description neatly
executed at this office.

JOB

HIE.

—

534 Congress Street,

2w.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

piece which all Ventriloquists use in
the making of so many voices almost any Otoe
can leant to throw their voice so it can be distinctly

THAT

AT

Eastman Brothers,

FUN FOB THE MILLIONS.

FIND many
suffering from the
effects of the Epizootic, which
essentially
Cheapest Book Store in the World. AS
blood poison, I have compounded
alterative
a

FOB—

and Children
—

Exchange ©t*,
PORTLAND,

dec3

NOTICE.

PORTLAND. ME.dtl

100,000 Book, without regard to cool.
Good Clock., Wntchc. and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.

28

Shoes

N. B.—Don’t make a mistake and get Into the
wrong Store under the Falmouth.
no2;i
tf

OWNERS

—

Ladies

AGENTS,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

TO

A GOOD ASSORTMENT

BARNES” BROS.,

Store

Where yon can buy Rubber Boots and
WARRANTED NOT TO CRACK.

TAYLOR,

FURS !

DIRECTORS.
Sanmel Atherton, Daniel Denny, Jr., Jos. P. Ellicott, William G. Weld, James W. Converse, Samuel
Johnson, Alphcus M. Stetson, Ezra H. Baker, Jr.,
Albert Thompson, Franklin Greene, Joseph S. Ropes,
F. M. Johnson, Uriel H. Crocker.
FRANKLIN GREENE, Pres.
Francis H. Stevens, Sec'y.

UNLY AT

Hall’s Rubber

ITS COMMERCIAL STREET,

$200,000.
$350,000.

Capital
Assets

—

were

paid, for

master

no30

dtl

heard for tour or five rods. 1 will Bend this on receipt oi50 cents to auy address with full instructions
for use, and will make a present to
every one of
a photograph to grace the Album, re presen dug the
smallest man ia the world. Address,
no281 w *
H. DAILEY, Nunda, 111., Box 136.

F.

A.

Plaisted Ac Son.

of en«ne w.re have
hand hill assortment of Superior Stone Ware
Manufacturers
office
their Store
21 Union Wharf
on

at

House,

Portland,
Manufactory

at
157 Commercial, corner Union St.
Gardiner. Large or Small orders, addressed as
above or at Gardiner, will he promptly filled at the
decld3m
lowest prices.

Feed for Cattle.
of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
Me.
P. McG tiXNCHY, Prop,

LOTS
n

dtim

these wishes were all

attained. She was presented at court in silk
and tulle, with pearls and diamonds; supped
at the table with “their majesties,” and was
cuiupiuueuicu

uu

ucjl

ucauij

auu

uicss

uy

After that all was triMinister Dayton.
umph. There were casual engagements of

marriage; there was a season of delight un“protection” of Duke de Morny, Napoleon’s potent half-brother, who gave her
the entree even to Eugenio’s “petit bals.”
So that, “in (act,” she says, “I had everything my own way, and was enjoying life to
der the

my heart’s content.”

-OF-

$3.00

Piping.

tors i

Prescott Ins. Go.

BOOTS
RUBBER

Maine, making a special effort
buy cheap and undersell all competi-

tt

Heavy

-MADE BY

of

other

or

and be premise* te nit yen in beth price
quality er refund yenr money.

Men’s

any

dealer in

and

P. S.—A large stock of carefully selected
hand at the present reduced prices,

than

opportunities for reputable

band and her own power over men. Both
combined to determine her career. They returned from Washington to New York, penniless, but to the awakened Mrs. Eckel that
She was now
was not a matter of anxiety.
the head of the family. Through the favor
of Fernando Wood she got Mr. Eckel a place
in the Custom-house; they took spacious
rooms in a hotel, and their evening receptions became more brilliant than ever. She
played upon the weakness of men; obtained
a place for one friend and a contract for
another, 'and “In a short time,” says she,
“my income far exceeded my husband’s salary.” She became, in short, one of those
sirens who bewitch men that have favors to
grant, and make commerce of their influence
with men that want favors. Something in
this life, however prosperous, disagreed with
the husband’s peace of mind, and estrangement followed. All the better for her, for it
gave her liberty for broader operations in
contract-getting, and—for it was then the
first years of the war—blockade-running.
Then her husband opportunely died, and
Mrs. Eckel, in the irreproachable position of
a young widow, went to Paris, purposing to
enter the meretricious Court of Napoieon III,
as more than one American woman did, and
not to the honor of the country.
In that cosmopolitan city of the cardianl
sins, Mrs. Eckel blossomed into full splendor
Sbe went to
as a queen of social intrigue.
the Pantheon straightway on her arrival, and
offered Ste. Genevieve at her shrine a costly
gift for the gratification of three ambitions—
to be presented at court, to have plenty of
money, and the first men of the Empire at
her feet. We must presume that the votive

offerings

HASSAI,

tion at lower prices

nollti188 Exchange Street.

L.

price i

Who is selling goads of every descrip-

STREET,

28 & 30 PEARL

nsed

GAS FIXTURES

J.

tery fine French

specialty of furnishing

GAS FIXTURES. RUBBER
a

COGIA

U U D D,

oc30tf

ALRO

real Hair Switch-

Hair at less than half

Please pass yosr orders to his drivers
! iato his Bakery,

GENERAL AGENTR FOR MAINE.

!E&“ReHable agents wanted wherever gas

baud

including

some

Choice FamilyFlour.

LYNDON & COOKE.

on

$8000 worth

BAKING BUSINESS,
makes

rifYiwcmwiiiiJC

conssantly

HASS AMT.

Braids at 50 cents, and who is closing

tn connection with his

lslwttl

haw

I have

cents?
Soft Felt Hats at 91.001

THAT

delivered.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

CALL AND

50

Silk Wlnsor Ties at 15 cents ?
Long Black, single and pieced Ostrich
Plumes, very, very cheap ?

es,

DO YOU KNOW

Lumber

at

—

No. 1 1-2 UNION WHARF

to

LADD PATEST WATCH CASE for your movement..
They are made in Mansard, Flat and Dome shapes,
beauto which we hate this Fall added our new and

AT

Who sells real Hair Switches for Top

E. M. G. TUKESBUKY,
E. E. DYER,nolOlf

furnishing

ELLIS PATENT GAS

fiAlHETHIlVr!

537

famished to order.

You

HASSAN.

COGIA

an

me; grew 10 young womannoou in ner auni s
home in a Connecticut village, found a kindly guardian, who sent her to Monson Academy, and then to a fashionable school in
New York city. In 1857 she made the acquaintance, at a school reception, of a Tennessee gentleman, who had been a consul in
South America, and seven months after this
meeting married him.
Marriage is the honorable aim of many a
young girl’s hope; It was but the

staitihg-

made from

—

It is a curious and. not altogether unprofitable study, that of the chapters in history
that never could have been written but for
some woman, horn to enslave men, and fulThe moralists have
filling her mission.
treated it often, with conclusions just enough
in tbe main; and our New England lyceum
has been astonished with a picturesque lecture on the emotional charms of these
women, from Cleopatra down to Ninon de
l’Enclos. We shall inevitably learn one thing
from the survey, and that is, that, besides
the physical beauty and passion, the graces
of intellect and the wreck of principle, they
all had that audacious fire called genius. In
ages that have denied everything to women,
such women have ruled; in ages that made
gulfs impassable between classes in society,
such women have mounted from slums to
thrones. Ambition never meets more brilliant rewards than those of a distinguished
courtesan. Phryne, the unveiling of whose
bosom made the grave judges of Athens acquit her in a trice of impiety—for how could
such charms offend the gods ?—was a type of
her class in all ages; women who blind justice with beauty, and even flaunt its gifts in
the very face of heaven.
Since the story of her life, told by Lola
Montez, there has been no exposure of the
Phryne sort so singularly frank and unblushing as this of “Maria Monk’s Daughter.” as
Mrs. St. John Eckel chooses to entitle her-

point for hers. At twenty years of age she
was flung into the feverish atmosphere of
life at Washington, and learned two things
simultaneously—the inefficiency of her hus-

Silk Velvets at importers’ prices ?

Remember the Number,

West India and South American Cargoes

aulS

yon
at

them!

ries, Railroads, Ac.,

Bookbinder,

as

style

Who sells Ladles’ Felt Hats

Timber for Ships, Bridges, Facto*

Pictures, Religious Articles, Ac.

B.

AND

be

can

able to suit the trade, and can sell very cheap.
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

d3m

Commission Merchants.
Pine

discount

LOWEST CASH PRICES,

LUMBER

Southern

no

we are

RICHARDSON & CROSS,

to

that

have the

we

LELAND & €0.

Special attention paid

Trimmings

in Maine that has all prices marked in

Being entirely NEW, of the BEST STYLES and
QUALITY, and bought at the

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.
17 Roylston Street, Boston.

such

COGIA

Best Selected Stock of Goods in
the City.

Manufacturers of

and dealer in

J.

that

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood and Warwick Collars,
Headquarter, for all the ab«re goads.

EMEBSON,

just

half what other milliners charge i
You can get it at

From our ample experience in selling Goods to the
people of Portland and vicinity, wo feel confident

and the Best Fitting
Market.

Rest, Cheapest,
in the

you want,

a Hat as

want and trimmed in the latest

HOSIERY AND GLOVES.

PAREIL

SHIRTS,

WHITE

—

T. P. McGOWAN,

Dress Goods,

Warehouse

BURLOCK 9 AND SANS

get just sncli

can yon

When these chairs begin to wear out, the
split apart, and their appearance is anything but ornamental, while the comfort of
the chair is also destroyed. Now if we live
where they can be re seated at the cabinet
maker’s, and have the money to pay for the
work, we can soon have the chairs again as
“good as new.” But all do not live in such
localities, and all bare not the money to replace these seats; yet a little time and ingenuity will set the matter right, and make the
chairs, in my opinion, better than new, for I
do not take much fancy to cane-seated chairs
in general.
Take any pieces of bagging or burlaps—no
matter how coarse—and fit them to the chairs
cutting them large enough to wrap about the
rounds that hold the splints or canes. Now
sew it on with a darning needle and twine
twice doubled, an i turn up a hem, as you
sew, on the burlaps. When half fitted, stuff
it with “excelsior” shavings of poplar wood:
or if you have them, cut off layers from old
quilts, and spread them smoothly over the
Chairs, under the burlaps. The layers of
cotton can be tacked together before they are
put in, and then they can be laid more
smoothly upon the old canes. Fine hay will
also answer for stuffing when nothing better
can be procured.
Now sew down the other two sides, and
take pieces cf carpeting, or of enameled cloth,
or colored rep, or all wool dress goods, and
tack them closely down with large silvered or
brass-headed nails, which come lor the purpose, and behold 1 your chairs are far handsomer and
more comfartable than before.
The materials have, possibly, cost you but
little, for many an attic would lurnish them
all, but the nails, which must be procured at
the upholsterer’s. Gimp to match the ground
color of the cushion, or even worsted braid,
is desirable to place along the edges of the

It was iu the midst of this frivolous glory
in the lusts of the world, ten years ago, that
a tragic event occurred; the death of William
L. Dayton, then onr Minister to Paris, in
Mr3. Eckel’s apartment iu the Hotel du
Louvre. Ha had parted from his son that even
lng, in full health; shortly after 9 o’clock he
was a corpse.
Apoplexy was the explanation given the public, but the Parisian epithet
suggested something else. The chapter in
which Mrs. Eckel recites the events of that
evening is one of the strangest in her whole
strange record, but while it intimates enough
4o base conjecture upon, it leaves the mystery
uncleared. Had the woman a heart, she
could hardly have passed through the trial
she but half describes, and have been so briefly impressed. Bat that sentimental organ
would have been very much in her way, had
she possessed it, ana in a month she had reacted from her nervous prostration, and was
at a ball in the Tuilleries with a new lover.
There was something of ill luck in the oc-,
currence, however; there must have been,
for finally we find her failing in an ambition.
She lay siege to the title, as well as the love,
of a Viscount in the Emperor’s household;
he became a daily visitor, and once, when illness kept him iu his room, she drove off
straightway to visit him, and shocked him by
the impropriety—one fears fatally to “love’s
young dream,” for, although she got “converted” to please him, and ladies “of the
Faubourg St. Germain” accepted her as a sister in the Church, the old Viscount finally
dropped into the role of the fatherly friend.
Nothing was left her but religion. She
therefore underwent much instruction, was
baptized, and “asked God for six favors: For
my sister’s conversion, tor my brother’s conversion, that Mrs. Dix might be my frienO,
that Mrs. Bonalds might stop abusing me, for
future happiness, that I might have power to
help the poor.” She says she got the friendship of the wife of General Dix, who had succeeded Mr. Dayton as Minister, by the way;
but Mrs. Ronalds does not appear to have
pretermitted her enmity, for scandals did not
cease.
After a while she relapsed into infidelity, but only briefly. She has returned,
thoroughly repentant, to this country, built a
church, risen high in the favor of holy people, and writes this book in obedience to “an 1
interior voice.”
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it. This makes
cushion.
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handsome finish to the

a

a woman possesses as much ingenuicarpenter or cabinet-maker, and a little practice will teach her the upholsterer’s
trade, so that with nails, hammer, and the
needful material, she will not only make as
good a chair cushion as he, but will be able to
cover a lounge respectably, and also an armchair. Rocking-chairs have often been made
far more comfortable than
when
first
purchased, by the exercise of this ait. In
families
are
disabled
chairs
there
which
many
have been thrown aside as useless, and yet
with but little expenditure they could be
made not only useful but ornamental, i nd
their presence would be a great addition to
the sitting-room.
Daisy Eyebrigut.

ty

Many
as a

Sail

as

manure.

Various experiments, says the Journal of
Horticulture, have been made by M. Peligot
and others,to test the value ot salt as manure.
The following summing up seems to have
been arrived at: Salt should never be applied
other than in a pulverous state, and never
employed on impervious, cold, and humid
soils. The best manner to use it is to combine it with other manures, a dose of two
hundred weight to the acre being sufficient.
When selected to destroy insects, it should he
applied before sunrise. In the case of cereals,
salt strengthens the stems and causes the ears
to fill better, and lavors the dissolution and
assimilation of the phosphates and silicates.
It acts vigorously on potatoes, and can be
detected in their ashes to the extent of onehalf or one per cent Asparagus is a veritable glutton in the presence of salt. A dose
of 300 weight per acre acts without fail on
beet, injuring its value for sugar purposes,
but enhancing it for the feeding of cattle.
Colza nas as marked a predilection for salt as
asparagus, and in Holland, where the culture
of pears is so extensive, salt is something like
a necessity.
Mixed with hay in the proportion of four ounces to a hundred weight, the
fodder is more appetizing; but the best way
to feed it to animals is to allow them to enjoy
it in the form of rock salt.
The Signal Service.
The report of Gen. A. J. Myer, chief signal
officer of the United States army, having in
charge the subject of national meteorology, has
just been presented to the Secretary of War,
and is an interesting document. The publication of the weather probabilities in the newspapers of the oouutry is but one item in the catalaem,. af
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careful record several times a da;
of variations of temperature, barometrical pressure, the direction of the winds, condition of
tbe sky, the rain and snow fall, etc., with observations of the meteorological phenomena'

involving

a

and those recurring periodically in the animal
and vegetable kingdom. Tbe system also em
braces a careful study of tbe condition of the
waters in our western rivers, by means of
which, announcements of threatened rises in
any part of their extent are transmitted to
their lower portions in time for the protection
of property and life against their dangers.
The territory embraced within the circle of
the observations of the bureau is not limited to
our own country, in which both tbe older and
newer portions are covered, but involves a
much wider field. Stations have been established on St. Paul Island in Behring Sea; at St.
Michael’s in Norton Sound, not far from Behring Straits; at Fort Yukon, and across the
northernmost portion of the Hudson’s Bay
Territory, with the concurrence of the Hudson’s Bay Company. Even Greenland, Labrador, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Russia have
combined to form a line of posts encircling the
globe, at which observations are taken at tbe
same absolute moment of time, corresponding
as nearly as possible to 7.35 A. M. at Washing
ton. Furthermore, the more southern observatories in Europe and Asia are co-operating in
tbe same general plan of observatories; while,
beside tbe stations of the Signal Service in the
West Indies, not a few first-class establishments in South America render their assistance also. Thus the entire scientific resources
of the world have been called into play by Gen.
Myer in his plan of simultaneous observations.
The signal office has been so satisfactory in
its operations that it has received charge of
the system of meteological observations, which
for a number of years have been carried on by
the Smithsonian Institution, whose numerous
observers now transmit their communications
to tbe War Department.
The Medical Department of the army has also surrendered to
this office its branch of similar observations, so
that the bureau now controls tbe entire meteorological interest of the Doited States.
The office, in addition to supplying daily to
tbe papers the probabilities of the weather,
publishes each day a review of the weather for
the preceding seven days, and a map showing
the condition of the atmosphere at 7.25 A. M.
of each day. Monthly is issued a review of the
weather for the month, with maps showing the
harnmAt.rir'

nr^sunt.
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tumiipraf.nrfl

News and Gossip.

THE VIBGINIUS CASE.

The interest in

our relations with
Spain deeptheltime approaches for the publication
of the diplomatic
correspondence' It is ascertained that while Spain has
attempted to traverse the complaint of the United States under
the fourth clause of the Fisb-Polo
protocol for
the purpose of obtaining
reciprocal reclamations

,ens

as

1

by arbitration, our Government has insisted
that such reclamations shall be acted
upon independently of the questions arising out of the
Virginius case. These reclamations are understood

Cnue-Scated Chairs.

cuvciiug,

[From tbe Springfield (Mass.) Republican.]
The Life of a Modern Phryne.

however,had

plain figures, and those prices so low

WHOLESALE

CARD,

X

CHILDREN’S

may26dtf

mat

For Maria Monk in her brief day was notori-

Where is the only Dry Goods Store

A Specialty made of

tines

aud she died in a criminal maniac’s cell on
Blackwell’s Island. The girl after this event,

DOMESTICS,
PRINTS, ETC.

Salesroom 353 Fore St., J. F. MERRILL.
Manufactory, Rear of No. lO Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

1

—sufferings which were quite fictitious, as an
investigation speedily showed. She sank into a life of squalor, in the lowest quarters of
New York, where this daughter was born,

Where

FLANNELS,

me x.ouuou

ous, because of her “awful disclosures” concerning her personal sufferings while an inmate ot the Hotel Dieu Nunnery at Montreal

HASSAI.

COGIA

CLOAKINGS, SHAWLS,
WHITE GOODS,
HOISERY, NOTIONS,

ing.

The

Portland. Me.

a com-

statement in

self in order to draw attention to her book.

HASSAKL

Who keeps the largest stock of Underwear and Hosiery in Maine, and sells
Ladies’ heavy extra long fleeced lined
Hose at 15 eents a pair, 4 pair for 55
cents!
Bents’ Undershirts and Drawers at 28
cents!
Ladies’ Undervests at 50 cents !
Children’s and Misses’ Hose in fancy
colors, and the best $1.00 Undergarments ever shown!

DRESS GOODS,

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Fuse of Management, Durability, Dryness and Parity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

KEELER,

L.

Refrigerators

THE PEERLESS.

PORTLAND, MAIN 1C.

oc2dtf

have

WE

The Largest anil Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

below Cana Bank,)

my9

just selected, with great care,
plete and attractive Stock ot

(n all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

84 MEDDLE STREET,
(2nd

SAVE THE ADYANCE ON ICE

Law, Dry Air

yard!

Colored Alpacas at 24 cents a yard.
Diagonals at 33 cents a yard.
All Wool Empress Cloth at 35 cents a

COGIA

located, and at the lowest prices

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

pair!

—BY—

HALL,
no30

a

Q-003DS,

EXCHANGE ST.,

■ 09

a

Scotch Plaid for Children at 21 cents

DRY & FANCY

—

To which 1 invite the attention
of the public.

& Job Printer

Book, Card

rue

the Democrats of New York are about to
send Nelse Seymour to the United States
Senate, causes a feeling of profound melancholy among the patrons of Bryant’s Minstrels.

CLOTHIERS,
233 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

BOSS, Treasurer ef the Portland,
Bangor and Machlas Steamboat Co.,has removed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landfill of tho Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

—

QCtlT(ICm

OF

Even Clara Morris would shrink from such
intense impersonation.

an

ONE

Removal.

203 FORE STREET.

—

most gorgeous diamonds in Paris. Little did
we think when squirming around in that dentist’s chair and sucking in laughing-gas and
howling, that it was to enable this woman to
dazzle European society.—Milwaukee Sentinel.

Rev. J. M. Buckley declares that “the
grandest drama is the Book of Job, in five
acts.” It would be almost impossible to introduce real boils on the American stage.

C. D. B. mK & CO.,

AND WOOL

RICH

An exchange seems sadly grieved over the
of a mac. who is compelled to listen
while ladies talk about galloons and cuirass
basques. Is it any worse than watching two
men try on each other’s hats?

REMOVAL.
OR. SMALL has removed from
498 Cengrea* St., to
0S6 Congress St., Cor. Park.
no26
tf

OILS.

a

“Buy of

decltf

aul8

tion

FIS

From $5.00 to $14.00, elegant in style and make.

Street, over Mr. Shaw’s Tea Store.

MACHINERY,
TjPVRD,
SPERM,

Patent Boiler.

AGENTS

RJ

Removal.

JAPANS,
BURNING

Alcibiades will be surprised to learn from a
San Francisco paper that he was the fellow
who was once voted against on the ground
that his reputation for justice had become an
awful bore.

The wife of an American dentist sports the

IT !

oclBtf

•

VARNISHES

AND DEALER

Engineers* Iron Founders, Boiler

OF

We sell Children’s for $4.00 T
We sell Men’s Snits for $9.00 !
and we have the Nobbiest Children’s Cape Overcoats for $5100.

Burnham,

Mabel

THINK

JUST

OAUBERT has removed his (Health Lift
JH.Rooms
from Fluent's Block to No. 237 Middle

MANUFACTURER OF

AND

$25.00, both

to

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

canes

SUITS

FOR

REMOVALS.

FULLER,

d&wly

line

onr

We have all grades and makes for working men, for clerks, for
business men, for everybody. Old or young, large or small can always
be fitted at the lowest prices in this city.

—

Teactaer of Singing.
Order* left at Sleckbridge’*.

0. P. BABCOCK.

mylS

We have everything requisite in
to satisfy the most fastidious.

HAMLIN F. EATON, Pria.
d2w

no25

on

A. P.

AT

to see

HUNDREDS, ranging in price trom $5.00
in SHOOTH and ROUGH Goods.

the

Respectable Man.—“Dear me! I’m sorry
this, Muggles! I heard you’d left off
drinking!”
Disreputable Party.—“Sbo I ’ave, Shis—
(hie) —jesh ’ish very minute!”

Washington

can

bosom of the true Church, which the mother
so cruelly maligned; yet such is the fact. The
reader, however, will not be apt to turn its
pages for religious improvement, nor will he
recognize in this satiated courtesan a devotee
of the altar and the shrine. Lola Montez, for
years a recluse in a Long Island village, died
to the world in penitence,’tis said; but the
tears of a Magdalen are not discernible on
the cheeks of Mrs. St. John Eckel.

case

NORR1DGEWOCK, MAINE

Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
oc4dtf
Fluent Block.

.TORRER.

By

Water has been selling at Lawrence for
twenty-live cents, and at Dedham for one
dollar per barrel. Ii is becoming a popular

hardly be believed that this book,
story we have so slenderly outlined,
has been seriously recommended to tbe public as an evidence of God’s mysterious influence in bringing back the daughter to the
It

whose

Winter Term will Commence Uec. 14th.

Estate

or

ap2l

School

1874

tipple.

O’VZEZEtCO.A.TS

Boys,

ROYS

—

Clothing

4,

DEC-

Gossip and Gleanings.

Store

that demand.

Fanily School

FOR

class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
ON first
vicinity—Kents collected, taxes paid, &c.,

'I

MODEL

Eaton

FRIDAY MORNING,

no251m

School for

Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
B. A., Rector. Send for circular.
oclOtf

to Loan.

Money

supply

Billings,

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-oflice, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x GO on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the couuty. Terms easy. Enquire of Q. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

0. Patterson’s Beal

or

can

Smith Street

2J

Franklin Family
Tops ham, Hie,

to

BULLETIN.

PIPING.
C. P.

St. Augustine’s
Removed

For Sale in the Town of West-

F.

FEDERAL STREET,

AND

Orders left at'the Music Stores
will recive prompt attention.

A

& Doom Komi of Temple 8t.,

GAS

VIOLIN AND GUITAR, &c.

A

at Law,
Attorneys
FLUENT BLOCK,

103

Street.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is abjut 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, aud adapted for the same. Enquire oi
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28

Our One Price

TEACHER OF

brook.

H. & W. J. KNOWLTON,

W. C.

CHARLES GRIMMER,

Portland, containing about 11 ac-es situated in
Cape Elizabeth, witliin one mile from the city. Will
be sold at a Bargain.it not sold, will be Let. For
JOHN C. PROCTER,
particulars inquire of

TERMS *8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

THE PEESS,

Now that Thanksgiving has passed and the inner man has been attended to, the ontside demands a fair share of yonr attention.

de3dtt

or to Let.
desirable Lots in the vicinitv of

BUSINESS CARDS.

cct26

PLEASANT ST.,
NEAR HIGH ST.

For Sale
$2.50

Rates of Advertising : One inch ol space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $100; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi ionai.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales.” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
r lers $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Piiess” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 60 cents per square lor each subsequent nsertion.
Address all coinmnnicaitons to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

No

58

J

7"t ;

1874.

Look well to your Comforts !

Teacher of Vocal Music,

_d20t

THF MAINE STATE PRESS
published every Thursday Morning
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

is

MISS M. FRANC RIPLEY,

Rent.

or

story French roof dwelling house, No.
139 Spring St., arranged for two families, Gas,
Sebago water, hot amt cold, bath -oom and ail modern conveniences, including first class furnace.
Immediate possession given. Apply to
No.
7
HPHAM & GARDINER,
Exchange St.
dcc2

THE

St., Portland.

At 109 Exchange

For Sale
new

4,

_____

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

\J I

b

MISCELLANEOUS.

EDUCATIONAL.

REAL ESTATE.

i

■:
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PORTLAND,
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th<*

rainfall, etc.
For the benefit of shipping, cautionary signals are displayed at alt important points on
the lakes and sea-coast; and for the benefit of
agricultural communities, many of which are
out of the reach of daily newspapers, tbe
“probabilities,” which are to appear in
the morning papers, are sent at midnight
from Washington to
of
twenty centres
distribution scattered all over the country,
where they are at once printed upon bulletins, enveloped as rapidly as possible in wrappers already stamped and addressed, to the different post offices within such a radius as can
be reached by the swiftest conveyance by 2 P.
M. of tbe current day.
At these post offices
the bulletin is expected to be conspicuously
posted. The average time elapsing from the
dispatch leaving the Signal Office in Washington till it appears in tbe interior towns and villages from Maine to Louisiana is ten hours.
Daring the past year 628(1 bulletins have been

distributed.
The system has been connected with the various life-saving stations upon tbe coasts, the
double purpose being served of obtaining observations at those points, and also of giving
warning of storms in order that the humane
objects of the stations may be aided. The men
engaged in this branch of the signal service are
all skilled telegraph operators, and are familiar
with the system of international codes. Cautionary signals are displayed at all these stations, so that approaching ships are warned of

danger,

to be claims on the part of Spain for
alleged damages arising out of aid extended to
the Cuban insurgents by ci'izens of the United
States. Our Government holds, however, that
as we have
conscientiously carried out the
terms ot the protocel, so far as they could be
carried out, it is now the duty of Spain to do
the same before the question of
arbitration, to
which

Secretary Fish has no serious objection,
shall be considered. If Spain accedes to this
the indemnity for the massacre of American
citizens at Santiago de Cuba will he paid, after
which the question of reciprocal reclamation by
arbitration will become the subject of further
negotiations, subject to the constitutional rati
d cation of the United States Senate.
The
opinion of Attorney General Williams regarding the right of the Virginius to carry the
American nag is quoted in support of this position. In that opinion, it will be remembered,
the Attorney General declared that the interference with a vessel on the high seas carrying
the American dag was an act which deserved
reprobation, and demanded immediate satisfaction.
THE WOBKINGMEN’S FINANCIAL FOLICY.
The United Workingmeu's Association, a secret political organization, have, through their
Executive Council here, decided to use tbeir
iudueoce in favor of indation legislation at the
comiug session. This organization professes
to have much political iodueuce, and claims to
he able to control some prominent men. The
Secretary of tke order here states that tH ere
are 70,(00 lodges in this
country. The dDancial
policy of this association demauds the abolition of the national banking system, and the
issue of a legal tender currency which shall
have the Inational wealth for its basis. They
would make of the Government a laud-mortgage baDk.
VARIATION IN CUSTOM HOUSE APPRAISALS.

In consequence of the complaint of a number
of New York merchants, that the Chicago dry

goods

houses were underselling them in New
York market, an investigation was instituted
to get at the facts by the Treasury Department,
which has revealed a curious state of affairs.
It seems that the appraisers of merchandise at
Chicago interpreted the custom laws differently
from I he appraisers at New York, and iu consequence, several Chicago firms, including J.
V. Farwell & Co., a leading member of which
is a member of Congress, were enabled to import certain goods at one-half the duty exacted
of the New York and Boston merchants, and
to undersell the latter in their own market.
The Department has now issued an order requiring all appraisers to send their interpretation of laws to Washington for examination,so
that all mistakes and differences may be rectified and uniform rates established for all custom house officers.—Washington Despatch.
The First Fruits op the Saratoga Coma despatch received from
Chicago it
will be seen that the Grand Trunk Railway
Company has made a discriminating tariff on
flour and grain in favor of Portland as against

pact,—By

Boston. Almost simultaneous with this circular issued by the Grand Trunk Company comes
the decision of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Company to discriminate in favor of that city.
Where does Boston stand, and what is she
doing, while Portland on the one hand, and
Baltimore ou the other, are gradually sapping
the foundations of the commercial supremacy
of New York. Have onr merchants am! our
citizens concluded to justify the remark of the
Springfield Republican, that “Boston is showing an unnatural ambition to secure a foreign
trade.” Baltimore has its Baltimore & Ohio
trunk line to fall back upon, and Portland has
the Grand Trunk. Now is the time, if ever,
while the current of popular feeling is favorable,
for Boston to come forward, both as a municipality and individually, and secure the rights
that were once hers by priority of possession.—
Boston Traveller.

is

The Georgia Slave Code.—While Texas
engaged in the arduous task of enacting a

slave code, Georgia already has one in full
It may he found upon the eighty-fourth
page of a pamphlet edition of the acts passed
new

force.

by the Legislature of the present year, and
of its

one

leading provisions

declares that “In all
cases where persons are convicted of misde.
meanor, and sentenced to work in a chain gang
on the public works, or public roads, or when
such persons are confined in jail for non-payment of fines imposed for such misdemeanor
the ordinary of the county, and when there is
a board of commissioners, and in those counties where there is a county jndge, where such
conviction was had, or where such convicts
may be confined, may place such convicts in
the county elsewhere, to work upon stu-h public
works of the county, in ohaiu gangs or otherwise, or hire out such convicts upon such terms
and restrictions as may subserve tho ends of
justice, and place such convicts under such
as
may be necessary for their safe

Euards
Hoping.”

Counterfeit Railroad

Tickrts.—Twenty-

five hundred counterfeit tickets over the Boston
& Maine Railroad are said to have been taken,

and consequently the Eastern Railroad has refused to take the tickets which have been selling at a discount. On Monday a gentleman
with three ladies rode over the latter road with
Boston & Maine tickets, which the conductor
refused to take, acting under orders from ManIt is stated that the gentleman
ager Hatch.
intends to sue the road.—Newburj/port Herald.

News and Other Items.
produce 10,000,006 gallons of

California will
wine this year.

Rev. John S. Glendeuning has been acquitted
by the New Jersey Presbytery of all the charges
against him.
Indications are that the question of holding
a constitutional convention voted on at the
re*
cent election in Missouri, is decided in the negative by eight votes.
The “Hartford fern,” so called, is now sold
all over the country. Its growth is confined to

the valley of the Connecticut, and so valuable
has it become that it is now protected by law.
Henry H. Dean, a soldier of the British
army who served under Wellington at Waterloo, died at Prospect Hill, Wisconsin, on Nov.
23. at the age of 93 years. He had lived in this

country about 40 years.
Mr. Plimsoll has received a handsomely and
expensively framed address from the Seamen's
Union of Victoria, Australia, in acknowledgment of his efforts in behalf seamen in general.
The Duchess of Edinburgh was receutly pre.
seated with a splendidly-bound copy of the
Holy Scriptures in imperial quarto, inclosed in
a beautiful oaken casket.
The volume was the
gift of more than 8,000 subscribers, maidens of
the United Kingdom, and
deputation of 15 ladies.

was

nresanted

bv

a

Prof. Dana of Yale College has been making
geoiogioal examination in the region of the
great swamp on the Housatonio Railroad in
Connecticut, where he found traces of the great
glacier which geologists believe passed over
a

New

England on

its way from Canada to the

Several rocks uncovered for the
read showed distinct scratches.

ocean.

new

Russia proposes to go into the compulsory
education business, and in the wholesale way
too. At present not more than one-half of the
children in St. Petersburg attend school, and
that city has been selected as the first place in
which tho experiment shall be tried. Conse-

quently,

under direction

national

education, 157 school

of

the minister of
edifices are to be
erected, in which children of both sexes, from
eight to twelve years of age, shall be taught
reading, writing, the first four rules of arith"

metic and the Scriptures.

According to the Providence Journal, a

Rhode

Island town has hit upon a novel plan of dis.
posing of orphan children. A boy and girl,
homeless and friendless, recently came before
the Overseers of the Poor of the town to be

taken care of, when the latter told the boy to
go into an adjoining room and take a five cent
nickel from the pocket of a man sleeping tbera>
and sent the girl to another room to taka a
piece of money from a woman’s pocket. The

and when shipwreok is imminent aid
be summoned from other ports, while the
life-saving service can be concentrated from children obeyed, and were immediately arrested
other stations.
The signal service has in
for petit larceny and sent to the Reform
charge the building of United States lines of School.
telegraph in Texas and Arizona, upon which
It appears that the arraugemeuts for the sale
much progress has jbeeu made. It is proposed
ultimately to connect all the military posts by of Forney’s newspaper to McClure will not be
is
the
The
result
expected
enlarged carried out. The
telegraph.
announcement of tho sale
efficiency of our small army.
In closing his report Gen. Myers calls atten- i caused much alarm to certain politicians, and
tion to the importance of placing the system of
numerous cable despatches were sent to Forney
which he at present has charge npon a more
urging him not to consummate the sgreement
permanent basis.
and offering pecuniary assistance, to which
An advertiser in the New York Tribune repressure Forney finally yielded. The capital
can

sists the payment of notes due the proprietors
because the circulation of the paper was represented to be 170,000 weekly when, as there is
reason to suppose, it was only about 70,000-

The Tribune Association declines to have its
books examined, and an application for that
privilege is under consideration by the court

raised for the purchase of the Press will be
devoted by Co). McClure to establishing a new
which will make its first
It will folappearance on the 1st of January.
low the course in politics and journalistic
enterprise marked out for the Press in case the
transfer of that paper had beeu effected.

independent daily,
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he of tbe cbaiacbr of ite bill that he Wuidd
have seat it back without bis ffieiai bigna*

Tan Whig in its nauia to as;ail the
ROiiAlSl.,
18,4
j PkEsS. has put its own meaning to our -'Xl.v: uv r= giilai
is furnished I pose of .be legislative history ol the matter,
,,1 ||,e
with a ( arri .- ttiiicaLo countersigned bv Stanley T. I and our intimation tlirt thi whole
conduct of
fallen. E llifir,
AI railway, steamboat aud hotel
the mailer had a usuiei us air as though an
managewjll coulyi a favor .upon ua by demanding
attempt was being made to teach the treas
vrclenUals ot every person claiming to represent our
ry by the back door
If our itnpiessions have
■'nirn^l,
v,.. bare inform a; ion that several "bumm -rs
been so intensified as to become stiictures or
are seeking courtesies in ihe name or'
be
t*K ess, anil we have no disposition to be, even ascensures upon friends of the Whig, that most
•Ively, a party to such frauds.
remarkable
unless it
is

DEC~ii

FRIDAY

tute.
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We ilo not read anonymous letters and rommunications. The name and address of t he writer are in
rti eases indispensable, not neeessarily for
publication
bit as a guaranty oi good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

Let us hope that ihe
intelligence that the
rebellion in the Argentine
Republic has ended, and that peace is secured, is true. It has
seriously affected a very important trade from
this and other po rts.

journal
responsible,
lias long since passed tbe limit of accountability. We, at least, oongartulate ourselves
that the next Legislature has had its attention so directed to this subject that it will not
act blindly.

Current Notes.
Since the congressmen have begun to arrive in Washington, and there is an opportunity tor a general comparison of notes,

make the interesting discovery that
ly ail of them have been visited ai their
homes, during the recess, by members of the
Northern Pacific railroad lobby. Nothing
And so California lias got to raising coffee, like
thoroughness in these matters.—Springor, rather, chieeory,which amounts very nearfield Republican.
Dr. Holland said: “Whenever any pure,
ly to the same it one purchases a roasted and
ground artble of a dealer who sells cheaper true, good woman marries a man whom she
than ever was. This is lamentable.
loves, she gives herself to him. She belongs

The Jackson Democratic Association, of
Washington, is *,o be pitied, fora dreadful
misfortune is about to befall it. At a meeting held the other evening Dr. Culver took
occasion to say that he proposed to address
them on the subject of finauce, and would be
glad to have a full attendance, as he had a
new theory on the entire
subject 1
The discharged dry goods clerks of New
York are softly repeating to themselves the
maxim of Thomas Tusser, that it is an ill
wind that blows none to good. The strike
of the ’longshoremen has left vacant places
which men out of employment are only too
glad to fill, and hands which have been com-

pelled to drop the vard-stick ol the counterjumper and the pencil of the entry clerk eagerly seize the neglected hook of the ’longshoreman.
The relative nerits of British and Ameiiclipper ships, of iron-built and woodenbuilt vessels, are in a fair way to be tested.

can

ado lit a year ago tne Three Brothers ot San
Francisco and the British King, of Liverpool,
set sail from San Francisco within a few
hours of each other, bound for Havre. The
Three Brothers won by eight hours. On the
return trip the British King came in second.
Both vessels are now loading wheal for Liverpool, and it is hoped they will get off to-

gether.
New Jersey women have grit. Not long
since a young man from Philadelphia visited

Camden, and when he
brought with him the wife

returned

home

of a Camden man
who had consented to leave husband and
children and follow him. Ten days after
Lothario was called upon by two handsome
young ladies, who followed him into a private
room, and drawing two excellent revolvers
from two bewilderingly pretty muffs, put one
to each of his ears, and asked in very decided
tones, for the Camden womau. He hastened
to bring her to them, and they hastened to
take her back to Camden. They were the
sisters of the erring one.

It is said that the rumor of Queen Victoria’s death had its origin in the practice
common in large newspaper offices of
keeping in type the obituaries of eminent persons,
to be used in case of sudden death. In a
large London newspaper office, presumably
the Times, it was thought proper to revise

they
neat

to him.

He

owns

her

as

other

no

man on

the lace of the earth does or can.” I believe it. But I believe something else; that
whenever any pure, true aud good man marries a woman whom he loves, he gives himself to her. He belongs to her. She own9
him as no other woman on tbe face of the
earth can own him. That is my theory of

marriage.—[Mrs. Livermore.

The Calais Times which could not connttrne of Eugene Hale
among tbe nominations at its bead last summer, is very decided for Mr. Hamliu aud actually expresses tbe opinion that the senatotiul question was settled last September In
favor of Mr. Hamlin. Perhaps.
If the Democrats have a better policy to
produce than that which tbe Republicans
have offered to tbe country, why not give

scientiously place the

them an earlvopportuuitv of
it is?—New York Times.

telling

us

what

Mark Twain ha9 a brother Darned Orion.
He is a hunter, and lives near Keokuk, Iowa.
He hunts potatoes with a hoe.—Brooklyn

(La ) Sugar-Bowl is very
sweet on Mr. Jasper Gail, because Jasper has
discharged all his colored employes for voting
the “radical” ticket, and employed white
“Gentlemen.” savs the Suriar-Bowl
“that is the course to pursue to bring immigration to this country; employ white men,
wherever you can, and they will come to our
state by thousands.”
The Hon. Alex. H. Stephens thinks the
Democratic party are around “plugging” their
melons before they are ripe, and that in 1876
when they gather their fruit they will find it
all rotten.
Governor Beveridge, of Illinois, has issued
his proclamation officially announcing the
successful candidates in the late election.
The Legislature now stands—Senate, 24 Remen.

publicans, 22 Democrats and 5 Refomers;
House, 69 Republicans, 57 Demociats and 27

Reformers.
The Scranton Republican declares in the
most emphatic terms that the reports respecting 8000 starving and desperate miners’ published by the New Totk papers are without
any real foundation.
It is reported taut Geu. Butler declares the
Republican party to have cast its last Presidential vote, and that he intends to “plant
himself” ou a protective tariff and paper
money. It is doubtful if he will grow—eith-

prophet or a politician.
We hope Gov. Bigler speaks by the

er as a

book
when he informs us that the centennial
peohave
decided
to
ple
get along without that

qlirirnnn'otinn

their enterprise is taken out of the
lobby atmosphere the better tor its health.—

It will

pay for people in moderate circumstances with a flexible conscience and
no scruples about false
swearing in connecnow

tion with custom house documents, to
go to
Europe once a year. The number of people
discovering this fact is so large and is increasing so fast that the Commissioner of Customs feels compelled to call attention to the
fact. In other words, that official says that a
vast majority of American tourists, returning from Europe, smuggle, under the head of
wearing apparel, large amounts of goods,
thereby defiauding the revenue of large sums
of money.
A New York paper states that
the 23,000 tourists going from that port to
Europe the past season,brought back an average of :even trunks of wearing apparel each.
If each trunk contained $500 worth, or even
half that amount of dutable goods, the
government has been cheated out of a large revenue.
Another paper states that a Massachusetts ex-congressman is credited with having returned from Europe, some time since,
with fifteen trunks, which he declared contained only the personal effects of his family,
while it was afterwards discovered that half
the contents weie purchased for their
friends,
and ought to have paid the government $5000
in duties. A prominent Philadelphian landed at New York from Europe a few
days ago.
with a dozen trunks, which proved to contain
silk, silver-plated harness and a good many
other articles that couldn’t by
any stretch of
imagination be called “wearing apparel;” the
dutiable articles in this case were valued at
JV,
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both which sums the

smuggler was forced to
or.ly sample cases, the authori-

pay. These are
ties say, ot a system which defrauds the treasury of millions each year, aud which is increas-

ing

at

so

alarming a rate

called upon
this

to

respectable

take

some

sort of

that

Congress is

measures

to abate

smuggling.

The Bangor Whig publishes a communication from Hon. A. W. Paine of that
city,
explaining the resolve relative to the

quieting
of the settlers who lived on the “disputed
territory’’ as provided by the treaty of 1842.
The history of the case, in the main, as pub"
fished by us a week since, except that these
lots are scattered in the vicinity cf the boundary within the limits of Maine—that the state
lias given titles to all settlers on state lands

but that a number were on

proprietors’ lands
whose claims have not been quieted. He
thinks that these claims are just aud should
be paid.
The history of the legislation is
precisely as we stated, as the records of both
branches of the last
Legislature and the original documents now on file in the
depart-

ment will show. Further, every circumstance
given in the Press connected with the legislative history of the resolve, we can substan-

tiate by reference to leading gentlemen in the
government. Gov. Dingley, we are reliably
informed, had the same impressions respecting the doubtful character and the vagueness
of the claims that we entertain.
Indeed,
from what he learned about them he feared
that some construction might be put upon the
resolve by which claims covering the entire
amount turned over by the state to the European and North American Railway Company
might be maintained, and so suspicious was
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Di.trict

Augusta,

Dec. 3.— L'lie Governor and Coun
cil find two vacancies iu the Cumberland Senatorial district.
They also reported adversely ou several ap
plications for pardon.
Small Smuggling through Ihc mails.

Wahingtox, Dec. 3.—The Secretary of the
Treasury has written a letter to the Collector of
Customs at Bangor, Me., in response to a communication from the Collector, statiDg that
under cover of recent postal regulations which
allow

packages

not exceeding four ounces in
be carried in the mails, valuable
packages of velvet, silks, gloves aud similar
artic’es daily arrive in Bangor iu the mails
from New Brunswick in transit to more interior points and which are conveyed on the

weight

to

Europeau
Collector

& North American

inquires

whether

an

toms, who, when upou the
mails, discovers iu the mails

Kailway.
officer

of

The
cus-

couveyiug
postal cars,

cars
or

packages which he has reason to believe are being smuggled, is authorized by any law to seize
them. The Treasury department informs the
Collector that under no circumstances is an
officer of the CHStoTr s authorized to seize or
detain packages conveyed in the mails or postal cars uuder charge of p:rsons empowered to
carry mails, or watch over such cases. If, however, a customs officer discovers packages
which he has reason to believe contain smuggled goods aud their destination to a particular

postoffice iu the United States he knowj, it is
his duty to notify the muster of such postoffice
and request the detention of the packages till
be opened iu the presence of the person to whom addressed, aud in the presence of
a customs officer, iu order that the government

they can

duties may be paid, or if there be cause, forfeiture enforced.
There has also been correspondence between
the Secretary of Treasury aud Postmaster General on the subject on which Secretary Bristow
invites suggestions for the remedying of the
evil complained of as he may consider most
suitable for the purpose.

The New Iberia

me

The advocates of minority representation
claim that the result of the trial of the system in Illinois is most successful and satisfacThe constitution of that state as
tory.
amended in 1870, provides for the election of
01 senators and three times as
many representatives, to be elected three in each senatorial district. Each voter may cast as
many
votes for one candidate as there are
representatives to be elected—that is to
say, three
votes, or he may give one vote each for the
three candidates, or give a vote and a half
each to two candidates. By this
provision
the Republicans elected 69 and the opposition
84 representatives.
Taking the vote of Supeiintendent of Public Instruction as the vote
of the state, the average
required to elect a
representative was 2,382. This would give
the Republicans 70—they had 69. The vote
on the State Treasurer shows that
2,396 is
the ratio of votes to a representative, which
would give the Republicans 68. If the House
had been elected bp the ordinary method the
Republicans would have elected 64 and the
opposition 99 members. It is claimed that
the tolal vote of the minority i j as fully represented as that of the majority.

MATTERS

Argus.

to

oouuary oi me yueen, anu Dring it down
dale. A compositor happened to see the
notice in type, read the solemn and affecting
announcement with which it opened, and
hastened to spread the news. The story
soon traveled in all directions and reached
the ears ot the special correspondents. There
upou its circulation became world-wide.

BY TELEGRAPH.
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Springfield Republican.
An exchange says that fifteen senators now
in Washington thick Mr. Jewell has been
putting on altogether too many ail's for a man
who has his confirmation still to get. Senators who

desire to maintain

or

secure a

de-

reputation had better talk such stuff in
The people set a heap by that
whispers.
cent

Jewell.
The Springfield Republican says: “One of
Boston’s sources of revenue is its ram trade
with the gild coast of Africa. At the time
the British authorities raised the duty on the
rum, last year, to 60 cents a gallon, there
were seven American vessels on the coast
with about 387,000 gallons, two other vessels
were on their way from Boston with 145,000
gallons more, and another vessel (the Starr
King), was getting ready to start with a matter of 75,000 more. We leave it to whether
this isn’t rather dubious business for Massachusetts merchants to be engaged in.”
Mr, Charles Nordhoff, formerly the managing editor ef the New York Evening Post,
and since, the writer of various interesting
volumes of western travel and political economy, has become connected with the New
York Herald, and is to be chief of its Washington staff. The Herald will have reliable
Washington despatches hereafter.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The American Association of Short Horn
Breeders was in session yesterday at Springfield, III.
One hundred women employed in the factory
of the New Brunswick, N. .1
rubber company have struck against a reduction of wages.
A Herald special reports from Rome that the
Pope is perfectly well and outwa'ks every one
of his companions during his exercise in the
Vatican garden.
A Little Rock, Arkansas, special states that
Lieut. Governor Smith and the former Secretary of State, Wheeler, have quietly left for

Washington.
A Kingston, Jamaica,

letter says that the
on that
island by the late typhoon
reaches at least §850,000,
The King of the Sandwich Islands visited
the San Francisco brokers’ board yesterday

damage

morning.
The people of Wilton, N. H., are discouraged
in consequent of the receut fire and other ca-

lamities within five years, which have lost the
all of its manufacturing industries.

town

Three workmen

severely injured in
Philadelphia yesterday by ths falling of a
house wall which they were demolishing.
M. M. Lofters, Mayor of Scranton, Pa., was
arrested yesterday for perjury and admitted to
were

bail.
Rev. Thomas Cooper, an independent Congregatiohal minister in the schools of Philadelphia, was arrested yesterday, for an alleged attempt to outrage the daughter of one of his
parishioners, while pastor of a Presbyterian
church.
Wm. Sturgess, the board of trade man who
was recently tried for i'legal practices by that
body, has settled with his creditors, aud has
bronghtasuit against the president of the
board for §25,000 damages.
The Herald’s London special says: *"Our correspondent reports from Madrid that Frederick
A. Dockray, who was condemued to death by
the Spaniards in Cuba, but whose sentence was
commuted to ten years’ imprisonment in Spain,
has been pardoned.”
wouui
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MASSACHUSETTS.
Various mutters.
Boston, Dec. 3,—The friends of the new
Boston & Lynn road met to-day and subscribed
The line
$140,000 of the $300,000 required.
will be built at an early day.
Kumors having prevailed that the new Globe
Theatre was unsafe, the city officials and engineers examined the building to-day and pronounced it secure with the addition of eight
more columns within the interior.

NEW YOfiit.
Various matters.
New Yoke, Dec. 3.—At the meeting of the
American Society of Civil Eugiueers
yesterday
over fifty plans for rapid transit and

rapid
freight handling were presented, embracing
surface, elevated and underground plans, and
covering a large number of routes.
The united Grand Lodge of colored Masons
held their semi-annual conference
yesterday.
Sixteen subordinate lodges were represented.
The packing box makers of Brooklyn are on

strike against the reduction of wages. New
hands have been employed.
The operatives in Higgins’ carpet
factory in
this city, 1500 in number, struck
yesterday
against a reduction of wages.
The funeral of Mayor Havemeyer takes place
Saturday at 11 o’clock, from St, Paul’s Methodist church, 4th avenue and 22d street The
Old Guard will form an escort to the house.
Among the pall bearers will be Governor Tilden, Peter Cooper, Ex-Governor Morgan and
Thurlow Weed.
Aldermen O’Connell of Brooklyn, with three
or four other roughs, beat a man named
Duffy
at Deerfoot Park yesterday so
seriously that he
is not expected to live. The Alderman and
friends are at large.
ao many protests
nave been received by
Postmaster General Jewell against making
Brooklyn an outside post station to New York
city, that it is doubtful if any change will be
made.
Tweed’s lawyers will soon make another effort to have Judge Davis’ decision set aside on
a writ of error.
In consequence of the funeral of
Mayor
Havemeyer, there will be nc regular session of
the Stock Exchange, and it will close at twelve
o’clock on Saturday.
Booth’s Theatre was sold to day by order of
the Supreme Court in a foreclosure of the
property. It was bought by Oliver Ames of
Boston for $385,000, subject to a
mortgage of
$270,000, which amount is to be deducted from
the purchase.
A Nova Scotia built schooner, bound to Boston from the West Indies, loaded with molasses, sugar, nuts and oranges, went ashore on
Smith’s Point, Monday, during thick weather.
The captain supposed himself off Cape Ann
and cast anchor to await clear weather, but
the sea was so heavy that he was compelled to
slip his cable, wheu he struck the shore, much
to his surprise.
He had quarrelled with his
mate as to the position of the vessel and the
latter proved to be right. The vessel will be a
total loss, though some of the cargo will be
saved.
Gov. Dix characterizes the luxurious living
of Tweed in prison as an outrage and
mockery
of justice. The city of New York controls the
the prison.
The ’Longshoremen
The 'longshoremen of Hoboken have endeavored to effect a compromise with the
Bremen,
Hamburg and Eagle Steamship Company’s,
but the agents informed them that no union
men will be hereafter employed.
The ’longshoremen have had an understanding with
Walsh brothers, the leading stevedores on the
North river, and a modification in the rates
nnrl
Itauu PAmnnnaofinn
nave Konn
Deen nnsoml
compensation Viotro
agreed to, and it
is expected the men will go to work to-morrow.
The Procior-Moaltou Libel Suit.
The libel sa t brought by Miss Edna Dean
Proctor against Francis D. Moulton for $100,000 damages, came up to-day before J udge
Woodruff in the Brooklyn United States Court.
Miss Proctor’s couusel answered ready.
ExJudge Fullerton, for defendant, argued that
the court had no jurisdiction in this case, as it
did not appear in complaint that plaintiff was
a citizen of the state. Judge Woodruff decided
not to entertain a question of that kind, but
said he would give leave to amend the complaint before Monday next by inserting the
word “citizen” instead of the word “resided”
wherever the latter occurred.
The case was
then ordered to stand over till next Wednesa

day.

Close of the Canals.
The canals will close on Saturday, after a
season of diminished business as compared with
last year, accompanied by diminished business
on the lakes.
The chief cause of the diminution is the good harvest in Europe, there having been a decrease of about seventeen million
bushels in the shipment from the Atlantic ports
between August 1 and November 21, as compared with the same period in 1873

WASHINGTON.
Report of the Secretary of War.
Washington, Dec. 3,—The Secretary of War

that his resort will show that the actual
expenditures of the War Department for the
year ending June 30,1873, including river and
harbor improvements, were $46,325,308. and for
the last fiscal year, ending June 30, 1874, $42,326,314.71, showing a reduction of $3,998,993.03.
The report will also contain the following recommendations:
Monthly additions to the pay of officers actio" as assistant quartermasters.
The system of mileage on payment of officers and employes travelling on
duty, to be restored, in lieu of actual expense as now a’lowed.
That private soldiers be permitted to compete for the position of commissary sergeant as
well as non-commissioned officers.
states
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operation of the law requiring proceeds of sales
of public pioperty to be carried into the treasury as miscellaneous at the expiration of each
fiscal year.
A much larger appropriation should be made
annually for the manufacture of arms.
An increased appropriation is desired for
arming and equipping the militia.
Steps to be taken to retire various states from
the indebtedness for arms charged to them dur*
ing the rebellion.
Sales of various arsenals, such as the Alleghany. Columbus, Detroit, Pikesville, Watervliet, Watertown and Washington are recommended. The Springfield armory, Frankfort arsenal and a few others are recommended to be
day.
retained. The proceeds of those sold to be apTbe Warwick Railroad, from
Warwick,
Rhode Island, to Providence was completed
plied to the erection of one grand arsenal for
manufacturing purposes, to be established near
yesterday.
New
The proceeds would be amply sufQueen Victoria was presented with four vol ■' ficientYork.
for that purpose, and there is no necesurnes of addresses, thanking her and
England sity for the retention of those named.
for their service to the sick and wounded of
Desertion is to be considered folouy cognizaFranco in the late war.
ble by courts of criminal jurisdiction. OffendThe trial of Von Aruirn is
indefinitely post- ers are to be arrested by marshals aud deputies
poned.
like other criminals, but jurisdiction is to be
The “Calaboose” at Pontiac,
111., was burned concurrent with that of the military courts.
Jurisdiction is recommended to be conferred
Wednesday mgbt. Frank and Samuel Downon military tribunals over military
ing, confined in the jail for disorderly conduct,
persons
were burued to death.
charged with murder and other felonies.
The redaction of the army is discouraged at
Prof. Morse and party have arrived at Cheypresent. A reduction of the number of men
enne from tbe Black Hills, with two tons ot
without a reductiou of officers and posts is not
remains of extinct tropical animals. The Inecouomical.
dians troubled the party considerably.
A large appropriation for publication of the
The schooner G. F. Baird, from St. John for
official records of the war of the
rebellion, both
Boston, went ashore on Mt. Desert, and became of the Union and Confederate armies,
is desira total loss.
’Tis supposed the crew was sayed.
able. This should become immediately availaA Washington special says that it is rumored
ble.
that the President, in his message, will recomThe President to he authorized to drop from
mend the repeal of tbe legal tender act on the
the rolls of officers of the army those who iuthat
it
best
would
be
the
for
ground
plan
tentioually and criminally duplicate their pay
resuming specie payments.
accounts, in other words, present accounts for
the same mouth more tbau once and obtain
Tbe schooner Sanderson, which cleared at
thereon.
Chicago, Tuesday for Buffalo, went ashore at payment
Pay of sergeants to be increased.
the lower end of lake Michigan.
All of the
An appropriation for a permanent
crew were lost.
military
is recommended.
James|Tnrner has'.beeu arrested for stealing prison
are to be enlisted as field
Boys
as
musicians,
from
the
jewelry, etc.,
store of the Sprague
formerly.
Company at Baltic, R. I. The property was
When vacancies occur in the office of the
recovered.
regimental quartermaster and adjutant, no reTbe Brooks prrtv in tbe Arkansas muddle
appointment is to be made to these positions,
have arrived in Washington to
but the duties now performed by them are to be
present his
case.
performed by detailed officers.
to represent Spain at the Centennial Exhibition in the United States.
The recent case o£ undervaluations which
has been discovered at the Chicago custom
house is in part occasioned by tbe operations
of the system of transportation in bond.
It
appears that in the importations through Boston. New York and Philadelphia to Chicago
tbe proper officers have sometimes neglected to
add the commission and charges, which are an
essential part of the duty.
The Democrats of Lawrence have nominated
N. P. H. Melvin for Mayor.
The Quebec Legislature assembled yester-

The establishment of a profe;*orsblpnf rhptFOREIG N.
and English literature at West Point is
recommended.
of
the
AUbaoa Claims t'oiumIs.
tVKtctiug
The Trial of Von Arnim.
•ion.
New York, Dec. 3.—Tbe Herald’s special
The Court of Commissioners of Alabama
that
says
reports received from Berlio state
Claims reassembled to day. All were
present
that the trial of Count Vou Arnim. which was
excepi Everson, who is de'a tied at liome by illfixed io commence Mouilay, ti e 7th in-t., will
ness.
A large number of attomevs were presprobably be postponed till January. The coun
ent.
The calenda[ was called to asorrain the i sel
toroefeuce have permission only tluriug
condition of each case, and several demuners
two hours a day to examine the papers, subject
will be argued tomorrow. No case is yet
to the survei lauee of an officer of the Foreign
ready to he tried on testimony. Several new Department. These restrictions retard the
rules were proposed by the counsel, effrciin"
progress of the preparation of the defence, aud
the sufficiency of evidence, and are now
it may be found necessary to postpone tie trial
open
for argument" Another point to be determined
again from January until spring. The indictis, whether a British subject serving as a sea- ment against
Von Arnim shows that the charge
man aboard a
vessel
Is
captured
entitled to preferred to lie “for the removal by a
public
indemnity.
servant of official documents without an object
of gain.” The offence is punishable only by
Attorney General’* Report.
The Attorney General’s annual report shows
imprisonment for not less than one month.
The trial will be conducted by three judges
there were judgments during the fiscal year, in
It
is not expected that, all the proceedings will be
civil suits, in favor of the United States of
The
amount actually realized was
public.
$2,021,729.
The Carliu War.
$8(17,192. Of the criminal cases 0,018 were terminated, including 2 623 convictions, of which
Madrid, Dec. 3.—Marshal Serrano will leave
102 ont of 966 were under the deforcement acts
next Saturday for the north, whonce he goes to
Total suits to which the United States is not a
direct military operations. In the selection of
bis staff great pains were takeu to have no one
party is 19,194, of which 11,490 are terminated
judgments being to the amount of $10,508,624!
placed on it suspected of being a supporter of
The expenses of marshals, commissioners
Prince Alphonso, son of ex-Queen Isabella.
for
the year are $2,669,730, or $361,138 less
The Carlist leaders, Velasco and Uucula, un&c.,
thau the previous year. The amount awarded
successfully attempted to enter the province of
by court claims $2,418,804 agaiust total claims Mucia with their bauds.
of $4,054,366.
Message of President McMahan.
The Attorney General recommends that the
Paris, Dec. 3.—The message of President
U. S. District Court be given authority to issue
MacMahon was delivered to tbe
this
subpoenas directing the attendance of witnesses afternoon. The President says: Assembly
before the Court of Claims, and that the latter
“Order has been maintained throughout the
be given power to punish for
contempt any country. The relations with foreign governfailure to obey; that the heads of departments
ments are on an excellent footing. France has
be given authority for use, in the court, of rebel
shown a firm determination to respect treaties
records in possession of the
Government; that and lias gained the increased confidence of her
the police force of the District of Columbia be
neighbors. No foreign power now doubts her
increased; that all the district attorneys and desire
to maintain pacific rela ions with all namarshals be paid by salary, only a few
being
tions. The financial position of the country
abolished; that a penitentiary be erected in the has
sensibly improved at home. Thanks to a
District of Columbia for the confinement of
good harvest, agricultural production has
convicts instead of that at Albany; that a
reached an unprecedented figure. The export
uniform mode be provided for the selection of
trade has never been so considerable as during
jurors for United States courts, and the enactthe last four months. Everything now favors
ment of a law regnlating fees and costs of
the expectation that these most satisfactory reclerks, marshals and attorneys of the United sults will be at least
equalled in 1876
States courts.
The President insists strongly on the necessiReport of the Lighthouse Board.
of
definite
ty
legislation with regard to the conThe annual report of the ligbtbbuse board
stitutional powers and continues as follows:—
reviews the organization, character and
“Incessantly
agitated
by a propaganda of the
history
of that branch of service; dwells at some
most pernicious doctrines, tbe country asks
on
the
to
length
guarantee by measures of wtse foresight
magnitude of the system under yon
its jurisdiction, and the
tbe regular action of the public powers during
consequent carelessness
of the work for the board, and
the
of stability which you promised
that
a
period
says
larger sum will be required to meet the
France.
exigencies
of the coming year than wag demanded for the
You will shortly examine these grave queslast.
tions and an understanding will, I hope, bo arRifled Cnnuon.
rived at. I shall not declare any share of the
The Chief of the Bureau of ordnance in his
responsibility, nor will the intervention of my
annual report recommends the re-armameut of
government be wanting. I wish to state how I
understand my duties toward the Assembly and
the navy with breech loading rifled
cannon,
the
I did not accept power to serve
which can be done at a very small
cost, in view the country.
of the reduced number of ships and'
aspirations of my party. I only pursue the
guns rework
of
sociaT
defence
and national restoration.
He
quired.
says that cruising ships carry
It is my ardent desire to have the support and
from U to 6 inches of armor, and at
present
we have no guns except the 15 inch in the
good will of those men whose personal prefermonitors, which will seriously injure the light- ences bow before tbe present necessities of the
sacred cause of country. I claim their support
*»* UL luese armoreu vessels,
oaustitute a 7 or
l.
TJ
__I__I e
8 inch rifle for the 11 inch smooth bore, which
even our smallest ships carry and few of them
greatness I have alone in view. Nothing will
would come off withont great damage.
discourage me in the accomplishment of the
task. It is my duty not to desert the post in
The chief] of ordnance says that recent experiments on the conversion of the smooth which you have placed me, hot to occupy it up
t* the last day with uushaken firmness and unbore to a rifle cannon has developed no unexpected results, and he does not deem it possible
scrupulous respect for law.”
to convert a cast iron smooth bore into an effiVarious Hems.
cient rifle by any system of rifling.
London, Dec. 3.—Capt. Geo. S. Naves, now
Various mutters.
in command of Her Majesty’s shiplChallenger,
has been elected to command the expedition to
The President has completed his message and
be fitted out by Great Britain for explorations
it will be read at the Cabinet
to-mormeeting
the Arctic regions.
row.
It is longer this year than last,
covering in The
steamer Viking spoke the Direct Cable
about eighty pages of foolscap.
A communication from Gen. Sheridan savs
Company’s steamers Faraday and Ambassador
on the 2tith ult., in lat. 49 north, loDg. 44 west.
that after a thorough examination it is found
that Big Tree has not violated his
parole, and All progressing well.
Three hundred|aDd sixty-five of the passentherefore remains unmolested in tho Indian
gers of the steamship Abbotsford, who left
country.
that vessel for Liverpool before it was discovIt is known in diplomatic circles that
Spain ered
that she had small-pox on board, embarked
has paid to Great Britain only part of the inon the American
Line, steamer Illinois, for
on account of the
demnity
VirginiuB affair,
leaving the remainder and other questions to Fhiladelahia, but their final medical examination proving unsatisfactery, they were again
be hereafter adjusted.
No one doubts that the President will
landed, and are now located temporarily in the
accept
the resignation of District Judge Durrell of
Liverpool workhouse. The Illinois will proLouisiana, just tendered. Judge Durrell thus ceed without her steerage passengers.
terminates the proposed impeachment
pending End of (be Argentine Rebellion—Another
in the House Committee on
in Uruguay.
Judiciary.
The following were the customs receipts for
Bahia, Brazil, Dec. 2.—Intelligence is rethe week ending Nov. 28: New York. $1,645,ceived here of the conclusion of peace between
953; BostoD, 8173,923; Philadelphia, $84,124; the
Government and Gen. Mitre,
Baltimore, $77,116. For the week ending Nov. who,Argentine
with his officers and soldiers, have been
21, at New Orleans. $62 803; San Francisco,
ono

A

v16y,273.

The internal revenue

©316,518.

receipts

to

day

were

Cheap Transportation Convention.
nothin' Scheme—The Committee oa Resolutions Report in favor of Wholesale

Jobbery—An Assembly

Richmond, Va., Dec.

of

Lobbyists.

3.—Tu

the Cheap
a bill pre-

Irausportation convention to-day
pared by Gen. Duff Green of Georgia providing for the inauguration of a scheme of internal improvement, to be sustained
by a system

of

presented

banking

connected
and referred.

therewith,

was

The Committee on Resolutions presented a
report based upon the resolutions of Col. Johnsou of North
Carolina, in which they declare
in favor of
asking government aiil iu the
construction of the Southern Pacific
railroad,
and of the great water lines; such aid to
convey
the right of the government to control the
rates of transportation over such
lines, with the
proviso that government guarantees asked
shall be guarded so to protect the natioual
Treasury from loss. Four members of the
committee presented a protest
against the
adoption of the report and against asking government aid in the construction of railroads.
The report and protest brought
prominently
before the convention one of the most
impor
tant questions connected with the session of
the association—tbatof government subsides to
railroads and other lines of
transportation.
Pending the motion to substitute the minority
report for that of the majority, the question of
the government subsides was
discussed at
length. The vote seeming largely in favor of
the motion Col. Johnson, by
permission of the
convention, witndrew his resolution.

INDIANS.
Qaarrcl Among Civilized Indian*.
Venita. r. T
TW
t___
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nas
been received that the recent murder and riot
at Tahlequha was occasioned
by wanton and
cruel murder on the part of two members of
the mounted guard detailed by Chief Wm P
ltoss.
It seems that two of tbe guards
got drunk
and went down tbe street, firing
pistols and
declaring they would kill a Downing man.
The first man they found was
working in a
stable. They killed him, then
joined their
and
formed in line near the postcomrades,
office. The Downing party formed farther
down the street, and the parties commenced
firing at each other. More than 100 shots were
fired and two men were
severely and seven
slightly wounded. The murderers were protected in the postoffice ou Sunday for several
hours. No effort was male to have them arrested and they finally escaped.
The whole affair grew out of the intense hitter feeling between tbe two
factions, known
now as the Ross and
Downing parties. Intense
excitement prevailed when our informant
left,
and serious difficulty was liable to occur at
any
time. Major Ingalls, the IT. S. Indian
agent
was called upon to investicate the
matter, but
his recommendations were not
approved by the
chief and he left Tahlequeha much
disappointed with the coudition of affairs in the
territary.
—

Libel Suit.
New Haven, Dec. 3,—Dr. Geo. M. Beard of
New York, brought a suit for libel against the
Daily Palladium, to-day, claiming $50,000 damages. The doctor claims that by a certain criticism of his action at the time of his
attempted
exposure of J. R Brown, the mind reader, in
this city last October, the Palladium has
greatly injured his reputation as “one of the very
best living authorities in the treatment of electricity as connected with the nervous system
and physiology/* and as a scientist of
high
repute, and has diminished the sale of his medical books and injured the prospects of one
soon to be published
concerning clairvoyance,
mind reading, spiritualism, etc.
masonic.
New Orleans, Dec. 3—The Grand
Encamp
of Knights Templar of the United States
to-day elected the following officers for three
years:
Grand Master, James H. Hopkin? of Pittsburg, Pa., Deputy Grand Master, Vincent L.
Hurl hurt of Chicago; Grand
Generalissimo,
WalterL. Bragg of Montgomery,
Grand
ment

Ala.;
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more; Grand Senior Warden, Benton H. Langley of Winuona.Minn.: Grand Junior Warden
Ohas. R, Woodruff of Louisville; Grand Treasurer, John W. Simmons of New York city
Grand Recorder, Thomas D. Parion of Iowa
City.
__

Judge Durell Resigns.
New York, Dec, 3.—A New Orleans
special
to the Herald states that Judge Durell has
sent his resignation to the President as U
S
District.Judge. It is said that Walker Fearn
will be his successor.
The same special says that Kellogg is negotiating for the sale of all his propertv in the
state.
It is now reported that efforts are making to
have Gen. Terry of Conn., placed in command
in Louisiana, instead of Emory.
The Suspended Philadelphia Rank.
New York, Dec. 3.—The paid no capital of
the suspended Citizeu’s Bank,
Philadelphia,
was only #100,000, and the suspension is said to
be due t# the loan of $90,000 to a
Philadelphia
firm ou their own paper aud that of a Su Lours
firm, b: th of which are said to be in a shaky
conditiou. The President's action came to the
knowledge of the directors and resulted in their
disapproval and a resolution to suspend.
Fatal Fpidcmic in Tennessee.
New York, Dec. 3.—A Nashville despatch
contains a letter from ex-Cougressman Stokes,
written at Alexandria, sixty miles east of
Nashville, statiug that au epidemic like the
black flux which follows cholera has broken
out there, and five apparently healthy
people
had died in one night, while others were dying. The place is small aud its inhabitants
are flying terror stricken.

marriage.
Chicago, Nov, 3.—Wilbur F. Story, editor
and proprietor of the Chicago Times,'was married last uight to Mrs. Eureka C. Pearsou.
All the vessels in the Welland cana
got through, the ice having melted.

will be

V

granted amnesty.
11 is reported that a serious revolution has
broken out in the Republic of Uruguay.
Change of Ministry.
Montreal, Dec. 3.—A rumor has been afloat
for a few days that a combination was effected
w
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lition. One ot the carefully drawn up programmes of the new ministry reads as follows:
For Provincial Seoretary of Finances, Hon.
H. Starnes; Attorney General, Hon. George
Civing or N. Lynch; Solicitor General; Mr.
Bachard; Commissioner of Agriculture, Mr.
JalyorMr. Marchaud; Treasurer, Mr. Jaly
or Mr. Bellingham; Speaker of the Legislative
Council, Frazier de Berri; Commissioner of
Crown Lands, Mr Lafountaine or Mr. Gerin.
The nomination of candidates to represent
Montreal West in the Dominion Parliament
took place to day. Thomas White of the Gazette, was nominated by the Conservatives,and
Fred McKenzie in the interest of the government. The election will take place on the 10th
inst.
tOUKTBUKOJLOUICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWKNTY-FOCR
HOURS.

•var Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
>
'ifficer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 4, (1 A. M.i*
F«r New England,
light rain or snow, followed by clearing weather, northeast to northwest wiuds aud rising

barometer._

The
Sto:k“:

following

Foreign Exports.
HAVANA. Brig C C Kobinson—9469 box ebooks,
62 truss boons.

62 truss hoops.
ST. JOHN. NB. Schr Edward Waite—801 old
Iron rails.
POINT a Pitre, QUAD—2085 shocks and heads, 600
sugar Shooks.
Foreign Import*.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Georgia—235 boxes
codfish to J F Llscomb, 11 pkgs skins to C H Fling, 4
pkg8 merchandise to J N Jones, 10 do pelts to C H
Fling, 9 do skins to Hart & Co, 7 do merchandise to
E Express Co.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
Grand Trunk Railroad—Norton & Chapman 500
bbls flour, David Keazer 600 do do, Blake & Jones
100 do do, J E Graham 200 d > do, G F Foster 150 do
do, J M Gile 90 do do and 3 bags bran,King& Gilman
1 car corn, Burslow & Incleson 1 car corn, C E Scribner 2 cars corn, Stewart & Co 1 car
barley, Josselyn & Co 100 bbls flour, D W Coolidge 50 do do, J
Mitchell 100 do do, G W True 2 cars com 1 car oats
and 140 sacks bran, M Jordan 1 car com, Waldron &
True 1 car oats, Powers <Ss Melvin 1
dodo, Isaac Ber1 car potatoes, GFLibby2 cars potatoes. GW
ry
Greene 1 car oats and 1 do com, J L Libby 1 car ol
potatoes, J W Jones 850 cases com, JS Crockett 54
bbls cider and 1 bbl butter.
By water conveyance—1000 bush commeal to G W
True & Co.
Bealei (Stack 1,1st.
(Sales at tbe Brokers’ Board, Dec. 3.|
Maine State 6’s, ..
@ pm
Boston & Maine Railroad.
® liof

the

Railroad.
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Boot and Shoe Market.
Boston, Wednesday, Dec. 2.
The shipments of boots and shoes from this market
to places outside of New England for the past week
have been 13,980 cases, and 1587 cases
rubbers,against
6,523 cases lor the same week last year.
It os ton

Total

shipments

since January 1, 1,159,863 cases,
cases for the same period last
year.
The shipments from Lynn tor the week have been
1475 cases, against 1112 cases for tho same week last
year.
We notice a few Southern buyers in the market,
and the shipments to New Orleans and some of the
other Southern and Southwestern markets, show a
fair business tor the season. Meu’s slippers for the
holiday trade have been taken to a limited extent,
ani there has been rather more than the usual inquiry at this season for coarse brogans. Manufacturers of flue goods for ladies* wear have prepared
their samples and taken so mo orders for certain
lines of goods which are always wanted to a limited
extent. It is a little too early to speculate on the
probabilities of the spring trade, but it is quite certain that there will not be many goods made up except on orders. In some of the thick boot towns the
workmen are havine a vacation, and work will not
be resumed until towards the middle of the month.
A conservative policy will be pursued, and there will
not be anything like activity until buyers make their

against 1.152.837

New York Sleek and .Hticv Market.
New York, Dec. 3—Evenino.—The Money market
was dearer to-day and call loans done high as 5
@ 5}
per cent., although the bulk of business was at 4 g
4} per cent. The hardening tendency of the money
market is the result of heavy shipments of currency
to the West, Southwest and South.
Sterling Exchange was dull at 484} @ 485 for GO days ana 489} @
490 for demand. The customs receipts to-day were
*383,000. Gold was firm throughout the day at 1121

@112};the

cent!

rates for borrowing were 1-G1 per
per diem, and 6 to 1 per cent, per annum; loans were
also made flat and at 1 @ 2 per cent, lor carrying.
The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day *122,000 on
account of interest and $250,' 00 in redemption of
bonds. Governments Arm. State bonds are dull.—
Railroad mortgages firm, stocks irregular at the
opening but in the main higher, an advance of } @ 1
per cent, having taken place in some cases. At the
first board the market became weak and prices declined from } @ } per cent, up to midday; Paciflc
Mail fell from 44} @ 43}; North Western common
from 46} @ 45}; Wabash from 31} @ 31; Erie from 28
@27}. At the second call prices showed a recovery
ot an } @ j} per cent, from the lowest point. After
the call the market was weak again anti the lowest
prices of the day were made. The market was steadier in tone during the last hour of business and prices
advanced from a } @ } per cent, from the lowest
doint. The improvement was chiefly In Western
Union, Rock island, Pacific Mail and St Paul and
North Western common. Mr. Rnesscll Sage has resigned from the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
both as president and director. The total transactions at the Stock Exbange aggregated 175,000 shares,
including New York Central 770 shares, Erie 10,600
shares, Lake Shore 20,400, North Western 27.600,
Rock Island 12,800. Paciflc Mail 24,500, St Paul 1130,
Western Union 25,000, Wabash 20,400, Union Paciflc

12,200.

The regular call at the Stock Exchange will be
omitted and the room closed at 12 o’clock on Saturday to aftord the members an opportunity to attend

Mayor Havemeyer.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

the funeral of

ernment securities:
United States coupon 6's, 1881. 120}
United States 5-20’s, 1862.112}
.United States 5-20’s 1864.114

United States 5-20’s, 1885, old.116
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.118
United States 5 20’s, 1867.119}
United States 5-20’s, 1868.
119}
United States new 5’s.112
United States 10.40 coupon.114
Currency 6’s ex in.il6; I
■

SPECIAL

The following were the
quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pjc.ttc bonds.964
Union Pacific.
.934
Union Pacific land

grants.."!!"“!!.!..8*4

Union Pacific incomes.91

Domestic Markets.
York, Dee. 3—Evening.—Flour—receipts ol
11,079 bb!s; exports 2391 bbls; sales 14,675 bbls. The
general market is steady, but moderate and active;
Minnesota generally held higher; Southern was a
shade in sellers iavor. Rye flour unchanged. Buckwheat Hour lower at 2 75 per 1U0 lbs; State in fair
request; Western shipping is in moderate demand.
Wneat—receipts45,500 bush; exports 45,874 bush;
sales 65,000 bush at 1 07 @ 1 08 for No 3 Spring; 110
@ 1 12 for No 2 Chicago Spring, including North
Western nominally; 115 for No 2 Milwaukee Spring;
No 1 Spring at 116 @ 1 26 ;1 20® 1 25 for Red Winter;
1 26 @ 1 30 for Amber Winter; 1 28 ® 140 for White
Winter;Winter opened and closed quiet and steady;
Spring was about 2e dearer but slow at an advance.
Com—receipts 59,490 bush: exports 29,614 bush; sales
80,000 bush at 94 @ 94Je for old Western Mixed;
generally held at 95c ;96Jc for old Western Yellow;
89 @ 91c for Western Mixed new; closed firm. Oats
—receipts 1342 bush; exports none; sales of 110,000
bush at 70c afloat for Western Mixed: 71 @ 72c afloat
for White; 69 @ 70c for State Mixed afloat;
chiefly
at 68 @ 69 for State; car lots on track closed firm at
R lvance. Barley—receipts 4000 bush; sales 8000 bush
State at 1 32 for No 2 rowed; 1 35 for No 4 rowed;
last sales Canada at 150, but sellers are not disposed
to tako that rate to-dav. Rye—receipts 125 Cush;
sales 2000 bush State at 90 @ 98o.
Barley Malt—receipts 2000 bush; the market is quiet anil held above
buyers views. Oatmeal steady at 7 874 @ 7 88 for
Western and City, and 8 50 ® 8 75 for Ont. V bbl.
Cornmeal—receipts 1065 bbls and 455 sacks; exports
199 bbls; sales 35
bbls and 500 sacks at 5 00 for
brandy wine; 4 20 @5 75 for Western Yellow; city
sacked, coarse old at 1 74: new at 1 68; fine silted old
at 1 79 ;new 1 73: bolted Yellow old 1
85; bolted White
2 00 4? basil. Whiskey firm at 1
024. Pork is quiet
at 21 00. Lard firm at 131-I6c seller all the
year; 131
for seller January; 14c seller February. Tallow is
quiet and steady at 84® 84c, Linseed Oil is at 771®
78c. Petroleum is dull; crude in bulk generally Wia
at 5|c; R S W nominally at 104c; cases nominally at
164® 194c. Naval Stores—Rosin inactive and nominally unchanged at 2 25 ® 2 30 for strained. Tar is
neglected. Spirits Turpentine is quiet and generally held at 35c. Raw Sugar—sales 500 bhds Cuba at
84c; 57 hhds Molasses sugar at 7 5-16; 1800 boxes of
Clayed at 8}c; 610 boxes Derosne at 8jc; 6700 bags ot
Pernambuco at 8 5-16c; refined Sugar is quiet and
steady. Colfee— no sales to-day; ordinary cargoes at
164 @ 16L
Ocean Freghts—The engagements have been as follows—ior Liverpool grain at lOd; charters 7s tkl (g 8s;
direct 7s 3d.
Cotton market dull; Middling uplands life.
Gold closed at 112^
Chicago, Nov. 3.—Flour is quiet and firm; shinextras 4} @ 4|.
Wheat is strong and higher at
ping seller
92$c
Dec; 93$c seller Jan; No 3 at 85$. Corn
at
opened strong
74$ @ 74gc seller Dec; 75c bid new
No 2; 67 @ G7$c seller for all the year; closed easier

DON’T

9}c.

of barley.

Shipments—5937 bbls flour, 20,097 bush wheat,

930 bush com, 9056 busu
bush of barleY.

000 bush

BOTANIC!

barley,

00 bush rye, 00 bush peas.
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Receipts—12,100
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bush

000 bush Oats.

nogs

Wheat, 9,800

bush

bush corn, 3609

bbls

flour,

382 bush

bush oats.

Charleston, Dec. 3.—Cotton
Middling uplands 14 l-16c.
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Kinsman : Dear Sir-I desire to fay a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. I
have been a sufferer from a very severe
cough from
the first of last November, trying a great
many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ol March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. Tae result seemed little less than
miraculous. I have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin's, No. 38 Hanover St., tor the
remedy, and, so far as 1 learn, In every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS.C. NUTTER.
[Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Connselorsat-Law, 27 Tremont St ]
[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher cf Zion’s Herald,
33 Bromfield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanle Cough Balsam have been used in my lamily with ths most gratifying results. We esteem It as one of Da belt of
medicines.

$5000

GOLD.

Special
BEWARE
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We mention

1875.
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Offering.

we are now

■ oo Piece* Hill. 4-4 Bleach Cel teas lie
yard.
<•
73 Pieces Baal 4-4,
it
9c.
190 “
Piae Brain 4*1, Shectiags 9c.
1 Case Washiagteu Cambrics, 8 1 -4c yd.
9 Bale* Piae Russia Crashes 18c yd.
All of

GREATLY
Oae

Housekeeping

our

Good, st

REDUCED

mace those Piae
or*, far ftic yard.

case

PRICES.

Thibet., all cal.

17 Pirce* Best Quality Cyeas Poplins at
91.07 yard.
41 Piae** Black Brilliaaliaas, worth 83c
Ur 43c yd.
1 Cam mare Cadies’ Meriae Pauls aad
Vest* at the Caw Price of 38c each,
aid price 91.
Piae aad Heavy Repel lean far 73c yd.
Oae cam Black Alpacas 98c yard, decided Margate*.
A aether lat of thorn 8ae Shaker Ptaaaels far 17c yard, usaal price 93c.
Oae cam BlaHtela, each 99.84 aad 93.88

pair.

lat af Black Silks mack

A^Ujaja
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Oder

*Vil> ASSORTMENT.
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OF

OUR ENTIRE STOCK HARKED DOWN,

AND
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IMITATIONS.

Astonishingly Low Prices

The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM tor the cure ol Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding |o/ the Lungs and Consumption, has given rise to spurious compounds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,,’ are blown
in the gUas of the bottle. $5000 for a better article.
■ron't
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GOING OUT

6 FREE STREET, PORTLAND.

hot U‘
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LEADERS.
BALL

FBINGE ALL SHADES,
SO Ceau a Yard.
BLACK TWO BUTTON KIDS.
M Cu. a Pair-All Man.
EXTRA QUALITIES, TWO BUTTON KID GLOVES,
19 CeaU a Pair.
GENTS’ LINED DOGSKIN-

GLOVES,
01.00 a Pair.
FINE WHITE BLANKETS,
».» a Pair.
LADIES’ALL SILK WINSORTIES
IS Ceau Bach.
LADIES FELT
HATS,
SO Ceau Each at

BUSINESS.

$30,000 WORTH
—or—

AND

FANCY
to be

dinun

IX.

thi

OP

GOODS

COGIA HAMAH'S,
ISO Middle aad 6

sold

IMMEDIATELY
AT

—

be found

■ If EVERY DKPABTKRRT.

The following are a few of the names of those who
hare UBed this remedy: Mrs. Got. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Gorernor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lombard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lane, Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mayor of Augusta; Bey. Dr. Bicker. Kev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Bev. Wm A. Drew, Bev. H. F. Wood. Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: Hon. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ot Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston: Emory Cook and many
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.
MU by mil Drigilsta
decl
sneodfim

DRY
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entire assortment of

Hosiery and Ladies’ Underwear,

Notice,

COUNTERFEITS

Temple
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BARGAINS.

Come and feet your Winter’s

Supply !

Beat Stand in Portland for Parties Wishing to Engage in this Business.
will

Ha

anlrl

At.

a

illanmint in

aiinh

Will Mn. C. ®. I.iaeceu,
anyone having a knowledge ot her wbereahouti
forward her address to the undersigned at Lawrence
Mass. Important.
L. ALLS TON.
or

€•■« and bay yaar wife ar daagbter a
mica Paisley (Shawl ar Draaaat half price
far a Cbristasas Present.

dclsn

115 EXCHAJNTGK STREET.
All

orders,
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eithe

prompt attention

personal

or

by mall,

will receive
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MISS ANNIE LATHAM
has her Stadia ia Baaa 3, Na. S Clapp'*

OFFER

ENTIRE

MY

HOUSE.
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~GBEENO(IGH.

NOW

PRINTING

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,

WAIT !

A

Ut

TUCKER’S

gutf
I

Blathi

STOCK

—

and will receive pupils in Drawing and Painting

on

Taeaday, Wednesday, Friday and Malar°"13day Afieraaaae.sntl

GOLD AMD SILVER WATCHES.

960

Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware,

un-

Rio Janeiro Coflee market.
Rio Janeiro, Dec. 2.—Wright, Brown & Co. re
port sales Coffee tor the United States since No-

And my entire stock of goods at an immense reduction from old prices.
Recognising the lact that there has been a great decline in many lines of goods, as well as in the price
of labor, and well knowing another season will bring
a decline in our line also, I have concluded to take
the lead of the market and
REDUCE MY PRICES NOW,
and have re-marked my goods accordingly. I have
a large and valuable stock of

WATCHES,SILVER WARE A JEWELRY,

and wish to close them oat with the close of the year.
I shall sell my goods to cash customers below
value,
which will prove of mutual benefit to my
patrons
and myself. My prices will substantiate all I
profess.
Conte for four Holiday Rifts Now.
No extra charge for engraving.

vember 25th—6,000 bags; shipments for the United
States lor same time 31,000 bags; loading 71,000 ao;
stock at date 240,000 do; average daily
receipts 14,300
do; price at 9 reas. Exchange 26|.

GEO.
517

European markets.

London, Dec. 3—12.30 P. M.—Consols for
at 91£@ 91} ex-in.
London, Dec. 2—12.30 P. M.—American
ties—Erie Railway at 25J.

Distinguished Limjcr of Boiiloa*

dec2

good demand;

quiet and

a

CASE ?

our

„

their stxk

New York and Boston Wholesale Prices.

Bargains

tion.
FOR AN INCURABLE

ofler

now

In

RICH AND LOW PRICED GOODS

and all diseases

GO WELL

Savannah, Dec. 3.-Cotton is firm; Middling
upands at 14£c.
Mobile, Dec. 3.—Cotton strong and higher; Mid-

lling uplands at 14|c.
New Orleans, Dec. 3.—Cotton
changed ; Middling uplands 14Jc.

We

leading to Consump-

$5000

change

a

JANUARY

BALSAM !

DON’T

Corn, 6,-

wheat,

TBV

desired.

Shipments—30,000 bush Wheat, 23,000 bush Corn,
2,800 bush Oats.
Detroit. Dec. 3.—Flour steady. Wheat is easier:
extra White Michigan at 117 ® 117}; No 1 White
at 112}; No 2 at 109. Corn is easy; new No 1 Mixed
at 75c. Oats steady; White Western 57c.
Receipts—226 3 bbls flour, 10,322 bush wheat, 3018
bush corn, 625 bush oats.
Shipments-854

Lungs,

Entire SffW'lf

uuumiai.

AO VARIATION t

E, T. ELDEN & CO..

Only 35 cents' An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throa', Chest and

24.-

No shipments.
xOLEDO, Nov. 3.—Wheat is quiet; No 2 Red Winter held at 108: No 1 Amber Michigan at 108} bid;
sales at 111 seller Jan. Com is a shade higher; high
Mixed 70c; low Mixed at b8}c. Oats quiet; Michigan

ONE PRICE !

ADAMSON’S

oats, 6300 bush rye, 4942

Cincinnati,Doc. 3.—Provisions—buvers and sellers apart.
Pork is quiet at 20 50. Bacon is quietshoulders at 10c; clear rib sides at J3}c; clear sides at
13}c. Sugar cured hams at 13 @ 14c. Cut Meats are
quiet—shoulders at 7}c; clear rib sides at 104c; clear
sides at lOfc. Lard is quiet;steam tendered at 13}c;
kettle rendered at 14 ® 14}. Live Hogs dull; common or mixed lots 6 50 @ 6 80; medium fair packing
6 90 @ 7 00; good 7 20 @ 7 30; choice butcher 7 50; receipts 15,457 head; shipments 493 ead.
Whiskey
opened lower at 97c; closed firm at 98c.
Nov.
3.—Wheat quiet; No 1 MilwauMilwaukee,
kee at 84c; No 2 Milwaukee 81}c
cash; 92gc seller lor
Jan; 93} seller Feb. Com steady; high Mixed at 74c.
Oats steady; No2 at 53c. Rye is quiet; No 1 at 95c.
Barley is firm; No 2 Spring t 29.
Receipts—580 bbls flour, 59,000 busb wheat.
Shipments-220 bbls flour, 40,000 bush wheat.
Oswego, Dec. 3.—Flour unchanged; sales of 2000
bbls. Wheat firm; sales No 1 Milwaukee at 122.—
Com steady; sales of new high Mixed at 92c. Barley
is quiet; sales 1000 bush Canada at 1 40.
Receipts—7,800 bush wheat, 0000 bush com, 0,-

TO

FAIL

NOTICES.

bare dee ded to make

Nkw

at 744 (a) 742c seller Dec: 724c seller Mav. Oats firm
at 53} (cy 53}c cash or seller for all the year; 53}c for
seller Jan. Rye quiet at 95 @ 95}c. Barley firm at
1 27 @ 1 27} for cash or seller December; 1 28} seller
Jan. Whiskey is firm at 97c. Provisions irregular.
Pork firm and active at 20 00 cash; 20 75 seller February : 2110 seller March. Lard is firm and in good
demand at 13 70 @; 13 25 seller all the year; 13 90 for
seller March. Meats are irregular and in moderate
demand. Green Hams sold at 10}c; Green shoulders
at GJc ; dry salted ribs 9gc loose; shoulders 6c; short
clear at 9} @
On the call ot the board In the afternoon—Wheat
was steady at 93} @ 93}c seller for
January; 92| for
seller Dec. Com firmer and fairly active at 74| seller
December; 72}c seller May. Oats firm at54}c seller
Dec; 54c seller Jan.
Receipts—5962 bbls flour, G2.289 bush wheat, 42,207
b ash com, 13,40 bush oats, 3167 bush rye, 10,200 bush

SPECIAJj

NOTICES.

SUFFERERS,

27J

c,nt

money
J

HALL

CLOAKS1
CLOAKS!
_

$7.30, 98.00

and

4

FREE

910.00, worth,
910.00,913.00 and 918.00.

BUILDING.
dsnlm

ROBERT

THAYER

WILDE

Thfe Natural Magnetic Physician,

Booms 11 and lit

CLOAKS

Elegant Beaver Cloth Cloaks

A. HARMON,
Congress Street,

MECHANICS’
decl

securi-

Liverpool, Dec. 3—12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
steady; Middling uplands 7gd; do Orleans at Bid;
sales 15,000 bales, including BOuO bales tor speculation
and export.
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Rational medication.
Medication is only successful when it is rational,
and it is rational only when it begins at the
beginIn other words,
ning. in
words, to cure a malady,
maladv. its
Its cause
rans(>
ning.
must be removed. Weakness, either general or local, is the origin of the great majority of diseases.
Reinforce the vital energies, regulate digestion and
secretion by strengthening the organs which perform
those all-important functions, and dyspepsia, consti
pation, kidney and bladder complaints, uterine difficulties, impure circulation, and the thousand and
one aliments which are the consequences or
debility
are completely, and in most cases
Dermanently, removed. The best, safest and most agreeable tonic
and alterative that can be employed lor this purpose
is Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. The experience of
twenty-five years, during which time it has outlived
perhaps ten times that number of ebemeral preparations which have entered into competition with it,

u li (J A K n :

A

STOCK

FIJI.I.

NOW

OPENING
AT

EASTMAN

BROTHERS,

534 CONGRESS STREET.
se29

tf

proved it to be unequaled as a remedy for all disorders accompanied by or proceeding from weakness.
has

WHITE’S
SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

This is the only prompt, efficient and safe master
of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation of the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in"
beyond the reach

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
DR.

HA.RRISO IST’S

PERISTALTIC

of any

Indorsed, 'by all tbe Medical Journals as tne most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

COST//ENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
the palate, cause no pain,act promptly
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Pleasant to

never

and for

Q. WHITE, CambrHlgeport, Mass,
licit!

OFFICE

&c.
Travellers find the Lozenaes just what they need,
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may
be carried in the veetpacket, and as an aperient or
laxative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Rose* 30 c. large Hazes 60r. sent
by mail free of postage to nay address.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.
seOsneodly
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Residence, 33 1-3 High Street.

Elegant Hearer Cloth, Jet Embroidered

CLOAKS,
STREET,

V*r 916.00, Wart I, 639.00,

as

as any other dealer
cheap
and from one ton to ten
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in the
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above Coals

We warrant
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D. C. COLDER, Agent.
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every way
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SON,

RESORT'

VICTORIA HOTEL.
Nassau, N. P„ Bahamas. T. J. Porte*. Pronrl
etor. For ftill Information address J.
Mdgenrood A
Co., 758 Broadway, N. Y. Steamers sail eyery two
KOVAL

Please call and get
ng elsewhere.
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COAL

Steam, Furnaces, Par/cr and Cook Stoves,

Office 27 Market Square.
D. H. Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. \V. Buxton
Prompters.
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COMMERCIAL

DR. SARAH W. DEVOLL,
Regular Practitioner of Medicine,
formerly of Newton, MasB., odors her services to

room

CO.,

CLOAKS
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still

A

make

STREET.

M Floor.

Tbe old firm of
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obtain a
Blightly,
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
in United Stales Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St.. New York City. Communications promptly answered.
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NOTICE.—All

—
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Exchange Hired.
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officers, sailors
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
PERSONAE
Injured in
the late
however

oc29

CUTTING AND BASTING

BLOCK

PAYS ON

M.

snd&wGm

D.

—

EXCHANGE STREET.

Diseases ot the Lungs, Throat, Catarrh
and Bronchitis,
can be found at his office and residence, daily.
Persons can be treated by letter.
73 FREE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

AND

OB

—

CONANT

Who has for the last twenty five years.giyeu special
the treatment of

—

—

d&wGmoe

attention to

CHANDLER’S

DONE TO OBDEB,

Descriptive

the next morning. Warranted in all cases of
tde Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour Stomach,
Spitting br FboD,Palpitations ; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintonce

no7

A11 Kinds Dress and Cloak Making

remedy.

X had “Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes able
to eat only the plainest food, and very little of that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief until I
learned of “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which
has entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much by
every one who
uses it.
We have sold it for two years, and are not
selling anything but the “Specialty” now fer “DysC. P. ALDEN.
pepsia.” Yours truly,
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Send for
Circular to the prunrieto.-, H.

LOZENGES.

—

Eastern

closing quotations of

Erie pretermit. 42
Union Pacific stock.36
Michigan Central. 77
Lake Shore. 804
Illinois Central.97
Chicago tfc Northwestern. 45§
61
Chicago & Northwe-tern preferred..
Chicago & Rock Island. 1014

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale .markets.
Thursday, Dec. 3.- There is but little chango to
note in the markets to-day. Grain is rather scarce
and the prices remain tlrm. Butter is steady at irom
35 @ 42c, and the supply is rather small. The lower
grades of flour arc scarce aud the prices have advanced. Groceries remain unchanged. Molasses is
in good demand.

were

We-'teru Union Telegraph Co .824
Pacific Mail.44J
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.lull

wee«»-_

COMMERCIAL STREET,
FRANKLIN WHARF.
sntf

nolSIm

Miss Clara E. IHanger,

Teacher of Vocal Music,
ocT
300
Stale Si., Pwrilnud.
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THE PBE88
-*»ay be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Bruneli & Co., Andrews
Wentworth, Moses, X. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeioni, ot Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Water ville, ol J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

AND VICINITY.

CITY

New Adrertiaemeat. To-Day.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Try them Once—Kimball’s.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Suflerers—Adamson’s Botanic Balsam.
P.

A.-City

Lindsey.

different view, and look
upon the nobleman as he who works and confers some benefit upon mankind by the exertion
of hand or head, or both.
There are three patents of uobility, said the
speaker. One is conferred by greatness in

a

session THIS (Friday) EVENING, at
THE
7} o’clock,
the Common Council
to consider *he

Room,
question of School Supervision.
Parties interested are
cordially invited to be present and give tbeir views
on the subject.
PER ORDER.

in

dec4lt

V. S. District Court.
BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

Wednesday.—C. E. Stevens et al. vs. Lewis H.
Bracey et al. Cause iu admiralty, the claim being
for iron shipped from New York for this port by
schooner Josephine, Bracey master, the iron falling
short two tons and eight hundred pounds. The rule
of law in such case is that the common carrier is an
insurer and must make the loss good. The court decreed the owners of the schooner liable for the loss
and the costs at court.
Cliffords.
Bradburys.

JUDGE MORRIS.

Thursday.—Leamler Stevens. Search and seizure.
Fined $50 with costs. Paid.
Fined $50
Michael Walsh. Search and seizure.
Mattocks & Fox.
with costs. Appealed.
Frederick Johnson and Charles Owen. Larceny.
Thirty days each.
Brief Jailing*.
The December number of tbe International
Railroad and Steamboat Guide has been received.
Mrs. Nellie L. Palmer of Portlaud, will deliver the second lecture of the course before the
Spiritualist Fraternity of Portland, on Sunday,
at 3 o’clock p. m at Arcana Hall. Seats free,
and collection. The public are invited.
It appears that the Eastern road does not refuse to take tbe Boston & Maine red tickets on

through trains.
The ladies of the First Parish Society are
preparing for their annual calico ball for the
benefit of Preble chapel.
City Hall is engaged for nearly every evening
this mouth.
The Second Parish society will hold a fair
and levee at City Hall, Friday and Saturday of
next week.
In the window of Prince’s express office is a
It is an
strawberry plant growing finely.
English variety and looks as though it might

bear delicious fruit before long.
Tbe steamer Franconia, for New York, took
out a large number of Christmas trees. Nearly
all of the trees used in New York go from
here.

Yesterday

was

a

melting day.

The gift of ex-Gov. Coburn brings the amount
raised for Bowdoiu College to $93,000.
Only
$7000 remain to be raised.
AU interested will bear iu mind that the
steamers City of Richmond and Lewiston make
their last trips for the season, leaving this evening at 10 o’clock.
A Lewiston police officer was in town yesterday with a boy for the Reform School.
Cole will play at a “bal masque” at Walerville next Tuesday.
Elder J. N. Walfawn of Philadelphia, will
give a Bible temperance lecture this evening at
Second Advent Hall.
Tbe steamship Moravian has been lengthenhere before.
She is now one of tbe host of the line.
Don’t fail to go and see the Gymnastic exhibition by tbe Bowdoin boys at City Hall to-

ed about eighty feet since she

was

night.
Mr. Bartlett wishes us to say that he has not
Hall for Christmas evening.

engaged City
as several

men were

warning along congress
one of them threw the

street, last evening,
stump of a lighted cigar

at

another, hitting

him in the eye. It was very painful for some
time, but found to be nothing serious.
About nine o'clock last evening a horse and
carriage without a driver dashed down Middle
street, and turned and passed down Plum street.
No one knew whose it was or where it went.
Bead every page of the Pbess. A gentleman
insisted on having an article printed yesterday
that had already been printed.
L. B. Dennett of Deering, established a
grange of the Patrons of Husbandry at Bidde-

ford,Wednesday night.
At a meeting of the Portland Catholic Union
held last evening, resolutions of respect to the
memory of their late member, Edward Hogue,
were

passed.

A horse attached to a carriage ran away on
Union street last night, and stove the carriage
np. The horse was taken to a stable by a poiceman, but no one called for it up to a late

hour in the night
A large and select company attended the
Grand Army sociable last evening.
They are
becoming very popular, as the large attendance
attests.
__

Accidents.—A son of Alderman Clark was
bitten on the back yesterday by a horse. The
horse was the same one that hit Mr. Clark a
short time since. Yesterday morning his son
went into the stall before him and was in the
act of reaching down on the floor, when the
horse struck him in the back with his teeth
with such force as to leave the imprint of each
tooth in the flesh. The young man was quite
comfortable last evening, bnt his father fears
that he is severely injured. The horse appears
have a grudge against the family.
A little boy named O’Donnsll, residing on
Hancock street, was caught in a crank at the
Portland Company’s works Tuesday and se-

to

verely injured.
An employe of the

Eastern road, residing on
Salem street, had two of his fingers jammed so
severely yesterday while shackling cars tha t

amputation

was necessary.
Mr. G. F. Foster, the well known
lumber dealer residing on Brackett street, who
was hurt on the Concord & Montreal railroad
Wednesday morning. He was badly braised,
but it is thought that lie|has not sustained any

It

was

internal injuries.
Police Notes.--John Jones, a colored boy,
was arrested last evening Dy uepuiy w imams
for stealing fifty dollars in Itockland. The same
boy was sick in the lodging room in this city
last winter.
Three fellows went into a store on Washington street yesterday and asked for a drink of
While the woman tending the store
water.
was out of the room they stole §10 and left.
Officers Fields, Burnham and Merrill arrested
them.
John Goddard of Cape Elizabeth made a disturbance in Ward’s Opera House last evening,
and was arrested by officers Frye, Gribben and
Black. The three officers had all they could do
to handle him.
Whabf Facilities.- The special committee
of the city government on the improvement of
wharf facilities, met Mauager Hickson, Superintendent Spicer and (Local Agent Porteous
of the Grand Trunk, at the Mayor’s office last
evening, for the purpose of a conference on
the matter of the purchase of Galt’s wharf. A

interchange of views was had, but no defiThe views of
nite propositions were made.
the gentlemen representing the difTerent interfall

ests did not seem to widely differ, and there is
but little reason to doubt an ultimate agreement. Another conference will be held to-day.

a

achievement, one by greatness in conception,
one by the combination of these. The men
who work with the hands, who contribute to
the material

prosperity

of the

world,

are

ditary,
membership

is to descend to the eldest son. In
default of direct issue, it will fall to that male
relative who may be designated by will or
otherwise. We may now look to see all the
members hasten to get married.

highest grade.
The speaker

condemned in severe terms that
growing coutempt for manual labor which is
apparent in our people, and the too prevalent
desire among our young men toenter the learned
professions. He paid a high tribute to the professions, and to those men who ornament them

by their genius and industry, but he deprecated
the neglect of work quite as important and far
better suited to the majority.
Of the idler Dr. Chapin has an abhorreucei
a

and oftentimes

severe

sar-

castic manner of those who dawdle through
life, who seek to filch a living from the world
instead of doing something to better it. His

keen thrusts at some of the more patent of the
shams of the day were heartily enjoyed by the

audience,

which was

prodigal

applause.

in

Beard of Trade.
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of
Trade was held yesterday morning. The name
of F. W. McKenney was proposed for member-

ship.
The

following

resolutions offered by AT. N.
Rich, esq., secretary of the Board were adopted
and the secretary instructed to furnish the
Board of Trade of Worcester with a certified
copy of the same:
Resolved, That the officers of the Board of
Trade of the city of Portland, take this early
opportunity to return their thanks to the Board
of Trade of the city of Worcester, and to the
City Government for the cordial invitation received by the officers of this Board and those of
the Alerchants’ Exchange, to visit the city of
Worcester, on Tuesday, Dec. 1st, 1874, for the
purpose of uniting with the busiuess people of
our sister city,and other towns and corporations
interested along the line, in commemorating
the opening of the Portland & Rochester,
Nashua & Rochester,and Worcester & Nashua
Railroads, and to recognize the importance of
such an event in the future history of the two

municipalities.

Resolved, That the results of the

cursion,

recent

ex-

happily

conceived and so successfully and grandly carried out in all its details
—the opportunities afforded our people to view
the beautiful city of Worcester, to see her caand to taste the generous
pacities for business
hospitalities and social qualities of her people
—cannot but create a lasting benefit to the two
great communities thus brought into such close
business connections by the opening of these
so

great thoroughfares,
Resolved, That we hope soon to meet, iu the
same friendly matter, upon the shores of Casco

Bay, the

members of the Board of Trade and
the business people of Worcester, and to renew
the friendly and social relations so auspi-

ciously inaugurated atJWorcester

ou

last.

Tuesday

Resolved, That the thanks of the officers of
this Board are hereby tendered to all who con-

tributed in any way to aid in the success of the
excursion and for courtesies extended to us on
the occasion.
Thb DeMukska Troupe.—Iu speaking of
the De Afurska troupe, which is to appear in
the Army and Navy Course in this city, a

leading Chicago

paper says:
The second concert of this most celebrated
cantatrice was attended last night by a large,
critical and fashionable audience, one of the
most enthusiastic on record.
Almost every
piece of the programme was enoored, and this
is one of the most flattering testimonials the
grand combination could desire. We can safely say that Aflle. De Murska is the greatest and

Chicago stage. The grand aria, “O bel
ltaggio,” from Semiramide, which few singers
the

sing, was one of the finest pieces of vocalization we ever heard. It was a marvel of
brilliant and excellent execution, and the serenade of Schubert, with violoncello obligato by
Braga, an encore,was an exquisite piece of sentiment. What shall we say of the new song to
us, “Pre aux Clercs,” with violin obligato by
Sauret? The singing of ibis most difficult und
delightful song was greeted with a storm of applause. Such bird-like voice and such wonderful execution proclaim De Murska the most
phenomenal siDger of the age. We do not
think we ever heard such warbling since the
days of Jenny Lind, and we doubt yet if Jenny
Lind ever equaled her perfect execution. In
one word, we consider Mile. De Murska almost the perfection of art.
Of the other artists composing this magnificent concert organization, we can merely state that they are
all stars, and Mr. De Vivo deserves the credit
of having one of the best concert tronpes that
ever
traveled on the road. He deserves the
patronage of every music lover in our commucan

nity.

_

The Gymnastic Exhibition.—The exhibition by the Bowdoin hoys at City Hall this

interesting

the total abstinence

pledge will

be

presented.

Tub.”

a

Sacred Concert.—The Boston Philharmon
ic Club are to give a grand sacred concert atThis company
the Museum Sunday evening.
is formed of the members of the Thomas orchestra. The Boston papers speak very highly
of their concerts, and as ! his is their first appearance in this city they should have a full
house. The club is composed of the Listemann
brothers, Emil Gramm, Adolf Hartdegen, Eugene Weiner and Adolf Belz.

hour. Ihe society has engaged Chandler’s
Band to furnish music for the evening.

one

meeting

Town Meeting.—At tbe town
at

Cape Elizabeth, yesterday,

to

held

if the town

see

instruct tbe Selectmen to petition the
legislature relative to a ferry landing in Portland, the matter was dismissed as were also all
the other articles.
would
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Letter From

the

programme:

Orchestra.Selections.

Dumb Bell Exercise.
Select Class—F. C. Payson, Leader.
Suspended Bings.Perry, Stanwood and Wells.
Horizontal Bar.
Bolster, Sargent and Stanwood.
Double Trapeze.Greene Brothers.
Parallel Bars.Clark, Greene and Swasey.
Magic Ladders.
Bolster, Cobb, Payson, Wells and Wiggin.

Orchestra.Selections.
Aerial Balancing.
D. A. Sargent.
Heavy Weights. Hall, Payson and Newcomb.
Pedestal Posturing and Somersaulting.
Bolster, Clarke, Payson, Sargent, Wells and Wiggin.
•

Indian lub Exercise.
Select Class—E. H. Hall, Leader.
The Eschelle.
Bolster, Sargent and Stanwood.
Finale.
Alden, Cobb, Greene. Payson, Sargent, Stanwood,
and

Waitt.

Concerts.—This eveuing occurs the giand
concert at Chestnut street church.
The talent
is excellent, the programme is very select, and
the house should be crowded.
The object is a
most worthy one, and no one who enjoys a fine
concert should remain away.
Among the attractions is the song of the “Village Blacksmith,” composed by the celebrated basso,
Weiss, which will he suDg for the first tirna in
this country.
-auc
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gress Square church also occurs this eveuiug.
The friends of this lady have made a great effort to make this a very enjoyable affair, and
judging from the number of tickets already
disposed of, their expectations are to be more
than realized. Secure your tickets this morning as they are limited.
The
Stereo itioon.—A
correspondent,
whose judgment may be trusted, writes that he
has seen several times the stereopticon which
is to be exhibited in the City Ilall to-morrow
evening (and twice next week) and considers it
it the finest exhibition of
the kind ever
shown in this country.
Tho pliclogrhphs of
the Arctic regions, he mentions, as particularly beautiful, as well as wonderfully full of natural details.
Ebbob of Time.—The Advertiser is in error
about the running time from New York to
A passenger
Purtland being fifteen hours.
cau leave New York at the Grand Central
depot at 10 a. m., and arrived in Portland, via
the Portland & Rochester railroad,at 10 o’clock
45 minutes. The ruuuing time was twelve
hours and forty-five minutes. Passengers cannot reach Portland

night.

by

any

other train the same

____

Personal.

recently addressed a temperance
meeting at Whaley Bridge in England.
Manager Hickson and Superintendent Spicer
of the Grand Trunk railroad, are at the Falmouth.

Rear Admiral H. K. Thatcher has been
visit to Farmington the past week.

on a

The Museum.—The farces of “Andy Blake”
and “Perfection” were repeated at the Museum

evening.

This evening “The Serious Family” and “Put Him Out” will be given. Rip
Van Winkle is underlined for next week.
A
week from Monday Wyzeman Marshall appears for a

week’s engagement, opening in
“Richelieu”.
He will be supported by the

Museum company.

teacher

a

Ward’s

in need of no

are

Dec. 1st, 1874.
Mr. Editor: Au article in this morning’s
Argus assailing my character as a manager
seems to call for a reply.
1 believe it is generally understood that my brains started the
Portland Museum. That I took into partnership Mr, John L. Sbaw is also known. Tbe
resultsof that partnership may not be so familiar to the public.
I met Mr. Sbaw early last summer and con-

ceived

friendship for the nlan. When
completed my arrangements with Mr.
a

I had
x
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OPEN
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 9 o’clock this
morning at office 15 Exchange street, by order
of the administrator, the stock, notes and accounts of the late V. C. Hanson.

What is the Matter?—Your hair looks
dry and dead, it breaks off, and is falling out,
You dress it with an alcohol and oil mixture or
some well advertised Hair Restorer.
The hair
is poisoned, it is killed. If you would restore
it, cast away these things, go buy a bottle of
Bearine which can be had of any Druggist and
we will guarantee a change |for
the better at

CLOTHING !

Fall and

copartnership.

Now in regard to the management. I found
myself allied with a man, who knew nothing
of the business; who cramped my actions by
his timidity; who was incapable of comprehending the necessities of competition; who disliked much advertising; and who wanted to do
with a much smaller company. I dislik-d this
method of doing business, but had to yield in a
measure, as Mr. Shaw handled the money.
I desire and intend to make this city my
home.
I have had twenty-five years
experience as an actor and manager of Italian and
English Opera (upon a large scale) conceit
parties and dramatic companies. Although I
have learned so much I can yet learn more.
But I think I have the start of the present
managers? by Borne twenty odd years.
I beg also to inform the public that I have
already made certain arrangements whereby I
shall be able to present to them an elegant
Theatre upon the ground floor, when in case
of fire, an easy
escape will be presented,
oomplete in its arrangements and in which
“reins” of management will be placed in my
hands untrammelled and without restraint.
The article I referred to in this morning’s
Argus, is evidently the result of the profoundest study of many hours duration of the wellknown? critic and dramatic censor, who suggested the production of Longfellow’s “Spanish
Student”, a poem in dramatic form; but never
intended for repiesentatiou.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your ob’t Servant,
H. W. Ennis.

dcltf

Men’s Gloves.—A large stock of all sizes,
at Charles Custis & Co., 493 Congress street,
tf
del

Business Notes.
The shoe factory at Belfast has manufactured about 150,000 pairs of shoes.
A lot of discharged granite cutters at Hurricane Island have purchased ocean tickets for
the old country.
Two young men in Bangor, Capt. Henry Hill
and Charles Swett, have organized quite a business in the manufacture cf boot bee's from
scraps of leather purchased at the shoe factories. About 25,000 pairs of heels are made an
nually, for which four cents per pair are obtained. The firm also manufactures yearly from

pairs of

counter

stiffenings

for

hoots.
The

proposed reduction in wages on the European and North American Bail way has caused threats of a strike in the paint shops of the
company at
still at work.

Oldtown, Me.,

but

the men are

The manufacture of clothing in this state is
branch of industry. Within the
past twelve months Mr. J. D. Sawyer of Standish, has manufactured for Boston parties $25,000 worth of clothing, employing from forty to
a

prominent

hands in his shop; has not been out of
first class work at any time, and run a full
force through the months of September, Octo-

fifty

ber and November. He has now on hand over
one thousand coats to make, and sends on an

Belfast,

are

and thread

almost every port in the wide world some specimen of their handicraft in this line is to be
found.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

At the meeting of the Androscoggin Medical Society Dr. B. S. Harlow read a paper in
which he pitched into Mother Winslow and her
soothing syrup, and advocated the passage of a
law forbidding its sale.
KENNEBBO

COUNTY.

Henry Stanley of Winthrop, fell from the
platform of his father’s carriage shop a few
days ago and dislocated his shoulder.
The daughters of Gersham Fogg of Benton,

have made shirts for the Hathaway factory at
Waterville, for which they have received $1510.
all during the last eight years.
The annual meeting of the Maine Industrial
School for Girls was held at the Home In HalThe following officers
lowell, Wednesday.
were elected: President, Sidney Perham; SecCharles
E.
retary,
Nash; Treasurer, Simon
Page; Trustees for three years, H. K. Baker
and E. B. French.
KNOX COUNTY.

Heury Suckforth of Washington, while sitting in the door way, Tuesday evening, was tired

upon by some unknown person and seriously
wounded. The weapon used was charged with
shot, a large portion of the charge striking Mr.
Suckforth in the face and neck.
His escape
from instant death was miraculous, and was
doubtless owing to tbe charge striking him in a
glancing manner. A large number of shot
have been taken out. It is thought his wounds
will not be fatal. No arrests have as yet been
made. Suckforth is about GO years of age.
Tuesday night the schooner Hattie Coombs
of Kockland, was run into by an unknown vessel off Mosquito Harbor. The stranger struck
the Hattie near the mam rigging, clearing the
mainsail from the mast, breaking the main
boom and gaff and cntting her to the water’s
edge. Jt was not ascertained whether the other vessel was injured or not.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Bangor boys

ty.

have formed a temperance socie-

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The school bouse in the Drake district, Milo,
burned Tuesday morning. Supposed to be
the work of an incendiary.
was

WALDO

advise all
to

friends

our

Gallery

COUNTY.

Brig Tropic, Capt. Barker, which arrived at
Belfast Monday, on the 18th ult., ran into a
whale in the edge of the Gulf Stream.
The
captain was below at tbe time, but upon reach
ing the deck he saw a large hump backed whale
rise to the surface of the water alongside, which
appeared to have been hurt very badly. The
water around the vessel soon turned to a
deep
red color and the whale floated off. A portion
of the brig’s cut-water and stem was broken
off and the bob-stay was carried away.
In the matter of ex-Sheriff Caldcrwood vs.
the county of Waldo, for services under the
sheriff enforcement law, the referee, ex-Gov.
Crosby awarded him $409 and cost of court taxed at $24. Tbo award was accepted.

The Belfast Age says the statement circulated that the late Ralph C. Johnson left $2,000,030 to bis widow and children is mere guess
work. His will has not been probated.
A. J. Merethew of Monroe, has swindled Mr.
A H. Mayo of the same town out of $50. He
had a nugget of some kind of metal, and getting hard up, went to a Belfast jeweller and
had it gilded and then palmed it off on Mr.
Mayo as a nugget of gold.

35 cts.

Parquette

$3. and $4.

Boxes

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,
Every Saiurdny Afternoon,

Association
Library Room,

BY

Lecture.

ON

—

E, 11.

ELWELL, Esq.
illustrated with chart
found there.
E. P. BANKS, Chairman.
td

Per Order,
no24

gl

The first of

Eastport.

In Pblpsbncg, Nov. 20, Thos W. Mclntlre ot Bath
and Miss Beulab A. Oliver.
fn Fryeburg, Dec. 2, by Rev. B. N. Stone, Tobias
Lord, Jr., of Standish, and Miss Emma J. Eastman
of Fryeburg. [No cards.]

This is plain English, but it means a

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 9th,

great deal.

COUE'CI,

BY

York.. Aspinwall—Dec 5
Portland... .Liverpool.Dec 5

Accaputco.New

Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Dec 5

Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Dec
Ville de Paris.New York Havre.Dec

5
5
5
8
8
9
10
12
12
12
12
12
15
19

Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool.Dec
New York. .Liverpool... .Dec
Oceanic.New Y ork. Liverpool.Dec
Elysia.New York. Glasgow.Dec
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz.Dec
Sarmatian.Portland—Liverpool... .Dec
Circassian.Portland....Liverpool... Dec26

City of Brooklyn

Almanac.December 4.
rises.7.13 I High water...... 8.15 AM
Sun sets.4.27 I Moon rises.....2.50 AM
minint’tre

San

NEWS,

Holiday Goods!
BRUNEI &

CO.,
150 Exchange St.,
keep constantly on band a well-selected stock of
goods especially adapted to tbe

CITY

HALL,
—

Juvenile and

Toy Books, Alphabet
Blocks.

—

MEMORANDA.
Sch Clara Gove, (of Calais) Capt Gove, from Hoboken for Chelsea, with coal, was run into and sunk by
steamer Oriental, night of the 2d inst. The schr was
struck just forward of her fore rigging and her side
She filled
crushed in and the foremast broken off.
The captain and his
in a few minutes and sunk.
wife, with the crew of the schr, went on board the
steamer and were taken to Boston. The vessel was
launched last Auril and was valued at $16,000.
Brig Shasta has been floated without damage.
Sch Enterprise, (of Cherryfield) Mitchell, which
collided with schr H L Slaight 30th ult, olf Cross Rip
Lightship, lost bowsprit, toretopmast, and stove in
bow.
Sch Webster Kelley. Marshall, from Philadelphia
for Boston, which went ashore at Jones' Inlet, LI,
has bilged and is full of water. She is to be stripped
and probably sold.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 2d, ship Harry Morse, Wyman, Amsterdam.
Ar 1st, sch C Starrett, Babbage, Point-a-Petre.
Sid 2d, ship Crescent City, Delano. Havre.
MOBILE—Cld 2d, ship Wm A Campbell, Curling,
Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Ar 30th, sen Clara Fletcher, SarJacmel.

Grif-

CHARLESTON—Sid let. barque Neversink, Barstow, Liverpool; ship Martha Buwkcr, Woodsiae,
Liverpool.
Ar 1st. sch Jos Fish, from Boothbay.
WILMINGTON—Sid 1st, sch Huth Darling, Gray,
Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Sid 30th, sch Maggie Todd, Richardson. New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, sch John Proctor, Doaue,
Richmond, Me.
Ar 1st, barqne Lorena, Blanchard, Matanzas.
Cld 1st, sch Emerson Rokes, Marston, Havana; 2d,
G M Partridge, tor Belfast.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, brig Lewis Clark,
Smith, Bangor.
Cld 30th, schs E M Sawyer, Kelley, for Cardenas;
Lucy, Colwell, Boston.
Ar 1st, sch A D Merritt, Pinkham, Baracoa.
Cld 1st, sch Aldine, Dennison, Boston; 2d, Light of
the East, Harper, Gnadaloupe.
Below, sch Mary Lymburner, from Nuevitas.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, barque C Redman, Redman,
Liverpool; Bchs Walton, Gott, Charleston; Calvin,
Thomas, St John, NB; W G R Mowrey, Eaton, Providence; D Ellis, Torrey, Rockland; Ned Snmpter,
Pinkham, Rockland; Wardwell, Bergman, Jacksonville; Forest City, Jehnson. Providence.
Cld 2d, schs Georgie Staples, Maloney, Vera Cruz;
Wm Douglas, Mclndoe, Mayaguez.
Sid 1st, barque H A Litchfield, for Sydney, NSW;

Ormus, for Havana.
Passed throngh Hell Gate 1st, schs Virginia, from
New York for Boston; L B Small, Warren, NYork
for Portland; Rival. Dnnton.Newburg for do; Leon-,
tine, Rondout for Fall River; Clara Rankin, Hoboken for Boston; Viola May, New York for do.
NEWPORT—Ar 1st, schs Maggie Mnlvey. Henderson, Boston for James River; Sophie, Harrington,
Portland for Philadelphia; Eveline, West, Calais tor

Price Reduced
TO MAKE

AND FAMILY BIBLES,
TESTAMENTS, Ac., Ac.,

Ronniar

Me-

Farland, bath for Virginia.
Ar 2d, schs 0 F Wiley, Tretethen, Baltimore for
Boston; Clara Gove, tiove, Hoboken lor do; Cherub,
Fletcher, Bath for New York.
Sid, brig H H McGilvery; schs Active, H Means,
E H Gott, Traveller, Hero, Five Sisters, H M Mayo,
David Torrey, H S Billings, James Henry, Johnnie
Meserve, Adriana, Four Sisters, Isabella Jewett.
Malabar, Fanny Elder, Aileghanian, Gov Coney, M
A Coombs, J w Woodruff, Czar, Dresden, Anna Iceland, R M Brookings, Lookout, Ned Sumpter, Clara
Gove, L B French, Starlight, Jennie F Wiley, and
S P Adams.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, schs D Ellis, Ferguson; Boaz,
Gctchell; G B Ferguson, Ferguson, and Jas Holmes.
Ryder, Rondout; Thos Watts, Curtis, New York;
Fillmore, Adams, Wiscasset.
Ar 3d. barque Emma F Harriman, Nichols, Liverpool ; brig H H McUilvery, Stubbs, Hoboken; sch J
F Wiley, Trelechen, Baltimore; Lookout, Flye, Weekawken; J W Woodruff, Haskell, do; Five Sisters,
Bickmore, Hoboken; Ximena, Thompson, do.
Cld 3d, schs Delta, Turner, and Utica, Maloney, for
Portland; Thos Watt, Curtis, Dennysville.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 2d, sch Hattie Lewis, Coleman. Rockland.
Below 2d, sebs C V Minot, Jewett, from Portland
for Boston; J S Watts, Watts, fin St John, NB. tor
Newport; Herald, Frisbee, Wiscasset for Boston;
Mabaska, Blake, Newburyport fbr Portland; Humboldt, Pierce. Boothbay for Boston; WmDeming,

Mitchell,

for Portland.

FOREION
Ar at
Ar at

PORTS.

Bombay 1st inst, ship Cora, Coombs, Shields.
Marseilles 1st inst, brig Don Jacinto, Cros-

tou, New York.
At Para 10th ult, sch 0 M Marrett, Reed, lor New
York 10 days.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, 13th ult, schs E C Gates, Freeman, Calais; 15th, Jas A Talbot, Crocker, Machias;
Cook Borden, Lunt, New York.
At Baracoa 22d ult, schs Laura A Webb, Hatch, for
New York 7 days; E R Dieaser, for Charleston; E A
DeHart, Drisko, for New York.
Ar at Nuevitas 19th ult, brig Mary Gibbs, Whittemore, New York.
Ar at Havana 3d, brig Thos Owen, Guptili, Pensacola. [Tel to Exchange.]
Ar at Cardenas 2d inst, barque L T Stocker, Tyler,

Blank

Stationery,

all of

which

M

GtUGI UGG.

Four Part Soug. An old Romance.
(from the German).

Mendelssohn

dec4

ON

and Ottoman

Slipper

PRICES.

IN

—

1m

Brackets,

SPOKEN.
Nov 16, lat 24 N, Ion 127 W, ship North Star, from
Rio Janeiro for San Francisco.

EXTRA BARGAINS
—IN—

invested in

Adaress Box 1843, Portland
de3dlw*

Calls and double Prixprofit

Puts,
ile
has paid from 50 to 150 per cent
MONEY
month. Small
amouuts
’es

the

past

or

large

pay propor-

The Welthiest Operators protect themselves with these contracts, and also use them as
to
buy and sell stocks against. Pamphlet
Capital
giving lull information sent on application. Gold
and Stock bought on three per cent margin.

tionately.

Pinsut j
Quartette -The sea hath its pearls.
7. Song—Break, Break, Break.
Marston
Mr. Pennell.
8. Inflammatus Hem Stabat Mater.
Kostin
Mrs. We .her bee and Quartette.
9. Song—There is a green hill far away.
Gounod
Mrs. Goudy.
10. Quartette—Hear my Prayer.
Southard
Accompaniste, Mrs. J. B COYLE, J r.
(i.

dtd

CITY HALL, Dec. 5,7, & 8.

OVER THE WORLD IN 3 NIGHTS.
STEREOPPICON

all sizes up to 36 inch.
BEST

DAWAQH, BIMDGEMAN & CO.,
BANKERS & BROKERS,
54 A 56 Broadway A T Exchange Court,
P. O. Box 3046, NEW YORK.
dc4

Ladies’ Windsor Ties
ONE YARD EONG,

Slippers

FOR

For Men, Women and Children.
1

1

mrgv auu

spivuuiu

just received.

CENTS.

a

assuiiiucui

Slippers

be

to

made in season for Holiday presents should be sent in immedi-

ately.
M. G. PALMER.
dec!

NELSON & CO.,
New No.

Old No.

495,

297,

eod3«v

Michigan Cider for Sale.
A

37

NOTH Eli car load of that Michigan cider*
sweet and nice, tor sale low.

CONGRESS STREET,
Just above the Preble House.

E. D. PETTENOILL A CO.
no30dlw

8 Market 8t.

no28dlw

NOTICE.

LEADERS.

forbidden trusting my son,
on my account, as I shall
contracting from this date.
JOSEPH P. LINDSEY.

persons
P. Lindsey,
ALLGeorge
bills of his
are

pay

no

Portland, Dec.
£

A

m*.

o'd.
Me.

firAf

4.1874.

LADIES

3t#

MISSES

TO to 95 Cent*.
GENTS’ UNDERSHIRTS

months
Address P. O. Box A, Saccarappa,
five

AND

EITHER
Applv
orUPHAM

rooms, 28
on the premises, or to
& GARDINER,
or seven

15 Cent,

deldtf

A

at

Inquire

seven

Bangor
Lewiston

6’a
6’s
6’s
6’s
6’s
7’s
8’s
7’s
7’s
7’s

•
....
...
...

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

...

TUESDAY EVENING, DEC. 8,

Chicago

County
Louisville Ky.,
Cook

Boston

JTOR SALK BY

BARRETT,

tOO MIDDLE STREET.
87!eeodbl

BONDS.

$2.00

and
at

are

BY

TBE

Swedish

Singers,
Boston.

SALK

H. M. PAYSON &

—OF

CARGOES

OF

This Association will hold its Second Annual exhibition at

2000 Hhds. Turks Island,
500 Hhds. Cadiz. Lisbon
.and ground Turks Island.

DANA & CO.

3 wood

No. 5

N. O CRAM.

COKE FOR SALE.
month to

will ho

price
Ba.hel delivered,
Cea<e
THETen
Cents
Bushel at the Werks.
one

decl

come

Poand.
order, for backing left at Galligou A Colby a
69 Spring Street, will be promptl ^attended to

au25

j.

in.

Per order of the Directors.
FREDERICK FOX, Secretary,

did

After repeated tests and trials of the

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

by

to 10 p.

A CHALLENGE.

Washington Building,

ALL

m.

Entries for competition close Janaary 9,1875.
Entry Blanks can be obtained on application to the
Secretary.
Arrangements will be made with Railroad and Express Companies for reduced fares and rates, of which
due notice will be given.

VK WSPAPKB ADVERTISING AGE1VT

deOdietf

a

Music by the Band each evening.
The Hall will be
opened from 0 a.

C. A. WHEELER,

I C E

of Coke for

OFFERED IN PREMIUMS ! !

ALSO IN STOKE,

Varnished and Shipped by

RYAN.
d4w

BLANCHARD BOILER,
board the Tug Tiger, we are now satisfied of R#
great saving of coal, and do hereby challenge any pajrty or rarties in the sum of fifty dollars or more, that
wo will.show a saving of
on

er

a

It may be ordered and paid tor, either at the office
of the Gas Company, 95 Exchange street, or at the
office of CHISHOLM BROTHERS, 3S9 Commercial
street, at foot of Brackett street steps,
dec3
U2w3p

Notice.
requiring work done please apply
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidoc29tf
ery and fancy-work in wools, &c„ &c.

PERSONS

Glasses Ac.

On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Dec. 8th, 9th, and 10th,
At 10 A. i91. and

I-'A P. 91* each day.
Stock embraces a very large an 1 tine line
of Gold and Silver Watches, and Diamonds,
Ladies' and Gents' Gold Chains, fine Opera Glasses,
Rings, Pins, Sets, full line of Rogers silver plated
Ware &c.

THIS

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

Auctioneer*.

Fine

Chromos,

BY AUCTION.
We shall sell

on

Thursday and Friday, Dec 10th aud 11th,
at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. each day,
At Store No. 98 Exchange Street,
200 Fine Chroiuos, Mounted in appropri*
ate Frames.
rale offers

excellent opportunity to
citizens to adorn tbeir walls with hue works of
THIS
art. On exhibition
Dec.
an

our

9th.
Wednesday,
P. O. BAILEY 3c C«., Auctioneer*.

de4

did

Pawnbrokers’ Sale of Unredeemed
Goods.
shall sell SATURDAY EVENING, Dec. 5ih,
WE 1814, commencing
at 7.30, the entire collection of UnrcdeemedrGoods row Dying on oar hands,
to pay the charges, consisting in part of men’s and
boys’ overcoats, pants, vests anl clothing of every
description. Also ladies’ clothing, bed quilts, comforts, gold Jewelry, watches and a large variety of
useful goods to be sold in lots. A good chance for
speculators and private individuals.
ABKAMS, Pawnbroker,
dec3d3t

Under the U. S. Hotel.

MORGAN & DYER,

AUCTIONEERS
—

AND

Commission

—

Merchants,

No 18 Exchange St., Portland.
A.
B.

M.
B.

MORGAN, I
DYER,

(

aulldti

Private Sale.
M. & D. are agents for the sale of “Herring A Farv
rela Champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Section*
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blakes’
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant, Cbemica
Fire Engine.
At

large Catalogne Parcel Sale
OF

—

COMPRISING

Books,
—

Biographies, Histories, Javeailes
and Holiday Works
from New York, Philadelphia, Hartford and Boston
publishers, on

Friday,

Dec.

4th,

at

3

P. M.

Catalogues and particulars hereafter.
no7dtd

IIIORGAN 4b DYER.
A.cli.amv.

25 per cent.
any other Boiler of the same Blze.
BLANCHARD BOILER CO.
nolO
<13w

over

GOODS

—

or more

PURF

Opera

msm

Salt.

near

decl

SILVER PLATED WARE,

OPENING

retail.

d3m

ICE.

Watches,

Association.

—

street, and conveniently reached by rail and navigation, otters special inducements to parties engaged in
If dethe coal, lumber or auy extensive business.
sired, lots facing on Commercial Street can be obbusiness.
tained tor mercantile or mechanical
For infoimation, please apply at either the office of
DANA & CO.
tho Wharfinger, or
distf
decl

Find Gold and Silver

nvnA.inxrES-

2000 Hhds. Common Fine, CITY HALL, PORTLAND,
ox
200 Sacks Factory Filled
my27eodtf
Fine.
Valuable Property on Commercial
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, aud
Street to be Let.
2000 Tons Mineral Salt
Friday, Jan. 12,13,14, & 15, 1875.
the first of January next, the very desirfor Horses, Cattle and
able lot at the head of ‘•MernlPs Wharf,” (a
AFTER
occupied by W. E. Dennison,
portion of which is
Sheep, to be used in field FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ARE
lease ot
years.
Esq.) will be ottered
The lot is 75 by, say 350 feet, of solid earth work. Tho
or Crib.
the center of Commercial
property being located
one

ON

THE—

32 Exchange St., Portland.

now
on a

SATURDAY, Dec. 5th, at Mart on Plum St.
Will be sold 20 coops of Choice bred Fowl and
Chickens. Consisting of the following varlties Bull
and Partridge Cocheins, Light and Dark Brahmas.
This is the Stock of a Brooder, and contains birds
bred by the following well kuown Breeders P. Williams, E. C. Comey, Jacob Graves, J. K. Fedch
W. H. Brackett, Mark Pitman, and others.
F. O. BAILEY Sc Co., Auctioneers,
decl
dtd

worth

PER BARK “D. CHAPIN.”

CO.,

Poultry

BY AUCTION.

very

are

Liverpool

>1Y

Choice Bred

Second Annual Exhibition

CONGRESS ST. COR.BROWN.

Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo 8’«.

Street.
tablet,
Brussels andlngrain Carpets,Cbambeifrett,book cates,
Extension tables, Crockery and Glass ware. Cook ana
Parlor Stores, Kitchen furnishing goods Ac.
F. O. BAILEY ft CO.y Atclitneers.
dec3
dtd

Portland, Miscellaneous

They have appeared with brilliant success in Boston, at the Tremont Temple, Parker Memorial, and
a'.so at Ffrovidence, New York, East Greenwich and
other places, and irom each of those places have
received the best recommendation, bothfrom tne press
and tbe public. Their voices are strong in volume
and remarkable true in intonation -two rare circumstances. This Is a complete chorus of male voices—a
thing seldom heard in this country. As a Double
Quartette they have, we believe, no 'superior In this
country.
Tickets now for sale at Stockbiidge's Music Store,
and at tbe door.
decldtd

Poultry

S

selS

Chicago Vs.

AT AUCTION.
SATURDAY Next at Rooms 176 Fore
We shall sell Parlor Suits, Marble top

—

Owen & Moore,

Portland 6’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati J's.

FOB

1^2

Cheap,

HALL,

MRS. CARTER, of

Gloves

These Goods

CONCERT.

assisted by the eminent singer

dim

$

Fnrniture, Clothing &c.,

—

-A.T

6’s

sep24

TICKETS 95 cent* for single Admission,
or 50 ceati for the Coarse.
RESERVED SEATS for the Coarse 75c.
Tickets for sale at Hoyt, Fogg & Dunham's Book
store, Middle St., Wentworth’s Book store, Congress
St., and at Stockbridge's Music Store, where Basered seats can be had.
Doors open at 7, Exhibition commences at 7} predeeltd
cisely_

—

REAL ENGLISH

7’s

Maine Central R. R.
E. k N. American Jt. B. Gold

SWAM &

Consists of a trip through Europe, according to the
following PROGRAMME: EUROxE.—Views in
England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland; showing
Cathedrals, Castles, ruined Abbeys, Palaces, Public
Parks, Statues, Fountains, the principal Cities, and
all places historically interesting throughout Great
Britain; France before the war, France during the
war; France since the war; Encampment of Armlet,
Battle fields, Fortifications, destructive effects of
Shot and Shell, ruined condition of the most beautiful monuments of Art in Europe: the terrible French
Mitraillouse, its operations explained; Chateau de
Bellevue, where the Emperor Napoleon surrendered
to the King of Prussia; and manv other views of
equal interest throughout France, Holland, Switzerland, Spain, Italy, and Germany. Mountain views
of the Alps, Pyrenees, and the Appenines, with their
Glaciers, Crevasses, beautiful Cascades, and romantic Lakes.
MR. BELCHER, a very fine speaker, renders the
entertainment attractive by lively descriptions of the
views as they appear upon the screen.

First Lutheran Church, in

HOSE,
Pair, 4 Pair, for

Dogskin

dtd

EVENING, DEC. 7,

Embraces a trip across tbe American Continent from
San Francisco to tbe White Mountains.
The Exhibition starts with the audience at San Francisco,
visits all places and objects of interest in California,
then travels along tbe Central Pacific Railroad to
Utah, visiting Brigham Young and bis people. It
again travels along tbe Union Pacific Railroad, and
across the American continent,
visiting on its way
the ruins of Chicago, Niagara Falls, the City of Boston, and the White Mountains. It then closes with
a fine display of STATUARY, and a number of
COMIC SCENES.

AND

BONDS
Portland
Bath
Belfast

dec-2

for benefit of the

no?

dec42w

One Sleigh plush trimmed built by Lockhart.
One traverse turner pung in good order.
About 20 Coops of Choice bred Poultry. An invoice
ot very fine Buftalo and Wolr Robes.
With orders to Sell without reserve.
F. O. HAILEY Ml CO.. Aiciiaaren.

200

CITY

55 Cent, at
COGIA HANNAN’S,
136 Middle, and 6
Temple Ht.

Piano to Let.
octave McPbail Piano.
(old) No. 353 Cumberland St.

NICE

a

One very light trotting Sleigh.

showing, with a truthfulness to nature that is truly
startling, The Mysteries of the Polar Regions, The
Terrors of Arctic Navigation, and the Wonderful Adventures oi Parry, Belcher, Franklin, Kane and
Hayes.

91.00, Former Price 91.75.
LADIES LONG FLEECE LINED

Bramhall Street.
L. M. BOWDOIN,

Sleighs.

detdtd

DRAWERS,

Tenement To Let.

Next Saturday.

One Roan Horse, 9 years old, weight 959 lbs., Sound
kind a very stylish driver, great Roader and Out
stepper.
For the benefit ol whom it may concern, we shall
sell one Bay Stallion, 8 years old, weight about 900 lb
Sound and kind.promises to be very fast ani an extra
stock horse, half brother to Gen. Knox.
One large Bay work Horse.
From a Portland builder, five new Plush trimmed

Hayes & Bradford Exploring Expedition,

MONDAY EVENING, December tlth,

43 Cent..
GENTS’ALL WOOL RIBBED CONTOOCOOK SHIRTS &

ON

tf

BY AUCTION.

-AT-

DRAWERS,

at 10 A. M.

At Rooms 13 Exchange Street.

GRAND

3 8 Cent*.
GENTS’ RIBBED UNDERSHIRTS

Tenements to Let.
Also rooms to
Preble Street and on Alder St.
let od Cougress St. Inquire of
J. C. GERRY,
312 Congress St.
decltf

Every Saturday

SATURDAY EVENING, DEC. 5,

DRAWERS,

eaafedeo!3t*

OC20

combination of the Hayes and Bradford POLAR
EXHIBITION with Belcher’s ILLUMINATED
MIRROR OP THE HOLY LAND AND EGYPT.
The Exhibition starts with the audience at Alexandria. Egypt; visiting Pompey’s Pillar, Cleopatra’s
Needle, &c.; ascends the sacred river Nile to the first
cataract, showing the ruins of Ancient Cities and of
the most gigantic Temples ever reared by the hands
of man. The Pyramids, Memnon statues,The Sphinx,
&c.; then descends again to Cairo, crosses the Desert
to Monnt Sinai, and, turning northward, visits all
the objects of interest in Palestine. Then crossing
the Ocean it joins the celebrated
a

DRAWERS,FINE QUALITIES,

For Sale.
thoroughbred Setter DOG,

six

NICE FINE UNDERVESTS.
50 Ccnla.
UNDERSHIRTS
AND

Street, Portland, Me.

Auction Sale

-OFthat the views fade away from one into another
with an effect at once mysterious and enchanting.
The Views were
photographed from nature, and
therefore are literally correct even to the minutest
particular. They are greatly magnified by a powerful Drummond Microscope, together with Black’s
newly discovered chemical Light forming pictures
from twelve to eighteen feet in diameter, Bhowing
men, animals, and surrounding objects, full Life
Size, with such distinctness and natural effect, that
they seem to stand in real life upon the stage before
the audience.

d3mis

Christmas
a

QUALITY

Plum

DISSOLVING VIEWS Large and Important Sale

MONDAY

Ladies Undervests for 75c.

Address

Eight

For Sale.
handsome English Bird Spaniel PUP,

&c.

—

WALL STREET.

St John.

Colwell, Portland; Milo, McDougal, do.

Patterns,

Foot Bests,
Towel Backs,

ROAD TO FORTUNE

Montreal.

Arat St John, NB. 1st inst, schs Nellie J Dinsraore, Parker, and Lahaina, Houghton, Lnbec, to
load for Cuba; Aurora Borealis. Ham, and Arcilla,

GOODS !

Horse and Carriage Mart,

ON

Part Second.

Ts

and

furnished at

will be

LOWEST

Cld at Yarmouth, NS, 24th, brig S N CoMamore,
Perry, Barbadoes: sch Mary A Power, Wiley, for

six months old.
AVERY
Post Office.

4.

ROOM FOR

HOLIDAY

usual assortment of,

our

Memorandum Books,

Haven.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 1st, brig H H McGilvehp.Iii

2.

—

NELSON & €0.

POCKET

«

Launched—At South-West Harbor 25th, trom the
yard of A H Haynes, a splendid three-masted schr
of 283 tons, named Carrie M Richardson. She is
owned bv Cant M Richardson, (who is to command
her) Perley & Russell and others of Portland, and
parties at S W Harbor, Cranberry Isles, and l'remont. She is all ready for sea and will proceed to
Portland in quest of business.

Hohnbpn fnr Rnctnn

Coyle.
Song—The Village Blacksmith.
Weiss
Mr. Coyle.
Concone
Trio—Evening Hymn.
Mrs. Wetherbee, Mrs. Goudy and Mrs. Goese.
Palm
Trees.
Faore
Song—The
and

BLACK’S

AND
AUTOGRAPH
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.

CLEARED.

—

BY

Doors open at 6; Music at 7: Lecture at 7}.
Evening 'rickets at Stockbridge’s and at the door.
Per order,
<Je4d5t
CHAS. H. FLING, Chairman.

—

Brig C C Robinson, (new) Devereux, Havana—
Phinney & Jackson.
Sch Victor, Coffin, Point-a-Petre, (Guadaloupe)—
Geo H Starr.
John
Sch Edward Waite, York, St John, NB
Porteous.
Sch E H Pray, Clark, Eastport—Nath! Blake.
Sch Hiram. Warnock, Calais—Nathl Blake.

Dec. 9, ’74,

JOHN B. GOUGH.

DIARIES,

—

mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamship Georgia, McKenzie, Halifax, NS—passengers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for
East port and St John, NB.
Sch Frank B Colton, Somers, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Wm Deming, Mitchell, Philadelphia via Portsmouth.
Sch David Torrcy, Soule, So Amboy—clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Willie Martin, Willard, New York.
Sch Congress, York, New York
coal to Maine
Central R R.
Sch Fannie A Bailey, Hutchinson, New York—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Mahaska. Blake, Salesbury. Mass.
Sch Rosella, Sparling, Boston for Cranberry Isles.
Sch Matanzas, Bragdon, Boston for Sullivan.
Sch Mary Farrow, Foss, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Swallow, Carlow, Boston tor Calais.
Sch Congress. Gamage, Bristol.
Sch Young Sultan, Barter, Boothhay.

Ktnhha

1. Quartette—Rejoice the heart of thy Servant.
Southard
Mrs. Wctherbee, Mrs. Goudy, Messrs. Pennell

Concert commences at 7} o’clock.
Tickets 50 cents, for sale at Stockbridge’s.

—

Wednesday Evening,

Games, Dominoes, Checkers, Backgammon Boards aud Writing Desks of
all prices.

passengers and

pv

ON

Church,

so

Staple

ARRIVED.

Trade.

Holiday

Together with

Thursday, Dee. 3.

Ar 25th, brig Winfield, Bibber, Aspinwall.
Cld 30th, brig Angelia, Evans. Providence.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 27th, sch E S Newman,
fin, Matanzas.

A.

Next Lecture iu this Course will be delivered in

PORT OE PORTLAND.

Steamship Moravian, (Br) Graham, Liverpool

Li.

AUCTIONEERS,

and

—

Street

no28

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
For
Date.
Name.
From

..

Chestnut

"**Ol

cod3t

M.

AT

—

5.

Gents' Tickets 50 cents. Ladies’ 25 cents, to be
obtained at the door. Grand March at 8 o’clock

dec4_

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Dec
City of Antwerp... .New York Liverpool.Dec
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Dec
Dec
Idaho.New York .Liverpool..
Minnesota.New York. Liverpool.Dec
York.
.Dec
Liverpool...
Algeria.New

GRAND CONCERT

QUADRILLE

BAND.

dim

de4

F. O.BA1LEY k Co.,
CLUB,

PHILHARMONIC

_

3.

HALL,

sharp.

In Arrowsic, Dec. 1, Mr. Andrew McFadden, aged
73 years 3 months.
In Hallowell. Nov. 23, J. Whiting Winslow, aged
71 years 7 months.
In Westport, Nov. 24, Mr. Alfred Tarbox, aged 63
years 3 months.
In Bath, Nov. 23, Nellie J. Golden, aged 19 years
and 4 months.

gent,

be given at

LANCASTER
MUSIC

DIED.

M^iRIlNrE

^®Rising Star Assembly,
will

Dee. 6th,

ocSdtl

Bailey & Co. 13 Exchange Street. I •‘hall
sell the following Property belonging to the Estate of
V. C. Hanson, dccasea. viz. 200 Shares Port an Port
Copper Mining Co. 11 Bond Scrip Y. & C. K. R.
Co. 1 Bond Scrip Y. & C. K R. Co. 3 Shares P. B.
& M. Steamship Co., Sundry Ncte Book accounts and
Executions due the above Estate.
A. A. STROUT. Administrator, C. T. A.
F. O. BAILKY ft €#., Auctioneer**
no21
did

THE

PROGRAMME.

under the auspices of
MARRIED.

splen-

FRIDAY EVENING. Dec. 4, 1874.

aerie, of Social Hop*.

a

and

Admission 50 cents including a reserved seats.
Reserved seats for sale on Friday morning at nine
o’clock at the Box office.
dec2dtf

Gr. S. B.

173 & 175 Fore St.

new

THOMAS ORCHESTRA,
assisted by
MISS MARY A. BRYANT,
Vocalist of Boston.

Subject—A Trip to Pompeii;
and drawings of artistic objects

ALLEN.

Administrator Sale of Stock Notes
and Accounts, by Auction.
Dec. i, at D o’clock at the office of
.FRIDAY,
F. O.

late principal soloists of the

—

Comment log at 7 1-9 o’clock,

G.W. Rich & Co.,

In this city, Dec. 1, by Rev. C. F. Dole, C. H. Richards and Miss Sarah E. Gray, both of Deering.
In this city, Dec. 2, by Rev. A. Dalton, Albion K.
P. Lovejoy ot Portland aud Miss Kate S. Smith of

BOSTON

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 8th,

OF

with

GRAND SACRED CONCERT,

Snnday Evening,

C. W.

Consignments solicited.

OUT.

Seats may be secured at the Matinee—in Orchestra
Salon—at 25 cents extra.
Orchestra Salon 75c: Dress Circle 50c: Balcony
Circle 50c; Balcony and Family Circle 35c.
Doors open a 7. Curtains will rise at 7}
dec2
dtf

Congress & Caseo sts.

cor.

—

next

C©7

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, commencing at 9 o’clock A. M.

did seenic eflects, KIP VAN WRINKLE.

The second lecture in this course will bcdelivered inthe

—

Use the Eureka Machine Twist aud Eureka
Button Hole Twist. Ther will give perfect satisfaction.

Monday Evening

F. O. BAILEY &

Auctioneers and Commission Merchanst
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,
(Office 15 Exchange Street.)
F. O. BAILEY.

FAMILY

AND

Him

TURN

3VX.

_

To gather pearls from ocean’s vases,
Divers go down in divers plaoes;
But at our mouths of streams and bays,
No pearls do Asian swimmers rise
Like those in beauty’s mouth that shine
Made by the SOZODONT divine.
no30
d&wlw

—

Seduced
tf

at

Prices.

BY

YORK COUNTY.

Hon. Arthur McArthur of Limington, died
on Sunday of last week, in the 85th year of bis
age. He was the oldest member of the York
county bar.

Admission.

3VE. O

CLOTHING

SERIOUS

Every Week.

25 ctB.
50 cts.

Orchestra chairs

HALL.

The Splendid Comedies of

Every Monday and
Thursday.

dec2

buy their

at

French Cloth Gloves, a nice article,
Charles Custis & Co’s, 493 Congress street,
tf
del

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry

to 4000

We still continue to

CITY

Friday Evening, Dec, 4th,

This

—

Bill

of

THE

Manager.j. L. Shaw.

Winter Season.

Gauds op

and
same

Fox.

3000

Change

Under Shirts

Hibernian..

OPPOSITE

EVENING.

FOR THE

New Faces

dc2d&wlw

Drawers, all qualities,
as low as the
qualities cau be sold by any
at
Custis
Charles
& Co’s, 493 Congress
one,

EVERY
—

Those
Just try
them
Once.—What?
steamed oysters at Kimball’s new saloon 86
Exchange street, opposite the post-office.
dc4
eod tf

iu

the concern to a wealthy gentleman who was
anxious to join me, I offered Mr. Shaw an interest for a small consideration. He accepted,
and work was begun on the building. At the
wish of Mr. Fluent I cancelled my engagements in Canada and remained here to superintend the work. The work did not go on to
suit, bat finally I obtained the theatre in a
half finished state. Before the first week had
expired, various bills were presented to Mr.
Shaw and myself for goods necessary for the
erection of the theatre. These bills were sent
to Mr. Fluent, and he refused to pay them.
Trouble ensued. Finally I was induced to accept a new lease with Mr. Shaw as co-lessee.
I now think this the beginning of a contrived
plan to oust me from the management and lesseeship; for friend (?) who had charge of the
cash department, managed to have no rent
ready, thus giving excuse for an ejectment writ.
I privately took measures to thwart these plans
—and could have beaten my antagonists—but
in doing so I should have involved my private
creditors by placing myself in a total inability
to pay them
For their sakes and theirs alone,
I accepted the situation and retired from the

Opera

AUCTION SALES

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

House.

Formerly Music Hall, Portland, Me.

IIISCELIiANEODg NOTICES.

street.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

._

Mr. EI1U.

performance on the triple barred eschelle
well worth witnessing. The following is

are

as

praise.

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

busy as bees, making fancy silk
spools. Workmen in their block
shop are unusually busy. Searsport aud Stockton ship masters are well acquainted with tie
blocks made by George Merrill & Son, and in

to draw out a full home. It is
an exhibition of unusual merit.
Sargent’s
great feat of balancing on the trapeze, and the

merits

once.

High School Class of ’7G.—The entertainment of this society on the lGth inst., promises
to be a success. At the sale of reserved seats
yesterday all the tickets were disposed of in

evening ought

Swasey

His

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

_

average three hundred coats to Boston weekly.
The Messrs. Merrill in the spool factory at

last

reform
Kindness and Sympathy.—The
movement at Allen Mission still progresses,
and is very encouraging to all lovers of good.
New and
The public are invited this evening.
speakers will be present, also

sketch of “The Faint Heart” with Stewart as
A new
Slim Jim, provokes roars of laughter.
feature has been introduced in the shape of
The
batteau leaps, an entertaining novelty.
bill winds up with the pantomime of “Love in

Mb. Charles Grimmer, the accomplished
teacher, is now prepared to take pupils on the
violin, guitar, and other musical instruments.

noble-

Those who enrich it by groat thoughts
Those who
are noblemen of a higher grade.
combine conception and execution are of the

Neal Dow

A Hereditary Order. -The Army and
Navy Union,at a meeting held Tuesday evening
voted to make membership in their order, hereafter the fashion of the Cincinnati. The

Ward’s Opera House.—The change of programme at Ward’s proves very attractive. The
farce of “ThatDorg,” in which Stewart personates Abel Bird, and Morton takes the part of
Roaring Eagle, proves very funny, and the

men.

and he spoke in

municipal Caari.
BEFORE

brain.

quently do, take

School Supervision.
Public Instruction will hold

or

ancestors suspended ftom the walls. This man
is commonly accepted out of this country as the
type of nobility. Americans ought, and fre-

AUCTION COLUMN.
200 Fine Chromos—F. O. Bailey & Co,
and
Sale.
Important
I-arge

on

It is much like Cleopatra, in
that age cannot wither it nor custom stale its
variety. The subject is a slock one, and Dr.
Chapin’s treatment of it will not soon cease to
hand

diction, the impassioned earnestness,
and the quaint, often grotesque, comparisons
which characterize the speaker. It opened
with a rich word picture of the man of family
pacing the corridors of his hereditary palace
and gazing upon the portraits of a long line of

Hall.

Committee

The lecture, which is tolerably familiar to
lecture-goers, mi^ht well be entitled “The
{ Dignity of Labor,” for it was a defence and
eulogium of tbe men who labor, with cither

ornate

Plano—To Let.
School Supervision.
Christmas Slippers.
Beal English—Oven & Moore.
Holiday Goods—Brunei & Co.
Clothing—G. W. Rich & Co.
Tenement—To Let.
Road to Fortune—Davagh, brldgeman & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
G. S. It.— Lancaster Hall.
M. L.

tions.

be entertaining. Some lectures are ephemeral,
bnt Dr. Chapin’s lectures will bear repetition.
The effort of last evening was marked by tbe

«Iu9t

Notice—Joseph
For Sale -Dog.

Order* of Nobility.
Last evening the Bev. Dr. Chapin lectured in
the Army & Navy Course on “Orders of
Nobility.” The lecture was preceded by a very
pleasing conceit by the Arions, who were
heartily applauded at the close of their selec-

JPSffii!
(orf)T^e^^cJnoJ,
^Tirst day SfJ
(JltoMBSR
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Insure Against Accidents !
general

Insurance
25 cts. per Day

accident

Tickets |

or $5«00 per
Issued by the

Month.

Bailway Passengers’ Assurance Go.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
For tale by
W. D. LITTLE * CO., Agt§»
Office 49 M Exchange Street.

decl

ls«w

I’QKTHN.

electo i mayor l\v about 300 majority io
nf 4330
Toe i-sue turned on
1 auti woo.
Uolyoke elected a

Philosophical Simpkins.

an

mayor.

Jolm Simpkins

sat on a counter
nigh
in hU iuas<er’« simp m a crowded
street;
^ U8inA be at, wi h vacant
eye,
And loosely dangled his idle feet.

FuBEIOX.
A

of

pondered of many a braebiopod.
Anthropoid capers ‘and simian tricks,

And he doubted whether there was aood,
And whether the boss would close at six.
Customers came and customers went,
Vet Simpkins sat in a study
brown;
Never an ear to one lie lent,
Never displayed a “hand me down.”

Pondering still

of science rare,
Streams of Rtars and the milky way,
Floculli in the tall of the Bear.
And whether the Hebrew “yam” meant “day.”

my son,
business head.

“You’re bounced, my son.” He hied him away,
Yet pondered still at the braebiopod;
Yet he sighed, “It is just as the scientists say,
I always knew that there wasn’t no God!”
O men,

my brothers, just think what you do
When you turn the head of a tailor’s clerk

clew,

it is that wins

Cosmic philosophy or pins,
Evolution or calico.

^_—New

History
The

newa

Days.

for the weelt ending Weducaday
Night Dec. 3d.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The safe

burglary trial was concluded last
Thursday by a failure of the jury to agree as
to W hiteley and Harrington and the acquittal
of Williams. It is asserted that the friends of
the accused had communication with the jury
and that all sorts of intimidations wers used to

jury

force the
tal.

to

render

a

verdict of

acquit-

The report of the Controller of the Currency,
says that the increase of the bank circulation
the past year wbs $3,576,297. Du-ing the year
46 national banks bave been organized with a
capital of $4,091,000 and, under the act of last
June $7,714,550 legal tender notes have de-

posited by banks to withdraw currency from
circulation. He thinks of the amount of legal
tender notes should be reduced to $300,000,000
the balance would be as good as gold or nearly
so.

The Secretary of the Treasury will give considerable attention to shipbuilding interests in
his report.
There has been a noteworthy

growth the past year.

It is said that au effort
will be made to restore the moiety system.
The Secretary opposes the proposition.
Postmoster General Jewell is engaged in reducing the expenditures of his department, by
having oil the details closely scrutinized.
The Chief Engineer of the Navy reports
eight war sloops nearly ready for service.
The Union League of Maryland has Informed
the President that the defeat of the Republican party is due to the appointment ot obnoxious men to office.
The House Committee ou Appropriations
have all of the general appropriation bills readyAll of the reports of the departments except
that of the Treasury have been made public.
The reports of the revenue marine bureau exhibits satisfactory accounts concerning the
management of the lifesaving stations on the
sea coast within the last year. Only two deaths
occurred and those were occasioned by the ca
reening of a vessel and the falling of her masts.

Congress

meets next

Monday.

CRIME AND CASUALTY.

There

are

a

storm

on

the coast

reported lost.

been considerable preliminary caucusing, and
there are indications of a break in the Bight,

seventy members of the Extreme Bight having
resolved to vote against the constitutional bills.
letter

Count Chambord has written
supporters, which is remarkable

nothing except that he is
generally known before.

for

to

his

saying

Boyalist

which was
Eeturns from munici-

a

successes.

alarming reports of a state of
lawlessness in the coal region near Scranton,
are

Pa.,

occasioned by the fact that thousands cf
miners are out of work, and are in great want.
One despatch says that 8000 miners with their
families will soon be on the verge of starvation
and that general riots will surely follow, which
will horrify the country. A letter to the Philadelphia Press says that those reports are great-

posed the bill as being more for the advantage
of the empire than the provinces, whereupon
Bismarck pointedly told them that the question
concerned imperial interests alone, that Germau blood was not spilled for the benefit of Alsace and Lorraine and that he had come to the
conclusion that these provinces were net to be
trusted and must be watched. Size, the editor,
who bad the hardihood to say that Kullmau’s
noouuu;

ujiuu

tuc iicuiici

naa

put up

JUU

uu

the part of the government, has been sentenced
to ten months’ imprisonment in contumaciam.
The Spanish war drags along without much
fighting. Another force of Carlists has advanced on Irun but accomplished
is asserted now that Bussia and

nothing.
Spain have

It

settled their differences and that the former will
soon recognize the Kepublic. Two New York
newspaper correspondents have been arrested
by the Bepublicaus and subjected to indignities
hut have since been released.
The Argentine war still continues, but news
is meagre and unreliable. Neither party seem
to have gained any important successes. It is
rumored that Gen. Mitre, the leader of the insurgents, has made overtures to the government for a cessation of hostilities.
China and Japan have settled up the
Formosan difficulty and amity is restored.
There was a rumor in London a few days
since that the Czar of
it lacks confirmation,

Bussia was

insane,

but

Cuba.-Cherokee Indians arc fighting among
themselves.-Deckray, reaeutly sent from
Cuba to Spain as a spy, is being wall treated.

slightly indisposed.-The
torney|General of Louisiana is in Washington
to engineer through Congress an endorsement
of the Kellogg government.-Thiers says
France is neither Bonapartigt nor Monarchist,

-Disraeli is

At-

but Bepublican.-James Bussell Lowell declines the mission to St. Petersburg, owing to
ill health.-Occident beat Judge Fullerton
at San Francisco last

Saturday,

for a purse of
$6000.-Six inches of snow fell in Toronto
last Saturday.-The Vermont Legislature haj
adjourned.-The Prassian government has
decided to give its consent to the conversion of
the Prussian bank iuto a German national
bank.-Prussia desires that the South American States as well as the United States be rep
resented in the

next International Congress.
-$20 counterfeit greenbacks have been circulated extensively in St. Louis.-Mayor Cobb
of Boston, has been receiving contributions for
the Tugcumbia sufferers.-San Domingo and

Spain

brought that state,

has decided to investigate Senator Dorsey's
election.-Several hundred of the most respectable citizens of New York city have petitioned the police commissioners to take meas-

robbed a

considerable lawlessness is
Wednesday night five men
store in Tell county and murdered the

owner.

They fled,

reported there.

pursued by the
them captured, after being
as was the sheriff, in the
but were

fight.
Little progress has been made in Tilton’s
snit against Mr. Beecher. Iu the Court of Appeals at Albany, on Tuesday, Mr. Evarts, Mr-

B.’s counsel, made a motion to set aside the
order denying the defendant’s application for
a bill of particulars. No decision was given.
Mayor Havemeyer of New York, died very

suddenly in his office Monday morning, from
heart disease, induced by severe exercise. The
funeral will take place Saturday with official
honors.
A strange murder is reported in the midst of
a forest in the wild district of New York. Two
men named Williams and Smith were engaged
in building a house. Having a gang of men,

they quarrelled and Williams seized Smith and
throwing him on to a saw horse,actually sawed
off his head. When he realized the deed, he
cut his jugular vein and bled to death.
The

longshoremen

of New York

strike against reduction of
been a few cases of violence,
a

pay.
but

nttempt.to prevent non-society
ing vessels.
Boss Tweed is making
out of prison.

are

on

a

There have

general
from load-

no

men

another attempt

to

get

George

F.

Hill, Secretary of

the

Safeguaid

Insurance Company, has becu arraigned for

making treaty of amity and commerce.-The statement that the Chicago
Inter-Ocean is hereafter to be published in
Springfield is denied.-The pottery makers of
are

Trenton, N. J.,

have

organized

to resist

a

to preve nt Inroads upon the sanctity of
the Sabbath-The Erie directors have succeeded in negotiating a loan in Europe.-A
new disease called Thorisis,” and believed to
have its origin in dried sausages, is prevailing
in New York. Thousands of microscopic in-

received $1000 for the capture of Kate Stoddard, the murderer of Goodrich.-Francis
Ecrnan is a candidate for Senator in New

York.-A bill has been introduced into the
Italian Parliament for a grant of an annual
pension of $20,000 to Garibaldi.-Small pax
in Bathurst, N. B„ is under control.-A
mountain disaster in Switzerland is reported,
in which eleven persons were buried in snow
and perished. Dean Stanley has been elected
Lord Rector of St. Andrew’s University.MacGalian, the Herald’s Spanish correspondent, has been released.-Archbishop Bayley
of Baltimore, has again denounced Gladstone’s

pamphlet.-The

memoirs of the late
President Juarez of Mexico will be published,
and important revelations in regard to the Maximillian dynasty are expected.-The directors
of the Direct Cable Company will endeavor to
recent

raise funds to lay another cable.-Mr. Saund.
ers lias received his exequatur as vice consul
at Berlin.-Boston Park Commissioners have

A-

Hills region since Custar’s expedition, so says
Gen. Sherman's report.-The Dominion of
Canada wants a liberal amount of space at the

Bro.,
quite

a

Gloueum

of

money, Sunday night.
Eliza Cranston of
Providence, partially
drunk, was burned to death Saturday night by
upsetting a kerosene lamp. Her husband was
dead drunk in bed.
An unknown schooner capsized and.sank in
Boston harbor, Sunday morning, with three
men ou board.

POLITICAL,

ETC.

Lawrence,

Mass, has tried the plan of bolding
a caucus where the candidates were voted for

directly by the

members of the party. A check
list was used. This plan was preferred to that
of having nominations made by the.committee.

The temperance (?)

men of New Hampshire
bound to have a license law in that state, if
possible. Last year they gave the state to the
Democratic party on a license platform and secured the election of a large number of antiare

prohibition

members of the legislature. The
law was saved by the vote of all the Kepubii.
can members of the Legislature, and a few
Democrats.
friends of

Yesterday
temperance

these so-called red hot
held a convention at
Concord, and nominated Nathaniel White of
Concord for Governor and a candidate for Congress in each district.
It is a good year for new parties, aud if we
can’t announce the birth of a new oue
every
week, we may put it down as a very bad week
for such movements. A few men met at In.

Wednesday and founded a party on the currency, taking the Pcndletonian or
greenback theory. Tire poor fools have an idea
that promises to pay are really money. Horace
H. Day is one of the leaders. A national condianapolis

last

vention of this new party will be held in
Cleveland, Ohio March 11th.
The Ohio Legislature met Tuesday. Gov.
Alien delivered his inaugural.
He expresses
no opinion on general
questions like the finances, says that railroads should not be hampered by vindictive legislation, but held answerable to just laws. He recommends an incraate of salaries of officers and that fees be cut
dowD.
Gov. Chamberlain was inaugurated Govern•r of South Carolina Tuesday. He advocated
the practice and enforcement of
honesty and
economy in public affairs as an inoperative duy.

■;

The Uepublican State Convention in New
Hampshire will be held in Concord, Jan. 2,
1875.
Several municipal elections occurred in Mass,

nchusetts, Tuesday. Fitchburg elected an “independent” mayor over the regular citizens
nomination, by about two to one, His name is
Miles.

injured; Charles

Newell badly, and C. F. Foster of Portland, and a few others, slightly.
The Nail Makers Association has voted to reduce the price of ten penny nails from $4.00 to

In New Bedford A. H. Howland was

Philadelphia Centenuial.-During the last
year 71 national banks have been organized,
with an authorized capital of
$4,000,000.
Three have failed and 20 gone into voluntary
liquidation.-The late Moses Day of Boston,
$88,000 for charitable purposes.-Boston
wants more postoffice room-The Boston &
Lawrence road has been opened.—Emigration from Germany will be heavy the coming
year owing to the enforcement of the landleft

wehr law.-It is reported that Mullett is
be given a foreign consulship.-The Globe

to

Theatre, Boston, which was destroyed iu the
great fire, has been rebuilt and will be opened

night.-C’ara Morris, the distinguished
actress,has just married T. C. Harrot,a nehpew
of Mayor Havemeyer.
The marriage took
place within an hour of the Mayor's death.
to

IS GENERAL.

An effort will be made to reduce the production of iron. The tuonufactories at Troy, N.

Y.,

have partially resumed work.
The Cheap Transportation Convention of
which Josiah Quincy of Boston is president, is
in session at Richmond, Vixginia, with 75 dele-

Consumption
CAUSED BV

Virginia Legislature met yesterday and
Gov. Kemper delivered his address. He advo-

VICTIMS
Who will die from

WANTS.

CATARRH

Wanted.
MAN

and wife to carry on a farm on an island
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

And its results.

lw*

intelligent
dren to take the
A KIND,

chil-

accustomed to
young child.

woman
care of a

dress, giving terms

and references.
no281w»T. E. ALDIN. Press

Office.

all kinds of House Work, Situations all ready.
FORParties
be supplied
wanting help in the City
can

by calling

ROWE & DODGES.
no26dlm.No. 7 Exchange Street.
once

SURE

Ad-

Wanted 25 Girls.
at

at

TWO

—

are

yet disturbed.

It is

rumored that the Legislature will
recognize
McEuery for Governor. Trouble may be expected there at any time.
The Concord Savings Bauk
suspended payment,Tuesday,to save the sacrifice of its securities. There had been a run on the bunk for
several days, and a large part of its deposits
drawn out. The bank officers have asked the
courts to appraise the securities and reduce the
deposit account of the depositors so as to share
the loss among them. Bad securities, wild cat
bonds, etc., are the causes of the trouble.
The Grand Eucampmont of the Knights
Templar is in sessioa iu New Orleaus. The
procession at the reception of the visitors was
most brilliant.

BY

quired.
Address, P. O. Box 1076, Portland,

no!3tf

Nutter Bros. & Co. A first clais tin plate aud
AT sheet
iron worker. None but first class need
29
MARKET SQUARE, Portland Me.

se29tf

Lost.
Dfio. 1

POCKET BOOK containing a sum of
The finder will
money and dye house ticket.
be suitably rewarded by leaving at 28 Emery St.
at
dec2_

ON

LIVER,
That great housekeeper of the body, becomes affected
and refuses to perform its office.
The Bystem becomes deranged and falls into decay.
The mind becomes despondent, and the sufierer wholly unfit lor
business or Bociety, and finally the whole body becomes as loul as a sepulcher-fall of

DEAD MEN’S BONES

small

sum

favor,

leaving the same at this Offirte.

TO SUM UP ALL,

no23dtf

simple cold in the head leads to CATARRH, Catarrh to CONSUMPTION, and Consumption to the
GRAVE.
A

BOARD.
To
BOARD,
WITH
room, suitable

AND YET,

Let.

suite of rooms and one large
Also accommosingle gentlemen at 52 Free St.
lw*
one

dations

for

a

dec2

few

for families.

To JLet.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished

WITH
and unfurnished.

62

no30

statement may seem, there are thousands and tens of thousands rushing by the CERTAIN MEANS of cure to their sad end. Now he
great remedy and certain cure for
Awful

Free Street.

TO

in

—

a

ONE

and the Worcester and Nashua Railroad Co.
tendered a reception, which was a most bril-

liant affair.

This new line

brings

New York

all

rooms,

Sole Agents,

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.

oc7d3m

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, A FOGG ,Na.OI Middle Hired.
T. P. McGOWAN, Ml Cwgrew HI.
Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange 8t*
8MALL & 8 HACK FORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

s

Boarding
Wiimot. Also table board.

comer
oc5

To Let.
BOARD, suit of
WITH
HIGH & SPRING ST,

rooms

at

37

corner

ol

Rooms To Let.
Gentlemen

and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle gentlemen
be accommodated with
and board
or

can

oc7tf

at 75 Free street.

Board.

This remarkable compound was discovered after
many years of patient research by that great German
Chemist, Professor Rttder. For this grand discovery
the German Goverment rewarded Professor Rseder
with a present of one hundred thousand thalers, Gold.
Immediately after its discovery it became the most
popular Remedy in Europe for Colds and Catarrh.
It is now extensively used in the Prussian Army,
and in all the Hospitals of the Continent. A short
time ago it was introduced into America, and now

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myt9dti

TO LET.

Furniture and Upholstering.

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. SHERRY, N., 9 Clapp’. Block
Cougrea. Street, eppe.ite Old City Hall.
Horse Shoeing.
Hy S. Vonng A Ca. Experienced Ham
ocll
Sboera, at No 109 Fere afreet.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNEB LOWELL, 133 middle Street.
Axents for Howard Watch Company.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

-OF-

A. A. mEBRILL A CO., 139 middle St.
No.
HOUSE
Street.

To Let.
Pine Street, Key

LIVING WITNESSES,

at No. 144 Pine
Lower tenement of house No. 114
Spring Street, open lrom 9 to 12 and 2 to 5. Both
these rents have been recently repaired. Also one
house in Hull Block, Carroll Streets open in a few
MATTOCKS & FOX.
days.
no28dtf83 Middle St.
142

To Let.
ROOMS suitable for
"|
XT Families. Apply to
A

one

large

or

small

two

W. W. CARR,
no28ttNo. 197 Newbury

FLOORS fitted up for a first-class Jobbing House,
over Shepherd & Co., wholesale fancy goods,
Nos. 121—123 Middle Street, below the Post Office.
Inquire of Shepherd & Co., Lamb & Farnsworth,
next door, or H. E. Thompson, Lowell, Mass., Box
117.no!9tf

3

for a small family in chambers of
House 33 Parris St. Sebago water. For information inquire on the premises.
uol8tf

TENEMENT

Whart containing about 100,000 feet,
Laving connection with the Railroads by a
track to the end of the Wharf, 11 feet of water
n the dock9 at mean low water
18, feet at end of
the Wharf, and in good condition. Possession given
iramediatly for terms apply to
ALBERT MARWICK.
nol3Jlm
5 Exchange Street.

OLD

Nov. 3,1874.

43

la

Widgery’s

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

Co-partnership of the undersigned under the
name of Shaw & Ellis is hereby dissolved by
mutual consent. The debts of the firm will be paid
by John U Shaw.
JOHN L. SHAW,

THE

clutching for your vitals,
cured, the

and that in

a

Hoofers.

abort time

name

be

ALWAYS FOR SALE
—

BY

CHICHESTER
sure and certain cure; that there is no uncertainty or waiting for it to act; that it gives instant
relief and a speedy return to perfect health.

chester”

RADER'S

SNUFF

pronounced by medical savans, eminent physicians
and pharmaceutists to be the only safe and reliable
compound yet discovered for the cure of Colds and
Is

Catarrh.

REMEMBER THAT

SNUFF

Will cure Catarrh in all its diderent stages, from its
first incipiency until it has terminated in Consumption, and even then many are cured, for by removing
the original cause the lungs frequently heal aud the
patient becomes well.

a

box

Wholesale A cents, Boston.

0C24

ly

FOB KALE.
PINE

FLOORING and STEP
BOARDS, in lots to suit purchasers, for sale low
to close a consignment
RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 161 Commercial Street.
my2b

SOUTHERN

preparation,

and

SNUFE
other.

Smith, Doolittle Sc Smith,
WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS,
No. 26 Tremont St., Boston,
General
oc n

Mid Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lice.
Keith, Agent, 70 Washington street, Boston.
a11 points in the West by Baltimore <!fc Ohio
R. R., C. A.
Chipley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston
And Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
through bills of lading given byJ the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to
Norfolk, Ball imore, Washington, or other information apply to

board
O. H.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
0,1 aml atter MONDAY, NOV.
16,1874,
t^iiinfi^g^anci until further notice trains will run
as follows :

Ascot, for the United

State*.
Cm

vriii

uiuic ao

Express from Quebec, Montreal

and

Last Trip for the Seasonl
The Steamer CITY OF RICH-

Sicstinshlp Line.
Leave each port every

PUBLISHED:

PIECES

For the Piano-Forte.
better fitted for “Home” Musical entertainment than this. Beginners can play the easiNo book is

er dueis.
Advanced players and teachers need not
to be tohl that practice with tour hands is the very
best to acquire "time” and ‘-certainty." Practice in
the “Piano at Home” is nothing but a continual

pleasnre.

250 pages, lull sheet music size.
cloth. *3.00; full gilt, *4.00.

In

boards, $2,50;

For Ciioms. THE LEADER. lJrice$1.38.
For Sinoino Schools; THE SONQ MONARCH,75c

THE EMERSON METHOD

FOR REED ORGANS
By L. O. Emkbbon and W. S. B. Matthews.
Easy and progressive lessons, scales, studies, vol-

untaries, interludes, quarters, songs, and other pieces
in profusion. Alt well arranged by skilful hands.
Price *2.50.
Choirs; PtIRKINS’ ANTHEM BOOK. *1.50.
For Quartet Choirs; THOMAS QUARTKTS.S2.50
Specimen copies sent post-paid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
For

nol7

With connection* to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton nnd Hi. John*, IV. F.
The first class
Steamship
“GEORGIA” will leave Portland
every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the intercolonial
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward Island;
also at-’New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages
for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St.
BE" RETURNING wiL leave Halifax

d&w2w

A. M.

10

on

day

sail-

of

STEAMSHIP

CO.

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

MEW

Steamers

YORK.

with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Jg^Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
°c
dtf

—-

Boston at 8.00, a. m., 12, m. 3.15, p. m. arriving
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. m.
For Lowell (via Lawrence) at 6.15,9.10 a. in.,
3.15 p. m.
For Concord and Manchester (via New
Market Junction) G.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m„ (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. m.
For Cireat Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For Bochester, Farmington, and Alton
Bay, (via Dover at 9.10, a. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Kenue.
bunk and Way Stations at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Rennebnnk at 7.3ft » m
I'ortiana at 8.35 a. m.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10.3.15.
Boston 8.00, 3.15.

FOR BOSTON.

Fare

im

I

Only 50 Cents.

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

t9.10 A. M..

Passengers by this Line

cure a com foi

pense and
at night.

—

AND

Derry.

First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this liner
Halifax
every ot her TuriHiay, fo
Liverpool, touching at Quera.Iowa. Passage
(first-class) *70 and *80 gold or Its equivalent; thirdclass *20 U. S. currency to British ports, *26 to Denmark and Sweden, prepaid *20 and $26.
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec eveiy inursday lor Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage $20.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Gersail from

many.

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued

at reduced
to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
England. No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
|gr-Ni«ht Mtcrling Check* i*«ned far £1
and Upward*.
au26dtf
rates.
for New

Apply

STEAMBOAT NOTICE.
The Steamer LEWISTON,
Cant. Chah. Dekbino, will
make one more trap tu Maand intermediate

chiasport,

im ■ ir-Mo Landings, leaving Friday
Evening. Dec. 4th, at IO.’clock. Returning,
wiUleave Machaisport Tuetda, Horning, Dec.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
General Agent.
1873.
dot

LINIMENT OF IODIDE OF AMMONIA
Is considered to be one of the greatest discoveries
of the period for Rheumatic, Neuralgic* and
Erysipielatous Affection*.
Bunion*, Enlarged Joints of the feet. Neuralgia,
Sore Throat, Paralysis. Rheumatism, Pains of all
kinds—cure guaranteed. Wm .TI. Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia. 50c. and $1.00 a
bottle. Depot 451 Sixth Avenue, New York.
For sale by Fred. T. Meaher & Co., and W. H
Phillips & Co.. Portland, Me.
no7d4w

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
TTS35

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
TRIED AND SURE RENIEDY.
Sold by
no7d4wt
Druggists._
A

sending 35c., with age, height,
ki3 coloi of eyes and hair,
you will receive by return malt a correct pho■Lk
tograph ot your future husband or
111 fill <rw,fe* with name and date of marAddress W. FOX, P. O.
Drawer No. 50 Fultonville, N. Y.
uo12t4w

PPlifjQ
* kilo

IcjBy

ly A

Wll
-^-“klkMIIgriage.

WANTED—AGENTS grelu?T«

Prize Stationery Package oat. Sample Package, post-paid, for 25 c. ClrcularB tree. J. BRIDE,
7C7 Broadway, New York.
nol2t4w
HEN

and WOHEN WANTED
Iann
tOvU to sell our Mtereaacopic Views ot
all Parla of the

World.
Great Wage*
with Certainly. Apply at once to D.
I., Guernsey, Publisher, Concord, N. 11, noI2t4w
X1 U C* Vt! SAMPLE to Agents. Cndic. Cam.
lililtlj
bination Needle Baoh, with Chromos.
Send stamp. Dean & Co., New Bedford,

Mass.nol2t4w

WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANO.
powerful,

through the

entire

pure

scale* yet mellow

and
amt

CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
a semi-weekly linedeav'tag Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New
York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
■will form

I

This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads anil Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdatlons are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, Including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births lnclnded),$3.50.
Until liirther notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL"
will be the only steamer sailing in this line.
Leaving Portland every Wednesday and New York every
Saturday P. M.
For freight or passage apply to
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Office on tho Wharf,

—

WORCESTER.

or

CLARK &

NEW

FOE
AHEAD

OF

UTHEHtt.

only inside route Avoiding Point Juditli.

Seambnat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & 1 rovidence K. K. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with tbo entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant ana popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New fork always in advance of all other line*. Baggag

Monday,

checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. Wl FILE INS.
D. S. BABCoCIf.
Gen. Fasenger Ag’t New York.
President.
dlv
_

PORTLAND

Clyde’s Iron

CIDER AND WINE HILLS,

Line of

Steamers

Philadelphia

quires

or Debilitated i
Languid that anv exertion re-

ho
an

of

elfort than you feel capable of
making?
Then try JURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and iavigorator, which acts so
beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
more

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lower
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulates the Bowels, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole
system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
Its operation is not
is
but
characviolent,
terized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no markod
results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And

silently

steal

away.”

This is no new and untried discovery, but ha*
been long used with wonderful remedial rest.its, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”
Ask your druggist lor.it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., BOSTON,

_nol9t4w

300 PIANOS and ORGANS
New
and

8ecend-IIando/First-Class link-

ers, will be sold at Lawcr Prices for cash, or oh
lastallmeats, or for rent, in City or Caaatry.
during these Bard Time, aud the HOLIby HORACE WATERS Sc SON,
DAYS,
4N1 Broadway, than ever before offered ia
New York. Agents wanted to sell Waters*
New Scale Pianos, and Concerto Organs.
Illustrated Catalogaes Hailed. Great inducements to the Trade. A large discount to
Teachers, Hiuisters, Churches, Lodges,
Schools, etc.No26t4w
wanted for the people's
Agents
JOURNAL.
Four magnificent Chromos
The most liberal otter

deployment—At home
Male or Female, $30 a week warranted. No
caidtal required. Particulars and valuable sample
sent free.
Address with 6 cent return stamp, C.
ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.
dec!4w

Portland

Daily Press
t

Job

Printing

OFF

ICE,

WM. M. MARKS,
MANAGER
Posters, Hand Bills,

Bill

Cards, Tags, Ac., printed

Heads,

at short

notice.

SPALnT

CONSULATE OF

To merchants and Shipmasters.
are hereby notified that on ar.d after the
first
day ot September, 1874. the new regulations
prescribed by the Government of the Republic ot
id regard to Consular lees will take effect.
Spjjn
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:

YOU

Certifying Manifest.

$13.00
4.00—$p».uo
VriwelM without Cargo:
Certifying Manliest.$7.00
Rill of Health. 4.00—111.00
Rill of

Health...

For

Providence
every

WED-

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to anu
rom Portland and all other points in Maine
with
Philadelphia andhevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ij the Penn
Centia! and tho Phil. & Beading It. R», and to ali
the principal cities in the Sontb and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Pall Imlormation given l.y D. D. C MINK
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., -Boston, or J. B. COYLe!
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen'l Managers.
»nl 1 It
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

1

Are you

For Vcnim U with Cargo

Running between
and

YOU

ARE

Weak, Nervous,

AND

PHILADELPHIA.

no23dtf

JURUBEBA.

YORK,

AT.1,

1 liis isllic

—

HATE YOC TRIED

SEAMAN,

Jy28tt__80 West street. New York.
STWJUJUiTOH L1IE|

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
8.00 A. M. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcester, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, and
Boston & Maine Trains lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting a: Aver Junction with tiaina for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.00 p.m.,
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, anil
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
(.43 P. M. For Rochester and wav Stations.
.1.13 P. M. Express ior Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.30 p. m., connecting with Night Train for New
York.
Leave Portland for Gorham G.20 p. m.
Express Train leaving Worceiter at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with N orwich Steamboat train ftom New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Express Train leaves Worcester at 4.40p. inconnecting with Express trains ,eaving Albany at
10 a. m- and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.43 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South
and West.
WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

imitation of the Human Voice.
Warranted for O Venn. PRICED KXTREIUBLY LOW for cu.h or part .aah«
anil balance in monthly payment*. Meeand
hand
in*trument*
at
great
bargain*.
AUENT8 WANTED. A liberal dhStaaal
to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Schools,
Lodges,
etc. Vllnatrated Catalogue* mailed HORACE WATERS A DOM, 481 Broadway,
N. V. P.O.Box 3367.no!3t«w

C°S?S,TA5T

The Brst class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON- and “GEO.

—FROM—

exe-

Voyage.

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail Irani Quebec
every Naturday Morning,
far Liverpool, touching at

ever matte.
Send 3 cent
stamp lor circular and sample.
P. W. Zieolkr <&
Co., 518 Arch st. Phila. Pa.dec 14w

—

YEW YORK.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

description

Ocean

free.

iPORTJLA.ND

__dtf

se!7d&wtt

nol7dtf

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.

PRINTING of every
cuted at This Office.

No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Nov. 15, 1874.

CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
8

Send for acircular.

on

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the tie
viona day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to acccommodations).870 to 980
Payable in Gold or its eouivaient.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, a •'ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

{Fast Express.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Archer,

mpl.

8ATCBDAY, December 3tb, 1874.

St. John, Hal-

—

THE

Liverpool.

Will leave this port for Liverpool

t Accommodation train

BY

and

niBtmun,

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train on Saturday night runs to Portland only.

FOR SALE

CARRYING OP

Return Tickets
granted as Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor
Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage

—

Steamship Co.

THE

Passengers booked to London-

derry

The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the

PUE'iS, SCREWS,GRIHRERS, A

Shortest

SERVICE.

forces.

Canadians and (Jailed Stale. Hails.

and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York
by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New Yora, all rail, also with the 6.30 P. M
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River
Stonlngton and Norwich Lanes. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M and 9.30 P
M. train via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

AND

Ocean

UNDER CONTRACT FOR

9.10 A. M.

PORTLAND

inconvenience

Montreal

by Freight

Waterville, at n.00 A.

BETWEEN

reminded that they serest and avoid the exof arriving in Poston late
are

night's

ALLAN^LINE.

Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmmgton, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
U«10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, and for
Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Belfast and Dexter (Pullman Palace Sleeping
Cars,) at *5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at t8.00 A. M.. returning at 5.00 P. M

—

table

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low lates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. Is. CO YLK, JR.,General Agent.
octlS74

t5A?P.MP"“y0r

palais.

^

n.i

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
JOHN BROOKS AND FALNOTTH,
will, until further notice, run alternately os follows:

EaDgOT' H°“It0n’
Cf&dSLWA&ftS:
Leave Portland for

nuuimn,

SUMMER

WATERS’ Concerto ORGANS
cannot k excelled in tone or beauty; they defy

Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,
(Sundays excepted), at 19.10 a. m. and J3.15 p. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at}8.00 A. M., *5.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at *8.00
A. M, t3.15, *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland. Bangor
and St. John 18.00 A.M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.40,
7.50, 10.50 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
P°rtland at t,°'27A- M"

vo

erickton,
CyFreight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
segCdtfA R. STUBPS, Agent

sweet.

Passenger trains leave Portland dalfor Portsmouth aud Boston, (Sun-

uuuugu

New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
loot of State St.,every MONDAY, and THURSDAY,
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John, N. B.
Returning wi leave St. John and Eastport on the

even

CORUflElVCING NOV. 33,1874.

ouecisuu

On and after Monday September
2Stb,thc Steamer City of 1'oniand,
Capt. S. M. Pike, and tbe Steamer

and UPRIGHT,
SQUARE
touch elastic the tone

TRAL RAILROAD.

The

ARUANOKMJINTS.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

Cleared

Gen# Superintendent.
c xt orr^SvTo*£,UR?ER’
S.
H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland*
no21
tf

and

Di,kf

Eleanora, Franconia
FOR
Chesapeake
HOARSE NES,
COUGHS,
COLDS,
Will until further notice

THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and
leave Pier 38 East River, New
York, every MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up

■bt33.15. p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.50
a. m., 2.00,8.00, p. m.
Returning, leave

Lewiston,

Calais and Ml.
J,hu.
Windsor nud Halifax.

FALL

leave
Wharf, Portland every
MONDAY.
TUESDAY
and

MAINE

Trains to Bath, Augusta, and

Ea.lpori,

Franklin

se21dtf

at *1.00

_

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

and

On and after Monday, Nor. 23, 1874,
Passenger trains will leave Port.
CI;.'™S!!|S|l«nd for Boston, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.

wn-Tdavs excepted)
1*3.15 P. M.

CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Railroad Warf, foot of State Street.
d2t

dec3

no30

MAINE

RAILROAD.

if

m.

Portland, Nov. 28,

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treat.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

C-wr*'

p.

TUES-

on

ing.
For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
OCt28dtf
JOHN POItTEOUS. Agent.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in
splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
tyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

______

as

Rocklaiul, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bucasport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor, Ice Permitting. Monday Morning, at 6 o'clock, touching at the above
named landings, arriving in Portland at 5 o’clock

F.

DAYS, at 4 P. M.
No freight received after

Arrangement of Trains commencing
* Nov.
•24, 1874.

d3m

Scotia,

DIRECTi

Southwest

Ho Transfer! Ho Change of Cars

GEORGE T. COMINS,
154 North Street, Boston, and
393 Pearl Street, New York.

TO

Halifax Nova

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

SWING CRADLES.

Swing

MAMPNON, Agent,

LINE

MAIL

points in the

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

Bangor, (or

Railroad Wharf Friday Kreding. Dec. 4. at flu a’clark,
being bei last trip for the season,
far as the ice will permit,) touching

ALLAN_LINE.

TO JL ong Wharf, Boston.

Ju23-1?

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

&

B.

E.

To Canada, Detrolr, Chicago, Milwaa
tee, CinciuHti, mu Louis, Omaha,
iagiMw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Dearer* San Francisco,

BOSTON

for
at

Wharfage.

-—

Johns, N.

Portland, September 19.1874.

& Sat’d’y.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Somli
by couucctinj lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

—

Northwest, West and

Wed’s’y

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Pnila
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one halt the rate

Offices

Portland to the South and West.

oct28

No

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

and all

MOND, Capt.C. Kilby, willjleave

days.
Connections made at Eastport tor St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Keutville, Halifax, N. 8., Shedlae. Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, and Fred-

PIHbADELPIIIA

74 EXCHANGE ST.
AND

R. I

—AWI>—

West at 8.40

CHICHESTER PATENT.

No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers for child to fall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get ont of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester
Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to

Providence,

»

same

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mall from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Anburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p, m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

—

H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

B O S T O 1ST

a. m.

Passenger

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

E.

w
no2dtf

ivilUHB.

Shortest and Host Direct Route

large
HOUR-HAND

SNUFF

no

RAILROAD.

20
long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. If your dealer does not
them, ask him to send for catalogue, and take
but the “Chichester.”

A

tlie bouse for themselves anil children, for many a
promising child has been sent into the dark valley of
the shadow of death by a simple Cold, which ended
in Catarrh and quick consumption of its youthfu

to take this

the

ci

F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
y22tt

£S.AnLES
.July 21.1874.

have
none

PIANO AT HOME.
collection of the best

o

iii

GERMAN

match. This
to a little girl

a

JUST

RADER'S

GERMAN

Name “Chi-

one.

Beautilul, Cheap and

or Holiday Gift.
Birthday
It will hold
doll
inches

PAEENT8
should always have

should hare

every cradle.

Mothers yon should have a Chichester Swing Cradle.
Mothers who try them will have no other.
Mothers save your time by using a Chichester.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.
THE CRADLE AMONG CRADLES.

RADER’S

GERMAN

on

Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to
Cradle cannot be equalled lor a present
for

sale by Druggists everywhere at 35 cents a bo*
and every box is worth its weight in gold. Be sur

HOWE & GOODWIN,

PATENT

DOLL’S CRADLES.
Evjry little girl

BEHEHBEB THAT

GERMAN

EASTERN

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all places ia
the South, W. B. Chirk, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Sea-

RAILROAD.

Conway Railroad.

is the

Is for

—

Stair Builder.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

RADER'S

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.

Street.

B. F. LIBUY,Lo. 969 Fere Street, cer.
Cress St., in Deleno’s Mill.
6* li. HOOPER, Cor. York & Maple
Streets.

lungs.

JMPPERAS.

JaSdly

SJMJFF

uFKMAN

128 and 130 MIDDLE ST.,

VERMONT

Wo. 109 C?ere Street.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNEB LOWELL, 133 middle

A. W. A H. H. mCDUFFEE, Car. middl
Mr VI _:
fit..

THE

aut2

S. YOUNG.

RADER'S

undersigned haying taken the stand of Harlow & Hunt, will continue the business at

Baker & Co,

Sign and Awning Hanging.

record-

THEN REMEMBER THAT

HENRY W. ELLIS.
Portland, Nov. 30,1874.dettt

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds. Mattrasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
Repairing of all kinds neatly dope.

Beal Estate Agents.
AOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

A. N. fflcCOY A CO., 98 Bprin, Street.

Will ooze from every pore, and your
ed on the scroll of the dead.

Wharf.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Plumbers.

MONSTER CATARRH

No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27

Photographers.

Street.__

To Let.

STORE
sel5dtf

J. I.
Cross. Portland.

YOUNG

AND

COLD SWEAT OF DEATH

Lincoln St.

ONE

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 960 Fore Street, Cor. of

unless

at

To Let
half of a double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland, Sept., 30,1074_
dtf

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

REMLITIBER THAT THE

tf

House to Let.
Sebago water and Gas. Inquire

KEITH.

JAMES MI JjliER. No. 91 Federal Street.

flood

To Let.
/YNE half Double Brick House, 13 Rooms, No. 33
Dan forth St.
Possession given immediately.
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 205 Middle st.

A.

A. S. DAVIS A CO., Ne. 80 middle Street.
A. H. I,AMBON, 139 middle Bt.,cer. Cr#.«.

Who have a cold in the head, with mucous mosisture
of the nasal organs, and dripping or dropping outside
or inside.

DYERS

BOOMS.
9no3tf

Dead,

niiiii,

fun

H3RR]

Carpet-Bags.

-AJSTD NOW

0C12dtf
To Let.

A.

A. B. DURAN A CO.. 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

to

LET

J.

IT WERE.

its wonderlul curative powers, the like of
which is not known on the face of the Globe.

Testify

LET I

Room in the Second Story of the
Printer.’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON Ac CO., U1
Exchange Street.

AS

From the

St.

To Let.

TO

RAISED,

Will be taken

1-..

DAVID W. DEANE, Na. 89 Federal St.
All Itiad. ofUpb.I. eringand Repairing
dene to order.

—

WM. KENNEDY
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY

—

New Arrangements of Trains.

BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
Ii. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

TWO

THOUSANDS

week.

and SATURDAY.

Confectionery.

■a. JT. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candied, 387 Congress 8t,
Portland Med

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

GERMAN SNUFF.

Boarding.
223} Cumberland st.,

pleasant rooms

€. IN. PICARD & CO.

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.

o?7tf

a

Price One Dollar per Bottle. Sent to any
addren on receipt of price.

WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free HtreRb
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exchange Hi. UphoUtering .f all kind.

TWO

at

Every

Ingredient Perfectly Harmless in
Its Separate Form.

FOHTEK’H Dye Hou.e,*4 Unl.n Hired.*

TO Lei
good rooms, connected, to let, with board, at
203 Cumberland St., corner of Franklin. Also

good

Tonic and Stimulant, and so partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden
breaking off from the use of Stimulating Drinks.

AND —

its different stages

OF Tl'E

BOSTON & MAINE

CURED

Carpenters and Builders.

CATARRH
n

—

AND

—

TO AND FROM BOSTON,

Secretly.

Dye-House.

Board Wanted.
unfurnished and two fitrnished rooms, with
board, by three single gentlemen, in the sonth
west part of the city, vicinity of State St.
Address
8., P. O. Box 829,
nolgdtf

other

codly

WHITNEY Ac MEANS, Pearl Street, op.
poaite Park.

private family with
no children, a large front room, suitable for man
and wife, at 116 Brackett Street. Two single gentlemen accommodated also.
dim*

formerly opened on Tuesday.
carrying the city government of Port-

distinguished gentlemen along the line of the
road, left Portland in the morniDg for Worcester, where the city government, board of trade

the

Board,
good board,

Let with

no2

Colds in the Head

,f

was

A train
land, members of the board of trade and other

as

Red and the Yellow Tickets

Pathologically,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

of money. The
poor Boy be

on a

a

First Class Nteamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
C1EORCJE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
nud SA'FUHDAY.

A Book for Everybody.
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
The Peabody Institute has also just published a
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermenew book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
diate stations at 2 p. m.
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royReturning.
al octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound iu
Leave Bemis for Portland and intermediate stations
substantial muslin, price $2.
at
9,15
a.
m.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and interme
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on rediate stations at 7.15 a. m.
ceipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 9.15 a. m. from Bemis
at the same time on receipt of only $4.
Here Is ofwill be mixed trains,
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for
and best printed and bound popular medical science
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom, Denmark,
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
Stowe and Chatham.
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
It
^fon*
Trains arrive at and
should be borne in mind that these great Medical
depart from Eastern and
^entra^ Railroad Passenger Station in PortWorks are published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, an honored institution, established with
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
J v
Nov. 13, 1874.
Portland,
nol4dtf
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraworks
on
ever
ordinary
Physiology
published. There
is nothing whatever that the Mamed or Single of
Grand Trnak R. R. of Canada.
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
alteration in trains.
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any WINTER
AREANGEMENT.
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such aa prob-1
On
an<l
alter
September 21st.
ably never before tell to the lot of any man, are given KSmggK] 1874, trains willMonday,
run as follows:
In full. No person should be without these valuable
Ex press train 7.00 a. m. for Montreal and
Quebec,
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy Auburn,
and Lewiston.
and the medical
generally highly extol these
faculty
train for A nbum and Lewiston at D.30
Passenger
and
useful
works. The most fastidiextraordinary
a. in.
ous may read them.
Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
Address the Peabody MedicalInstitute, No. 4
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Bulfinch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
Pond,)" connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
Montreal and the West.
consulted on all ot the above named diseases, and all
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.43 p m.
diseases requiring skill and experience.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.

Id
CONSUMPTION steps in, and DEATH and the
GRAVE is the result.

Lost.
a

and

a

a

BOOK with
POCKET
Finder will confer

rhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal)
Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Energy. Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind and
Loss of Memory. Impure State ot the Blood, and all
diseases arising from the errors op youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-ased men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $i.
A Book for Every Wouinu,
Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Phys-

will be the same. Those who have Friends addicted
to the terrible vice of intemperance should give this
Sovereign Remedy a trial. This preparation acts as

LOST AND FOUND.
■!

a

DRUNKENNESS

Me.

Wanted.

JUST

titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
It treats upon
manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, Impotency, Premature Decline in Man, Spermator-

by tlie use of Dr. DeMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine for the love
of Strong Drink. It Can be Given Secretly,
so that the patient will not know it, hut the effect

a

times

Four

22’,8M-and un,il

AND

A Book for Etery Halt,
published by the Peabody Medical Institute;
new edition ot the celebrated medical work
en-

It Can be Given

By direct sympathy, the

Gentleman and Wife a suit of unfurnished
rooms with board in a prviate family either on 1
1
the line of the horse railroad or within five minutes
walk of the City Building. References given and re-

NOTICE.

INSIDE LINE 10 BANGOR

Washington

STEAMSHIP LINE

NERVOUS DISEASES.

—

LUNGS.

Wanted.

The new railroad line from Portland to Wor-

cester, Mass.,

THE

&

STEAMERS.

—

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD

Wives Save your Husbands
Taints and Rots
and Friends.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
No. 15 Exchange St.

no23dtf

DEATH,

Pure air drawn as breath through the nasal organs
affected with CATARRH becomes foul, and

Wanted at Once.
Bets of Horse Bob Sleds, and one pair of first
class double harnessess. Inquire of

Employes of the Chesapeake

Affairs in Louisiana

For CATARRH uncurcd

Wanted.

•

SPEC1A1L

Norfolk, Baltimore

lanll16

Will lie opened this year to receive the

gates.
& Ohio Railroad struck for unpaid wages and no trains
passed over the road east of Huntington, West
Virginia, except a mail car, on Tuesday,
The King of the Sandwich Islands has arri ved
in San Francisco. He will visit Washington.

THOUSAND

YAWNING GRATES

cates the completion of the water lines of the
state by aid of Congress, and says that prosper-

WIOUIN,

in health and dis350 pages, bound in
ease, from Infancy to Old Age.
beautifnl French cloth. With the very best prescriptions for.'prevailing diseases. Price $2.00.

Killed more than Silly Thousand People last
year in the United States alone. And more than

The

F.

Charlentown, IHaM.

iologically

CATARRH.
SIXTY

$3.75 per keg.

ures

sects are found in the throats of those diseased.
-New Yerk consumers complain of short
weight in imported prints.-Mary Hanley has

67,Ml People
Dead and Dying.

Gold has gone up to 112 1-8.
A train on the Boston,Concord and Montreaj
Railroad, run off the track near Woodsville.
yesterday morning. Fred Brown, a brakemau,
was killed; S. R. Lee, a
passenger, was fatally

re-

duction of wages.-The Arkansas Legislature

prepared a report recommending a series of
parks around tbe city to be connected by boulevards.-No white man has entered the Black

of

irregular.

The Cheap Transportation Convention considered schemes enough at Richmond yesterday
to bankrupt the nation, but the Committee on
Resolutions to which they were referred reported unfavorably upon the most of them.

a

railroad bonds.
Two heavy shocks of earthquake were reNo damage
poated at Orena, Ncv., Sunday.

forging

The safe of Samuel Lane &
cester, Mass., was robbed of

coULtof bitterness growing out of the canvass.
The district is remote from telegraph and mails

A
dec2

Address, J.

STATEMENT.

Debility Free.

of Nervous

STEAMERS.

Eastern Railroad.

FOB THE

Cure
oc20-3in

White, the Republican Congressman elect
from the 9th district, shot his competitor, Mr.
Cockerill, in a remote county, Tuesday, on ac-

BRIEF MENTION.

Democratic congressmen announce that they
intend to have the operations of the First Syndicate investigated.-Sugar refiners contemplate the reduction of their present production.
-More reinforcements have loft Spain for

Startlirg

THE LATEST.

The business center of Wilton, N. H.. including the Wheling House, Wallack’s block, the
poSlt office, bank, masmic hall and several
stores and offic-s were burned
Wednesday
morning. The fire took in Wallack’s block.
The loss is put at $90,000; partially insured.
A report from Kentucky states that Mr.

RAILROADS.

PRESCRIPTION

A

lardvale.

are

MEDICAL

_MEDICAL.

mally opened Tuesday. Th- road is 8 13 miles
lung, and laps the Boston and Maine near Bal-

apply.

ly exaggerated. There is, however, a great
amount of lawlessness, and violence in that
region, and good authorities set forth the deplorable condition of the miners.
As a natural consequence of the disgraceful
condition into which Arkansas politicians have

sheriff and two ot
severely wounded,

several hours nearer Portland and obviates the
necessity of paying toll to Boston.
The Lowell and Andover Kailroad was for-

The debate in the German Beichstag on the
ity will never come to the South until all enforcement acts are repealed, the political equalAlsace andLorrainebill to endow the Strasbourg
university, drew out a sharp speech from Bis- ity of the races established, and their social
marck. The deputies from these provinces op-, equality settled as an impossibility.

York Graphic.

of Seven

There has heon

pal elections show further Bepublican

woe—

the Maine State Press of December 3, 1874.

From

portant.

a

When instead of that he should mind his work.

For the wise should know what
The strife in this weary world of

that they never intended to allow the imposition of a differential duty, and did not think
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Cider Barrels
For Sale.

One Thousand Cider Barrels
ot
■el

best quality, in good order.

HENRY T. FARTER, INN For*Ml.
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